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Disclaimer 
This document contains description of the OpenMinTeD project findings, work and products. Certain 

parts of it might be under partner Intellectual Property Right (IPR) rules so, prior to using its content 

please contact the consortium head for approval. 

In case you believe that this document harms in any way IPR held by you as a person or as a 

representative of an entity, please do notify us immediately. 

The authors of this document have taken any available measure in order for its content to be accurate, 

consistent and lawful. However, neither the project consortium as a whole nor the individual partners 

that implicitly or explicitly participated in the creation and publication of this document hold any sort 

of responsibility that might occur as a result of using its content. 

This publication has been produced with the assistance of the European Union. The content of this 

publication is the sole responsibility of the OpenMinTeD consortium and can in no way be taken to 

reflect the views of the European Union. 

The European Union is established in accordance with the Treaty 

on European Union (Maastricht). There are currently 28 Member 

States of the Union. It is based on the European Communities 

and the member states cooperation in the fields of Common 

Foreign and Security Policy and Justice and Home Affairs. The five 

main institutions of the European Union are the European 

Parliament, the Council of Ministers, the European Commission, 

the Court of Justice and the Court of Auditors. 

(http://europa.eu/) 

 

OpenMinTeD is a project funded by the European Union (Grant Agreement No 654021). 
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Publishable Summary 
This report forms part of Work Package 2 “Community Engagement and Sustainability”. The content of 

this deliverable is complementary to D2.3 “Open Call Specifications” which defines the main objectives 

of the two Phases of the Open Tender Call foreseen in the OpenMinTeD (OMTD) project and describes 

the general strategy for their organization, execution, tender topics of interest and rules of 

participation. This document describes the mechanisms, logistics, processes, decisions and results of 

the two Phases of the Open Tender Call of in the project. D2.3 “Open Call Specifications”.  

The initial D2.3 deliverable “Open Calls Specifications” defined two Calls, however, due to the delay in 

the development of the platform, the first Call was postponed and it was decided to join the two initial 

Calls in a single one. In addition, and to align with the platform development, it was decided to split the 

eventual Call into two phases: Phase I for content providers, and Phase II for service providers. During 

both phases, the organization, execution and evaluation of the Open Call were handled by the "Core 

Committee" with support from the "Community and Technical Advisory Boards" and from external 

experts.  The BSC was responsible for the coordination of the Core Committee.  

We received 39 proposals from both content and service providers from 14 different countries all over 

the world, from public institutions and private companies.  

The evaluation of these proposals was planned as a two-step procedure. First, the Technical Advisory 

board undertook the initial technical assessment to ensure that the proposals fulfilled the technical 

specifications and to identify those proposals that were technically non-eligible because they could not 

be integrated into the OMTD platform. Then, the proposals were evaluated, scored and ranked by the 

members of the Core Committee. Seventeen proposals were selected, 4 in Phase I and 13 in Phase II. 

To ensure that the proposals came to fruition and that they all met the deadlines, we devoted many 

efforts to give support to participants throughout the whole process. 
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1. Introduction 

 Project Background 

OMTD aspires to enable the creation of an infrastructure that fosters and facilitates the use of text and 

data mining technologies in the scientific publications world and beyond, by both application domain 

users and text-mining experts.  

OMTD builds upon existing tools and text mining platforms, rendering them discoverable, through 

appropriate registries, and interoperable, through a standards-based interoperability layer based to a 

large degree on a combination of existing standards.  

OMTD supports awareness of the benefits and training of text mining users and developers alike and 

demonstrates the merits of the approach through a number of use cases identified by scholars and 

experts from different scientific areas, ranging from life sciences (bioinformatics, biochemistry, etc.) to 

food and agriculture and social sciences and humanities related literature.  

The goal of the project is to establish an open and sustainable TDM infrastructure where researchers 

can collaboratively create, discover, share and re-use knowledge from a wide range of text-based 

scientific related sources in a seamless way to advance research, promote interdisciplinary open 

science, and ultimately support evidence-based decision making. 

 General aim and organization of the Open Call 

The OMTD open tender call has been designed taking into account similar previous efforts, in particular 

the OpenAIRE (Open Access Infrastructure for Research in Europe) project deliverable D7.1. (Open 

Review: tender Call Evaluation Report). 

The initial D2.3 deliverable “Open Calls Specifications” defined two Calls: 

● The first Call was planned for M22 (March 2017) and addressed the technical aspects of making 

third party components, e.g. Named Entity Recognition (NER) taggers, interoperable and 

available for integration into the OMTD platform.  

● The second Call was planned for M26 (June 2017) and focused on the integration of specific 

components into the OMTD platform: 

a. the adaptation, integration and interoperability of third party software including 

proprietary text mining components as well as standard annotation formats into the 

OMTD platform,  

b. the use/combination of OMTD infrastructure components (in/via workflows) to create 

innovative services in scientific domains,  

c. the use of the OMTD annotation services to support the creation of Gold Standard data 
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and the training/testing of text mining services trained/evaluated on those datasets  

d. the promotion of the development of prototypes that enable the assessment of 

compliance of OMTD platform and workflow manager components with respect to 

OMTD functional and interoperability specifications and  

e. the development of innovative visualization prototypes of information derived by text 

mining, annotations and OMTD text mining workflows. A more targeted alignment of 

tender participant activities with the OMTD infrastructure will be addressed through the 

organization of a OMTD tender hackathon session.  

Due to the complexity in the development of the platform, the first Call was postponed and it was 
decided to join the two initial Calls in a single one. In addition, and to align with the platform 
development, it was decided to split the eventual Call into two phases:  

● Phase I for content providers and looking for publishers, repositories, libraries and other 
holders of scholarly publications/content. 

● Phase II for service providers, encouraging the implementation of applications that addressed 
the technical aspects of sharing third party components through their deployment in the OMTD 
platform.  

During both phases, the organization, execution and evaluation of the Open Call were handled by the 

"Core Committee" with support from the "Community and Technical Advisory Boards" and from 

external experts.  The BSC was responsible for the coordination of the Core Committee. 
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2. Tender Announcement 
Phase I was announced in month 27 (August 2017) and Phase II in month 31 (December 2017). The 

Open Call Phases were disseminated through various social media channels, including Twitter and 

LinkedIn groups with interests in NLP, and via relevant distributional NLP mailing lists and mailing list 

from European projects. In addition, about 1,500 contact persons were compiled to increase the 

outreach of the call and mails were sent to the main developers of different software for text analysis, 

text mining and text analytics (see Appendix 1). An especially devoted web-post and blog hosted 

information on the tender call, topics and selection procedure (https://openminted.bsc.es/).  

The dissemination was organized and largely executed by LIBER and BSC. In order to streamline the 

communication efforts of different partners, LIBER compiled a dissemination toolkit for both calls, that 

consisted of a dedicated communication plan, standard texts for blog posts and emails, visuals, and a 

list of contacts to be reached. The dissemination kits were intended to make sure that all partners 

were supported in their role of reaching out to communities close to them. 

 

 

Figure 1 Dissemination kit 

The open calls boosted visibility on Twitter. In other months @openminted_eu had on average 

between 14,000 and 25,000 tweet impressions per month, but in the main months of disseminating 

the open calls, it went up to 47.100 impressions in October 2017, and 60,300 in January 2018. 

On the dedicated blog (openminted.bsc.es), most traffic came from using the URL directly, a referral 

from the website openminted.eu, twitter (in the graph below shown as t.co), email and google. 

 

https://openminted.bsc.es/
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Figure 2 Blog analytics 

 

Figure 3 Sessions by country 

Others also wrote and tweeted about the open call. Some examples: 
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Figure 4 Tweets about the open call 
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3. Budget 
The total budget of the Tender Call was of EUR 240,000, initially to be assigned in equal proportions to 

the two phases. Proposals were split into two categories: large tenders, with a budget up to EUR 

17,500, and small tenders, with a budget up to EUR 7,000. Note that the maximum amount was 

established to avoid legal problems with Spanish legislation. For publish institutions, the Spanish law 

requires public tender when the contract is higher than EUR 17,500. For each phase, EUR 12,000 were 

allocated for the organization of a hackathon and EUR 10,000 for work related to prototype testing, 

documentation and integration.  

However, the budget for Phase I was not fully spent and, as it was foreseen in D2.3, the remaining 

amount was carried over to Phase II, which was extended to content providers. Also, during Phase I a 

single tender was awarded a larger amount (EUR 25,000), because the required workload exceeded 

the proposed amount, also foreseen in D2.3. Besides, the budget for testing and documentation was 

not spent and it was carried over to proposals and the budget for the Hackathon was not spent either, 

since it was organized as individual online meetings and GitHub sessions where each participant 

received assistance and reported on the deployment,  

The following table shows how the budget was finally spent. In Section 7 we give details of how this 

budget was distributed among the successfully selected participants.  

 

Table 1 Budget distribution 

Concept Euros 

Phase I 32,119 

Phase II 193,175 

Total 225,294 
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4. Agenda 
The agenda for both phases, which we include below, was published in: https://openminted.bsc.es/ 

 Agenda for Phase I 

● November 5: Deadline for applications. 

● November 19: Deadline for decision. 

● November 20: Tenders announcement. 

● December 22: End of implementation phase of the applicants / start of validation task for 

the OMTD committee. Validation task extends for four weeks and allows for interaction 

with tenders (any minor fixes can be applied by applicants in their given solution). 

● January 21: End of validation phase. BSC announces applicants the results and gives them 

instructions to proceed (including instructions for payment). The final results are published 

on the web. 

 

 Agenda for Phase II 

● January 26: Deadline for applications. 

● February 9: Deadline for decision.  

● February 15: Tenders announcement. 

● March 25: End of implementation phase of the applicants / start of validation task for the 

OMTD committee. Validation task extends to four weeks and allows for interaction with 

tenders (any minor fixes can be applied by applicants in their given solution). 

● April 22: End of validation phase. BSC announces applicants the results and gives them 

instructions to proceed (including instructions for payment). The final results are published 

on the OMTD web. 

 

https://openminted.bsc.es/
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5. Submissions 
The proposals were submitted to the email address openminted.tenders@gmail.com. Thirty-nine 

proposals were received, three in Phase I and thirty-six in Phase II. Two of the proposals of Phase II 

were rejected, because of their late submissions, therefore, they are not included in the details we give 

below.  

We received proposals from both content and service providers from 14 different countries all over the 

world, from public institutions and private companies. The following sections show their distributions 

per country, participant type and proposal type and size. 

 Submitted proposals by country 

 

Table 2 Submitted proposals by country 

Country Num. Proposals Country Num. Proposals 

Austria 2 Portugal 1 

Brazil 1 Romania 1 

Canada 1 Russia 1 

France 5 Spain 14 

Germany 2 Switzerland 1 

Greece 2 UK 3 

India 1 USA 1 

Netherlands 1 TOTAL 37 
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Figure 5 Submitted proposals by country 

 Submitted proposals by participant type 

While most of the proposals from service providers were submitted by University researchers, we also 

received proposals from companies, non-profit organizations and one from an individual researcher.  

As we show below, we only received 5 proposals from content providers. 

Table 3 Submitted proposals by participant type 

Participant type Num. Proposals 

Company 3 

Content provider 5 

Non-profit organization 2 

Individual researcher 1 

University 26 
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Figure 6 Submitted proposals by participant type 

 Submitted proposals by type 

The vast majority of the submissions offered a software component and only 6 offered a knowledge 

resource component and 5 offered content.  

Table 4 Submitted proposals by type 

Proposal type Num. Proposals 

Content 5 

Knowledge resources 6 

Software 26 

University 26 
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Figure 7 Submitted proposals by type 

 Submitted proposals by size 

As we have mentioned, proposals were split into two categories: large tenders, with a budget up to 

EUR 17,500, and small tenders, with a budget up to EUR 7,000. As we show below, 61% of the 

submitted proposals belonged to the first type, and 39% to the second one. 

  

Figure 8 Submitted proposals by size 
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6. Evaluation of the proposals 

 Evaluation procedure 

The evaluation was planned as a two-step procedure.  

● First, the Technical Advisory board undertook the initial technical assessment to ensure that the 

proposals fulfilled the technical specifications and to identify those proposals that were 

technically non-eligible because they could not be integrated into the OMTD platform. This first 

technical assessment should only identify those proposals that clearly did not fit in one of the 

following options:  

○ (1) Software components: they provide components compatible with the UIMA and 

GATE frameworks through the Maven Central repository, they register components at 

the OMTD registry and they wrap components as a web service and then deploy locally.  

○ (2) Knowledge resources: they directly upload the resource to the OMTD platform and 

they make the resource available for downloading through a URL or FTP site.  

Problems related to the agenda were also identified in this initial assessment.  

To evaluate the technical adequacy, a checklist was provided. In parallel, the members of 

Community Advisory Board assisted with the identifications of the most relevant bids for use 

case scenarios.  

● Then, the proposals were evaluated, scored and ranked by the members of the Core 

Committee. 

 Evaluation criteria 

The evaluation process undertook by the members of the Core Committee took place according to the 

weighted scoring selection criteria defined in D2.3. A list of indicators was used as a checklist to 

eventually assign a weight. Each criterion was assigned a maximum weight to evaluate the bids 

through a point system.  

Different criteria and indicators were defined for each Phase Call, as we show below. 

Phase I Selection Criteria 

C1 - Alignment with the OpenMinTeD objectives: 3 points 
check 

list 

Points 

assigned 

   

C2 -  Appropriateness, feasibility of methodology, timeline: 2 points 
check 

list 

Points 

assigned 
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The technical description includes enough details.  

 

Option chosen is properly justified.  

The proposal clearly defines all necessary tasks.  

The proposal includes a feasible detailed agenda.  

The proposal includes risks assessment (and details how they will be managed)  

The proposal includes a reasonable breakdown of costs.  

Other...  

C3 - Experience and significance of the providers (reference sites and past projects as 

evidence of experience, intrinsic quality, coverage, size, current audience, intended 

audience, …), quality and significance of the provided content, commitment to join the 

TDM landscape and to offer new services.:  

5 points 

check 

list 

Points 

assigned 

The proposal provides enough details about staff, capabilities, institutional and individual 

experience... 

 

 

Content providers have extensive experience in the field (reference sites, past projects, 

historical background,...) 

 

Proposal includes detailed description of the content provided.  

Proposal includes detailed description of current users and/or community.  

Current audience (users) is wide  

High quality of the new content  

The proposal provides description of new of potential usages and scenarios for text 

mining. 

 

The proposal commits to offer new services.  
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Other..  

4 - Coverage: Does the content provided extends the coverage of the OpenMinTeD? (new 

languages other than English, new domains, new communities,…):  10 points 

check 

list 

Points 

assigned 

Content in languages other than English  

 

Content comes from new domains.  

Content involves new communities.  

Content is useful enough to be widely used  

Significant size of the new content.   

Significant coverage of the new content.   

Other….  

5 - Dissemination plan and initiatives:  5 points 
check 

list 

Points 

assigned 

The proposal includes a detailed dissemination plan.  

 

The dissemination plan is feasible and may have real impact.  

The proposal may help in the dissemination plans of OMTD.  

Other ….  

 

Phase II Selection Criteria 
 

C1 - ONLY FOR KNOWLEDGE RESOURCES: Alignment with the OpenMinTeD interoperability 

standards: 3 points Check 

Licensing: the resource is distributed under a perpetual, worldwide, no-charge, royalty-free 

copyright/patent licence that permits unrestricted use and allows unlimited redistribution  

The resource adheres to semantic web technologies and formats (e.g. RDF, OWL, SPARQL)  
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The resource follows the Linked Data principles (using relations from SKOS, together with the 

following OWL and RDF object properties: owl:sameAs, owl:equivalentClass, 

owl:equivalentProperty, rdfs:subClassOf, rdfs:subPropertyOf)  

Other  

C1 Total points assigned  

C1 - ONLY FOR SOFTWARE: Alignment with the OpenMinTeD interoperability standards: 3 

points Check 

Licensing: the software is distributed under a perpetual, worldwide, no-charge, royalty-free 

copyright/patent licence that permits unrestricted use and allows unlimited redistribution  

The proposal explicitly adheres to OMTD format specifications: XMI, OpenAnnotation.  

The proposal includes formal description and documentation and detailed information about 

operation and access (inputs/outputs, executional requirements, annotation schema 

dependencies, ...  

Other  

C1 Total points assigned  

C2 - Appropriateness, feasibility of methodology, timeline: 5 points Check 

The technical description includes enough details about the implementation.  

The option chosen is properly identified & described. (see: [[1]] for software options & [[2]] for 

knowledge resources options at the bottom of template; raw 78 and 79)  

The proposal clearly defines all necessary tasks and includes a feasible detailed agenda.  

The proposal details the proposed work, rationale, use cases and usage scenario  

The proposal is reasonable in terms of technical complexity and integration into the OMTD 

platform.  

Other  

C2 Total points assigned  

C3 - Risk assessment and timescales: 2 points Check 

The proposal includes the identification of risks related to the eventual implementation.  

The proposal includes risk solving actions.  

Other  

C3 Total points assigned  

C4 - Appropriateness of level of staffing, resources, expertise: 2 points Check 
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The proposal provides enough details about staff, capabilities and expertise (reference sites, past 

projects, historical background,...)  

The applicants have/provide the required resources to fulfill the project.  

Other  

C4 Total points assigned  

C5 - Level of innovation: 2 points Check 

The proposal addresses state-of-the-art topic/task  

The proposal provides better solutions that meet new requirements, implies a renewal and 

enlargement of products  

Other  

C5 Total points assigned  

C6 - Price and value for money: 4 points Check 

The proposal will increase the visibility of OMTD (relevance of the integrated tool/resource, 

expected users, dissemination plan/activities ...)  

The proposal integrates a high impact component/resource in any of the OMTD domains and 

there exists an an active user community.  

Other  

C6 Total points assigned  

C7 - Project experience and proven track records planning, management, delivery: 2 points Check 

The applicants have extensive experience in the field (reference sites, past projects, historical 

background, ...)  

The proposal includes planned tasks and management information.  

Other  

C7 Total points assigned  

C8 - ONLY FOR KNOWLEDGE RESOURCES: Alignment with high relevance tender topics: 10 

points Check 

HRT-1. The resource follows the Linked Data Paradigm  

HRT-1. The resource follows linking principles (linkage between the and other resources)  

HRT-1. Linking and mapping are be expressed through RDF statements (SKOS and/or OWL, RDF)  

HRT-1. The resource uses an standard format, preferably XML or JSON-based syntax, or any 

other RDF serialisation format (e.g. Turtle or N3)  
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HRT-2. The resource is in the thematic domains of the OpenMinTeD use cases  

HRT-3. The resource is compatible with applications/components registered in OpenMinTeD  

C8 Total points assigned  

C8 - ONLY FOR SOFTWARE: Alignment with high relevance tender topics: 10 points Check 

HRT-1. The proposal is relevant to OMTD community use cases, accessible and aligned with the 

OMTD infrastructure, in particular semi-automated biocuration in large databases, named entity 

recognition, concept indexing, relation extraction and entity grounding systems.  

HRT-2. The proposal assesses technical aspects, compatibility with OMTD specification and 

robustness of third party components for integration into the OMTD infrastructure.  

HRT-3. The proposal aligns high impact third party general purpose language processing tools 

with the OMTD infrastructure.  

HRT-4. The proposal handles OMTD interoperability issues at the level of document 

representation and widely used standard annotation formats and their evaluation in terms 

suitability for usage OMTD workflow infrastructures.  

HRT-5. The proposal enables alignment with the OMTD infrastructure of widely used third party 

data mining and machine-learning components.  

HRT-6. The proposal enables alignment with the OMTD infrastructure of one of the following 

language processing systems: Stanford CoreNLP, Apache OpenNLP, NLTK, FreeLing, IXA pipes.  

HRT-7. The proposal enables alignment of one of the following processing environments with the 

OMTD infrastructure: Apache uimaFIT, Kachako, Argo, GATE, Taverna, Heart of Gold, Vistrails, 

Kepler, ALPE (Automatic Linguistic Processing Environment), TextGrid, WebLicht, DKPro Core, 

Newsreader, ...  

HRT-8. The proposal enables alignment of high impact or community use case provided 

knowledge bases, ontologies or controlled vocabularies with the OMTD infrastructure (data 

analysis and data integration of text-derived and knowledge base-derived data).  

HRT-9. The proposal enables alignment with the OMTD infrastructure with text meta-annotation 

systems offering integration and/or providing consensus/harmonized annotations.  

HRT-10. The proposal is an adaptation, integration and interoperability of third party software 

including proprietary text mining platforms as well as standard annotation formats into the 

OMTD platform.  

HRT-11. The proposal use/combines OMTD infrastructure components (in/via workflows) to 

create innovative services in scientific domains.  

HRT-12. The proposal uses the OMTD annotation platform services to generate compliant text 

mining services and Gold Standard data.  
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HRT-13. The proposal promotes the development of prototypes that enable the assessment of 

compliance of OMTD platform with respect to OMTD functional and interoperability 

specifications.  

C8 Total points assigned  

 

TOTAL POINTS  
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7. Selected proposals 
Sixteen proposals were selected, two in Phase I and fourteen in Phase II (one from a content provider), 

which we show below in the following tables, together with a brief description of the proposal, the 

country and the institution or company they came from, the amount of money they received and the 

points they were assigned in the evaluation process. 

 Selected proposals Phase I 

Proposal name Proposal to empower SciELO Network to provide journals article in the 
OpenMinTED platform through the OpenAire repository 

Proposal short name SciELO 

Proposal description To develop a new version of the OAI-PMH service to provide all the resources 
currently available in the current OAI-PMH servers of each SciELO Network 
collections (25,000 records in Health Sciences, CC-BY), published under the 
URLs we show in the following table. 

Country Brazil 

Institution/Company Fundação de Apoio a Universidade Federal de São Paulo 

Amount EUR 25,119 

Points 19,3 

 

The Scielo proposal included the deployment of 14 national Open Archives Initiative Protocol for 

Metadata Harvesting (OAI-PMH) protocol endpoints as listed below: 

 

Argentina 
Bolivia  
Brazil 
Chile 
Colombia 
Costa Rica 
Cuba 
Mexico 
Paraguay 
Peru 
Portugal 
Spain 
Uruguay 
Venezuela  

https://oaipmh.scielo.org/ar/ 
https://oaipmh.scielo.org/bo/ 
https://oaipmh.scielo.org/br/ 
https://oaipmh.scielo.org/ch/ 
https://oaipmh.scielo.org/co/ 
https://oaipmh.scielo.org/cr/ 
https://oaipmh.scielo.org/cu/ 
https://oaipmh.scielo.org/mx/ 
https://oaipmh.scielo.org/py/ 
https://oaipmh.scielo.org/pe/ 
https://oaipmh.scielo.org/pt/ 
https://oaipmh.scielo.org/es/ 
https://oaipmh.scielo.org/uy/ 

    https://oaipmh.scielo.org/ve/ 

 

https://oaipmh.scielo.org/ar/
https://oaipmh.scielo.org/bo/
https://oaipmh.scielo.org/br/
https://oaipmh.scielo.org/ch/
https://oaipmh.scielo.org/co/
https://oaipmh.scielo.org/cr/
https://oaipmh.scielo.org/cu/
https://oaipmh.scielo.org/mx/
https://oaipmh.scielo.org/py/
https://oaipmh.scielo.org/pe/
https://oaipmh.scielo.org/pt/
https://oaipmh.scielo.org/es/
https://oaipmh.scielo.org/uy/
https://oaipmh.scielo.org/ve/
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Proposal name Enabling exploitation of Spanish Medical Literature for Clinical Text and 
Data Mining through the OpenMinTeD platform 

Proposal short name IBECS 

Proposal description To create a user-friendly, graphical application using platform-independent, 
open source libraries that would enable IBECS resource maintainers to 
transform their LILACS 3 bibliographic metadata and abstracts into the 
OMTD-SHARE format. 

IBECS is a bibliographic dB with 150.000 registries, journals edited in Spain 
since 2000, health domain, abstracts. 

Country Spain 

Institution/Company Leitner Cataltyics, S.L. 

Amount EUR  

Points 17,4 

 

 Selected proposals Phase II 

Proposal name Sharing IXA pipes in the OpenMinTeD platform 

Proposal short name IXA_pipes 

Proposal description Integration of IXA pipes --a set of ready to use NLP tools-- within the OMTD 
platform. The objective is to integrate the following IXA pipes modules 
modules for Basque, Catalan, Galician, Spanish, Dutch, English, French, 
German and Italian: a tokenizer and sentence segmenter, a statistical 
lemmatizer and POS tagger and a state of the art statistical NER tagger, and it 
will include the following tools with a variety of language support: a chunker 
(Basque and English), Statistical Aspect Based Sentiment Analysis based on 
ABSA datasets (English, Spanish, French and Dutch) and Statistical Document 
Classifier. 

Usage scenario To identify the relevant entities in a given text as well as the associated 
opinions to those entities. 

Type of service Software 

Country Spain 

Institution/Company University of the Basque Country 

Amount EUR 14,000 

Points 24 
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Proposal name Bio Term Hub and OGER for OpenMinTeD 

Proposal short name BTH-OGER 

Proposal description Integration of resources developed by the OntoGene/BioMeXT group in the 
OMTD infrastructure, in particular: (1) the Bio Term Hub, an aggregator of 
terminologies from reference databases, and (2) OGER (OntoGene’s 
Biomedical Entity Recognizer), an accurate, fast, efficient and robust NER 
solution for biomedical entities. 

Type of service Knowledge resource 

Country Switzerland 

Institution/Company University of Zurich 

Amount EUR 17,500 

Points 23 

 

Proposal name Ontologies & vocabularies at the click of the mouse with the AgroPortal-
OMTD wrapper 

Proposal short name AgroPortal 

Proposal description The design of a mechanism (OMTD-AgroPortal wrapper) to allow the OMTD 
platform to consume semantic knowledge resources from AgroPortal (a 
repository of knowledge resources for agriculture, food science, plant science 
and biodiversity) and by extension from the NCBO BioPortal or any other 
instances of the NCBO technology. 

Usage scenario To retrieve the metadata of ontologies from NCBO-like ontology portal 
through the OMTD-share format and to use the metadata information to 
actually access the ontology file and to import it in the OMTD platform. 

Type of service Knowledge resource 

Country France 

Institution/Company University of Montpellier 

Amount EUR 15,481 

Points 23 

 

Proposal name UIMA FreeLing integration 
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Proposal short name FreeLing_Integration 

Proposal description The objective is to provide a Docker integration that offers several services 
(one for each language provided by FreeLing: Asturian, Catalan, English, 
French, German, Galician, Italian, Norwegian, Portuguese, Spanish, Russian, 
Slovene and Welsh) and a general service that takes the language from the 
UIMA document metadata. 

Usage scenario To provide basic language analysis functionalities for the variety of languages 
that Freeling includes within the context of OpenMinTeD. The specific usage 
scenario for this prototype concerned scientific publications in non-English 
languages. 

Type of service Software 

Country Spain 

Institution/Company TALN group, Universitat Pompeu Fabra 

Amount EUR 17,100 

Points 22 

 

Proposal name SCIENTIFIC SUMMARIZATION SERVICES 

Proposal short name Summarizer 

Proposal description The development of text summarization services for automatically identifying 
the most important information of a research article. Project centered on the 
implementation of a text analysis system for the scientific paper and the 
implementation of a service for the computation of sentence relevance 
values. 

Usage scenario To help researchers and other interested stakeholders assess the essential 
content of research articles to make informed decisions (e.g. reading, citing) 
or use the extracted content in downstream applications such as indexing, 
extraction, or even user interfaces. 

Type of service Software 

Country Spain 

Institution/Company TALN group, Universitat Pompeu Fabra 

Amount EUR 17,000 

Points 22 

 

Proposal name Text Mining For Journalism - Answering the Five W's with the OpenMinTeD 
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Platform 

Proposal short name Journalism 

Proposal description The implementation a series of accessible text mining tools to quickly give 
journalists answers to the five W's by analysing academic literature. These 
form the core of a suite of NLP tools for journalists, aimed at providing 
relevant information on which to build their reporting process.  

Type of service Software 

Country The United Kingdom 

Institution/Company Manchester Metropolitan University 

Amount EUR 17,397 

Points 22 

 

Proposal name Unified Processing Framework for raw Multilingual Text 

Proposal short name UPFMT 

Proposal description Integration in the OMTD of the text processing platform MLPLA, a freely 
available NLP framework that supports more than 50 languages. MLPLA 
performs the following tasks either individually or as a pipeline: tokenization, 
sentence splitting, compound word expansion, lemmatization, PoS tagging 
and dependency parsing. The models are trained using the Universal 
Dependencies corpus.  

Type of service Software 

Country Romania 

Institution/Company SC INEOSOFT S.R.L. 

Amount EUR 15,000 

Points 21 

 

Proposal name TermSuite Tender proposal 

Proposal short name TermSuite 

Proposal description The integration of the TermSuite Software as TDM end-user apps in OMTD. 
TermSuite is a toolbox for terminology extraction and multilingual term 
alignment that deals with Multiword and compound term detection, 
morpho-syntactic analysis, term variant detection, term specificity 
computation and many others features. It extracts monolingual terminologies 
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and generates bilingual dictionaries from these terminologies by the means 
of distributional and compositional methods. The languages covered are 
English, French, German, Spanish and Russian.  

Type of service Software 

Country France 

Institution/Company CNRS Délégation Centre Est 

Amount EUR 6,840 

Points 21 

 

Proposal name FIMDA: Finding Mutations in the Digital Age 

Proposal short name FIMDA 

Proposal description The integration of the software component “SNP Extraction Tool for Human 
Variations“ (SETH) [TRH+16] into the OpenMinTeD platform. SETH is a named 
entity recognition component identifying a large set of different mutation 
types, ranging from simple substitutions/deletions/insertions to more 
complex mutations, such as translocations or inversions. 

Type of service Software 

Country Germany 

Institution/Company German Research Center for Artificial Intelligence (DFKI) 

Amount EUR 17,285 

Points 21 

 

Proposal name BabelNet Concept detector 

Proposal short name BabelNet_Extractor 

Proposal description The development of a UIMA component to detect BabelNet1 terms in text. 
The component will be published as a Docker image in Docker Hub. The 
Docker image will include the installation of BabelNet V3.7 with the 
corresponding libraries. 

Type of service Software 

Country Spain 

Institution/Company TALN group, Universitat Pompeu Fabra 

Amount EUR 6,900 
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Points 21 

 

Proposal name Simplifying text mining of the PubMed and PubMed Central resources for 
up-to-date results 

Proposal short name PubMedRunner 

Proposal description The PubRunner framework is proposed. This framework (i) will manage the 
download of biological corpus and other resources that are inputs for text 
mining tools, (ii) will convert the formats of text corpora to the expected 
input of existing text mining tools, (iii) will calculate the minimal computation 
required to process new updates to biological literature and finally makes 
uploading results of text mining a very simple process.  

Type of service Software 

Country Canada 

Institution/Company BC Cancer Agency, An Agency of the Provincial Health Services Authority 

Amount EUR 6,900 

Points 18 

 

Proposal name Classifying Relations via Long Short-Term Memory Networks along 
Biomedical Ontologies 

Proposal short name RelationClassifier 

Proposal description This project aims at building a model that classifies relations between entities 
using contextual information and biomedical ontologies. It intends to study 
deep learning together with biomedical ontologies to improve relation 
classification solutions, more specifically by combining word embeddings and 
common ancestors of the two entities to train a neural network model. 

Type of service Software 

Country Portugal 

Institution/Company Universidade de Lisboa 

Amount EUR 6,782 

Points 18 

 

Proposal name VineSum: A software component for vine/grape variety named entity 
extraction and clustering 
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Proposal short name VineSum 

Proposal description Integrations into the OMTD infrastructure of VineSum, an open source 
executable software component that, given a collection of documents, it: (i) 
performs NER extraction, identifying four entity types: vine varieties, persons, 
locations and dates and (ii) clusters the documents by taking into account the 
extracted entities and/or other extracted keywords. 

Type of service Software 

Country Greece 

Institution/Company Science For You" NPC - SciFY 

Amount EUR 17,490 

Points 18 

 

Proposal name Adaptation of INIA’s Scientific Journals to OpenAire and Recolecta 

Proposal short name Inia 

Proposal description The primary goal of this project is to align INIA’s Scientific Journals metadata 
with OpenAire 3 Guidelines in order to make them available to further 
exploitation using text mining techniques and include them in the 
OpenMinTed platform. 

Country Spain 

Institution/Company Arvo Consultores y Tecnología, S. L. U 

Amount EUR 14,550 

Points 16 

 

In the following table we collect some of the features of the projects developed by service providers 

during the second phase of the Open Call w.r.t. the domain and language of the service, the technology 

and the technique used for the integration of the components. 

Proposal Name Domain Language Technology Component integration 

AgroPortal Agriculture EN web service NA 

BabelNet_Extractor General multilingual docker UIMA wrapper 
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BTH-OGER Life Sciences EN web service NA 

FIMDA Life Sciecnes EN docker UIMA wrapper 

FreeLing_Integration General multilingual docker UIMA wrapper 

IXA_pipes General multilingual docker XMI converter 

PubMedRunner Life Sciences EN docker XMI converter 

Journalism General EN maven UIMA wrapper 

RelationClassifier Life Sciences EN docker NA 

Summarizer General EN docker Gate 

TermSuite Agriculture EN docker XMI converter 

UPFMT General EN docker XMI converter 

VineSum Agriculture EN maven UIMA 

Table 5 Domain, language, technology and component integration approach of the projects developed by service providers 

 

In the following table we provide the link to the service to the OMTD platform 

 

Proposal Name Service name Link 

BabelNet_Extracto
r 

BabelNetExtractor  https://services.openminted.eu/landingP
age/component/42c463b4-2d8b-4125-
adc4-93f89918ce09 

BTH-OGER OntoGene Entity Recognition https://services.openminted.eu/landingP
age/application/71345d18-297f-4ac5-
b4de-38ef3cacbe75 

FIMDA SNP Extraction Application for 
Human Variations | SETH 
application 

 
SNP Extraction Tool for Human 
Variations | SETH 

https://services.openminted.eu/landingP
age/application/50112543-6260-4469-
a209-886a8e39d499  

 
https://services.openminted.eu/landingP
age/component/61a5193e-beab-4b79-
9116-b794739260b5  

https://services.openminted.eu/landingPage/component/42c463b4-2d8b-4125-adc4-93f89918ce09
https://services.openminted.eu/landingPage/component/42c463b4-2d8b-4125-adc4-93f89918ce09
https://services.openminted.eu/landingPage/component/42c463b4-2d8b-4125-adc4-93f89918ce09
https://services.openminted.eu/landingPage/application/71345d18-297f-4ac5-b4de-38ef3cacbe75
https://services.openminted.eu/landingPage/application/71345d18-297f-4ac5-b4de-38ef3cacbe75
https://services.openminted.eu/landingPage/application/71345d18-297f-4ac5-b4de-38ef3cacbe75
https://services.openminted.eu/landingPage/application/50112543-6260-4469-a209-886a8e39d499
https://services.openminted.eu/landingPage/application/50112543-6260-4469-a209-886a8e39d499
https://services.openminted.eu/landingPage/application/50112543-6260-4469-a209-886a8e39d499
https://services.openminted.eu/landingPage/component/61a5193e-beab-4b79-9116-b794739260b5
https://services.openminted.eu/landingPage/component/61a5193e-beab-4b79-9116-b794739260b5
https://services.openminted.eu/landingPage/component/61a5193e-beab-4b79-9116-b794739260b5
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FreeLing_Integrati
on 

UIMA FreeLing integration https://services.openminted.eu/landingP
age/component/6958ed38-4494-4af2-
953a-d78c35454257 

IXA_pipes IXA pipes for Basque for PDF files 

 
IXA-pipes for Italian for PDF files 

 
IXA pipes for Galician for PDF files 

 
Spanish IXA pipes opinion for PDF 
fles 

 
IXA pipes for English with pdf 
reader 

 
IXA pipes opinion for French with 
pdf reader 

 
English IXA-pipes for opinion for 
PDF files  
 

IXA pipes for German for PDF files 
 

fr-ixa-pipe-opinion-omtd 
 

nl-ixa-pipe-opinion-omtd 

 
gl-ixa-pipe-opinion-omtd 

 
it-ixa-pipe-opinion-omtd 

 
eu-ixa-pipe-opinion-omtd 

 
fr-ixa-pipe-opinion-omtd 

 
de-ixa-pipe-opinion-omtd 

 

https://services.openminted.eu/landingP
age/application/c7a966b1-5306-452f-
afd0-f13560245a8a 
https://services.openminted.eu/landingP
age/application/b3217bf1-d45b-4c6f-
8305-29db325a45fd 
https://services.openminted.eu/landingP
age/application/105b97cd-f311-4565-
a17c-48f0b9ebdaa1 
https://services.openminted.eu/landingP
age/application/b0a6fa72-eae6-400f-
b46a-d2c700237e63 
https://services.openminted.eu/landingP
age/application/61864976-3484-476c-
b90b-8873d4625c57 
https://services.openminted.eu/landingP
age/application/9155b287-76be-410b-
8e4f-e155f6dd3cb7 
https://services.openminted.eu/landingP
age/application/d29f93ab-a781-4c07-
874d-0bc6f19dbbce 
https://services.openminted.eu/landingP
age/application/cab38a58-0ef9-4d8c-
9856-053590b56e95 
https://services.openminted.eu/landingP
age/component/dd2c3e4c-c3a5-48e4-
8dd6-77567773b5f0 
https://services.openminted.eu/landingP
age/component/27c5dcdd-deed-4112-
a476-bc491aec9359 
https://services.openminted.eu/landingP
age/component/3d367f4b-b373-4875-
b0b9-6dd8d8f37a16 
https://services.openminted.eu/landingP
age/component/a0968943-eee9-4497-
ad85-d603ec3c9516 
https://services.openminted.eu/landingP
age/component/e6857def-2a3b-481b-
beed-2f0869ff2984 
https://services.openminted.eu/landingP

https://services.openminted.eu/landingPage/component/6958ed38-4494-4af2-953a-d78c35454257
https://services.openminted.eu/landingPage/component/6958ed38-4494-4af2-953a-d78c35454257
https://services.openminted.eu/landingPage/component/6958ed38-4494-4af2-953a-d78c35454257
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en-ixa-pipes-omtd 

 
es-ixa-pipe-opinion-omtd 

 
en-ixa-pipe-opinion-omtd 

 
nl-ixa-pipes-omtd 

 
es-ixa-pipes-omtd 

age/component/b2205d7d-9feb-4e32-
b734-958031da8767 
https://services.openminted.eu/landingP
age/component/930169fd-1e59-4df5-
83af-de8122a13884 
https://services.openminted.eu/landingP
age/component/f234775b-e5c4-400d-
811c-556c552b8e2c 
https://services.openminted.eu/landingP
age/component/58523dd4-d2a8-4813-
b3c6-8b1ec361bd31 
https://services.openminted.eu/landingP
age/component/6fe1cfae-1fdf-4115-
a82f-fc3a62b08fe9 
https://services.openminted.eu/landingP
age/component/63295e45-0950-4de7-
a355-9ff50bc80ebc 
https://services.openminted.eu/landingP
age/component/8c22a624-5d82-4641-
a475-e27ad4502629 

PubMedRunner Ab3P with PubRunner  

 
OpenSesamIE with PubRunner 

https://services.openminted.eu/landingP
age/application/1c058b30-fff2-4ffc-99d8-
1bf6422c155e 

 
https://services.openminted.eu/landingP
age/application/ab4cd0ab-ef72-415b-
9a79-7e07c27f1bb7 

Journalism Text Mining for Journalism 2.0 

 
Text Mining For Journalism 
Component 

https://services.openminted.eu/landingP
age/application/73535fb2-2680-4514-
a8ea-053ccf0dad87 

 
https://services.openminted.eu/landingP
age/component/89c0fd9d-7f2e-4fe9-
9565-39e6de7b05fa 

RelationClassifier Extraction of Drug-Drug 
Interactions with LSTMs and ChEBI 
| BOLSTM 

 
BOLSTM: Classifying Relations via 
Long Short-Term Memory 
Networks along Biomedical 

https://services.openminted.eu/landingP
age/application/4e806362-fb26-403f-
ae9e-9716fa5f2cef 

 
https://services.openminted.eu/landingP
age/component/f2ef9b8f-d4bf-4cdd-

https://services.openminted.eu/landingPage/component/8c22a624-5d82-4641-a475-e27ad4502629
https://services.openminted.eu/landingPage/component/8c22a624-5d82-4641-a475-e27ad4502629
https://services.openminted.eu/landingPage/component/8c22a624-5d82-4641-a475-e27ad4502629
https://services.openminted.eu/landingPage/application/1c058b30-fff2-4ffc-99d8-1bf6422c155e
https://services.openminted.eu/landingPage/application/1c058b30-fff2-4ffc-99d8-1bf6422c155e
https://services.openminted.eu/landingPage/application/1c058b30-fff2-4ffc-99d8-1bf6422c155e
https://services.openminted.eu/landingPage/application/73535fb2-2680-4514-a8ea-053ccf0dad87
https://services.openminted.eu/landingPage/application/73535fb2-2680-4514-a8ea-053ccf0dad87
https://services.openminted.eu/landingPage/application/73535fb2-2680-4514-a8ea-053ccf0dad87
https://services.openminted.eu/landingPage/application/4e806362-fb26-403f-ae9e-9716fa5f2cef
https://services.openminted.eu/landingPage/application/4e806362-fb26-403f-ae9e-9716fa5f2cef
https://services.openminted.eu/landingPage/application/4e806362-fb26-403f-ae9e-9716fa5f2cef
https://services.openminted.eu/landingPage/component/f2ef9b8f-d4bf-4cdd-8380-c7e63f1a0dc
https://services.openminted.eu/landingPage/component/f2ef9b8f-d4bf-4cdd-8380-c7e63f1a0dc
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Ontologies | BOLSTM 8380-c7e63f1a0dc2 

Summarizer Scientific Summarization Services 
Application 

 
Scientific Summarization Services 

https://services.openminted.eu/landingP
age/application/91ea0d94-7657-4cc9-
9846-29b54cf047bf 

 
https://services.openminted.eu/landingP
age/component/e5042dcd-14b9-4761-
9263-6f56c73c2188  

UPFMT UPFMT 4 Application 

 
Unified Processing Framework for 
raw Multilingual Text | UPFMT 

https://test.openminted.eu/landingPage/
application/c956ad71-7629-44bf-81d2-
83a4eab00be7 

 
https://services.openminted.eu/landingP
age/component/8f47d5d7-22d5-43e1-
b790-ec4c44af0a68 

VineSum OmtdVineSum Workflow 

 
OmtdVineSum 

https://services.openminted.eu/landingP
age/application/7cc09c26-d310-43be-
b753-ede278589fd6 

 
https://services.openminted.eu/landingP
age/component/24d68cdd-1e24-47a6-
8006-5f6d08718dc3 

Table 6 Links to the service to the OMTD platform 

 

https://services.openminted.eu/landingPage/component/f2ef9b8f-d4bf-4cdd-8380-c7e63f1a0dc
https://services.openminted.eu/landingPage/application/91ea0d94-7657-4cc9-9846-29b54cf047bf
https://services.openminted.eu/landingPage/application/91ea0d94-7657-4cc9-9846-29b54cf047bf
https://services.openminted.eu/landingPage/application/91ea0d94-7657-4cc9-9846-29b54cf047bf
https://services.openminted.eu/landingPage/component/e5042dcd-14b9-4761-9263-6f56c73c2188
https://services.openminted.eu/landingPage/component/e5042dcd-14b9-4761-9263-6f56c73c2188
https://services.openminted.eu/landingPage/component/e5042dcd-14b9-4761-9263-6f56c73c2188
https://test.openminted.eu/landingPage/application/c956ad71-7629-44bf-81d2-83a4eab00be7
https://test.openminted.eu/landingPage/application/c956ad71-7629-44bf-81d2-83a4eab00be7
https://test.openminted.eu/landingPage/application/c956ad71-7629-44bf-81d2-83a4eab00be7
https://services.openminted.eu/landingPage/application/7cc09c26-d310-43be-b753-ede278589fd6
https://services.openminted.eu/landingPage/application/7cc09c26-d310-43be-b753-ede278589fd6
https://services.openminted.eu/landingPage/application/7cc09c26-d310-43be-b753-ede278589fd6
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8. Management and administrative organization 
Funding payments were organized into two payments, one half after delivery and successful approval 

by the Core Committee of deliverables T1 and T2 and another half alter delivery and successful 

approval by the core committee of deliverables T3 and T4. Each Phase had a different set of 

deliverables (as specified in document D2.3).  

Phase I: 

● Deliverable T.1: Project plan with detailed description of the content provided, the current 

target users. 

● Deliverable T.2: Dissemination plans and expected impact.  

● Deliverable T.3: Technical description: API, formats, methods and description of potential 

usages and scenarios for text mining  

● Deliverable T.4: Final report, project dissemination report. 

Phase II: 

● Deliverable T.1: Project plan  

● Deliverable T.2: Use case and example usage scenario description of tender prototype  

● Deliverable T.3: Documented code and API with open licenses for the prototype application  

● Deliverable T.4: Final report and project dissemination report  

 

The initial plan (as suggested by the financial department of the CNIO) was to ask the participants to 

issue an invoice for the work done. In order to simplify things, this option was dismissed, and we 

eventually organized the payments as grant allocations. This avoided dealing with different VAT taxes 

from the various participant countries. 

A Grant Acceptance Document (See Appendix 3) was sent to all participants. This acceptance 

document had to be signed by both sides: the BSC and the participants. In a few cases, this document 

was modified to meet the requirements of the institutions of the participants. 

After the first payment, the finance department at BSC wrote a notification letter which was submitted 

to each participant together with the bank receipt of the transfer (See Appendix 2).  
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9. Technical support 
Providing technical support was crucial for the development of the Open Calls to ensure that the 

proposals came to fruition and that they all met the deadlines. For this reason, we devoted many 

efforts to this task and designed a mentoring service that helped and supported participants 

throughout the whole process: from the initial plans, to the final implementation and registry. The 

OMTD Support services included:  

 

1. The OMTD guidelines (https://guidelines.openminted.eu/) where participants could find 

information on how to make their resources compatible with OMTD Interoperability 

Specifications and how to add their resources in the OMTD platform. Three guidelines were 

released addressing: content, software and knowledge resources providers.  

2. The FAQ-legal section at https://test.openminted.eu/support/faqLegal.  

3. The OMTD user forum specially created to send and share questions and to receive assistance: 

https://groups.google.com/forum/#!forum/openminted-user-forum.1  

4. The Hackathon GitHub sessions: participants were assigned a Technical Tutor who were 

responsible of providing assistance and reporting problems and/or deviations from plans using 

the GitHub platform. 

 

As reported in more details in D4.6, all participants highlighted and thanked the support received. They 

especially valued the technical support and guidance during the GitHub hackathon sessions as they 

were able to share experiences and code and to get a wider picture of what the TDM community is 

doing. Further details about the Hackathon sessions are given in the next section. 

 

                                                      
1 We had some issues with the google group, so we moved to GitHub and asked participants to use it to create new issues 

and post any problem they had. The link to the GitHub support is: https://github.com/openminted/Open-Call-Discussions 
 

https://guidelines.openminted.eu/
https://test.openminted.eu/support/faqLegal
https://groups.google.com/forum/#%21forum/openminted-user-forum
https://groups.google.com/forum/#%21forum/openminted-user-forum
https://groups.google.com/forum/#!forum/openminted-user-forum
https://groups.google.com/forum/#%21forum/openminted-user-forum
https://github.com/openminted/Open-Call-Discussions
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10. Hackathon sessions 
As we have already mentioned, two hackathons were initially planned, one for each of the Open Calls. 

However, since the two calls were amalgamated, it was decided to run a single hackathon instead.  

The difficulty of organizing an event that could be attended by all participants and consortium 

members, and the delay in starting the open call led us to organizing a series of “virtual” hackathons; 

Each participant was invited to participate in a hackathon where they would be helped by technical 

members of the consortium via numerous online services. 

Each hackathon focused on a single issue opened by the participants on the OMTD GitHub repository 

(https://github.com/openminted/Open-Call-Discussions/issues). This allowed us to quickly assess the 

current status of each participant and to discover any outstanding technical issues they were 

encountering. In turn this information enabled us to assign a lead technical member from the project 

to guide the participants through the final stages of their work. Once these details were determined 

work then continued via a combination of online discussion in the issue thread and also group calls 

held over Skype and Google Hangouts (as appropriate). 

While this approach may not fit the style of hackathon originally envisaged in the description of work it 

has proved highly effective allowing us to provide tailored feedback to the individual participants in a 

flexible fashion to suit their needs (including working with issues of time zones etc.). It is highly unlikely 

that an in-person event would have allowed as much interaction and advice offered to each participant 

as has been the case, and it’s unclear how any other approach could have been completed within the 

tight deadlines of the open call. 

These sessions also allowed the technical members of the project, most of whom were not directly 

involved in the running of the open call, to provide valuable feedback to the Core Committee to help 

guide the final evaluations of the work submitted by each participant. 

In total at least seven different technical members of the project, from four partners were involved in 

running the hackathons, generating around 700 unique interactions via the GitHub issues, as well as 

numerous Skype/Google Hangout discussions. 

https://github.com/openminted/Open-Call-Discussions/issues
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Figure 9 Posts on the GitHub Open Call Hackathon sessions 

 

Possibly most importantly, all participants reported the “virtual” hackathons as being a positive 

experience and highly valued the support they received. They also reported the adequacy of using 

GitHub as the focus for the hackathons as many, if not most, were already sharing code via the 

platform and were used to the style of working involved. These responses are summarized in 

deliverables T4 at the end of this document.  
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11. Open Call concluding remarks 
We consider the Open Call a great success, due to both the number and quality of the received 

proposals and the experience gained. In the following lines we list the main achievements. 

● Number of proposals and accepted projects:  

We received 39 proposals of which 16 were successfully approved due to budget constraints. 

● The number of institutions and countries involved: 

We received proposals from 14 different countries all over the world, from both public 

institutions and private companies.  

● The variety of the domains and languages involved in the proposals:  

On the one hand, content providers contributed with a large variety of languages, including 

French, Portuguese and several variants of Spanish, on the other hand, the languages covered 

by the tools integrated into the OMTD platform by service providers include Asturian, Basque, 

Catalan, Dutch, English, French, German, Galician, Italian, Norwegian, Portuguese, Spanish, 

Russian, Slovene and Welsh. Similarly, the projects come from a variety of domains and involve 

different communities. 

● The variety and quality of the proposals: 

The Open Call reached content providers as well as software providers and providers of 

knowledge resources. Most of the resources are significantly well-known resources: BabelNet, 

FreeLing, AgroPortal, Bio Term Hub, OGER etc. 

● Impact: 

Apart from the direct impact derived from dissemination actions done by the participants, we 

must consider the indirect impact obtained from the fact that most of the projects have a very 

broad user community. 

● Dissemination activities done by participants. 

● All projects were successfully implemented:  

Despite the technical complexity and the short time given, all projects were successfully 

implemented. This was possible thanks to the effort and enthusiasm of the participants and to 

the given technical support, specially the mentoring system discussed above. 

● Debugging and testing of the platform:  

The Open Calls were an excellent opportunity to check the platform in its entirety, from the 

documentation and guidelines to the most technical details.  

● Evaluation of OMTD: 
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The Open Call constituted an extremely useful scenario for evaluation and an excellent 

opportunity to get feedback and input from external users, essentially developers that were 

integrating their resources into the OMTD platforms following the interoperability guidelines. 

● Proof of concept and promotion: 

The Open Calls have been proof of concept in several aspects: integration of resources, 

interoperability, new use cases, and more. 

● Positive assessment by participants: 

Participants reported their positive experience and highlighted the fact that the Open Call gave 

them the opportunity to provide a new final product which is well packaged, self-contained and 

well documented. They also valued the lessons learnt and the fact that the experience allowed 

their applications to reach a wider audience and expose their work to other communities. 
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12. Appendix 

 Announcement emails 

12.1.1 Phase I  
We are happy to announce that the OpenMinTeD platform for text and data mining is now ready to 

accept content. We invite publishers, repositories, libraries and other holders of scholarly publications 

to join the open call for content, by submitting a proposal by 29 October 2017 at the latest. 

 

Why you should join the call for content 

By opening your content up for text and data mining through the OpenMinTeD platform, you will 

increase your content's visibility and impact. Winners of this call will be awarded € 7.000 (small bids) or 

€ 17.500 (larger bids) to implement the connection of their content to the OpenMinTeD infrastructure. 

 

How to join the call 

You can join the call by submitting a CV and proposal of maximum 10 pages that describes your work 

plan, method, risk assessment, people and experience etc. A review committee will judge the 

proposals based on among other things alignment with the OpenMinTeD objectives, coverage, 

feasibility of integration methodology and experience. 

 

More information 

All relevant information, specifications and the submission form can be found on the open tenders 

webpage: https://openminted.bsc.es/ 

 

About OpenMinTeD 

OpenMinTeD is a European project of 16 partners that sets out to develop a sustainable infrastructure 

for text and data mining. We are working on a platform that brings together text and data, TDM tools 

and services, training, support and guidelines. Rather than developing new tools, we are adapting 

existing tools and services and repositories in order to make them interoperable. 

 

----------------------------- 

 

Email 2: 

We are happy to announce that OpenMinTeD has just published an open call for content online and I 

think this may be of interest to you. We are looking for content providers (publishers, repositories, 

https://openminted.bsc.es/
https://openminted.bsc.es/
https://openminted.bsc.es/
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libraries and other holders of scholarly publications) who would like to make their content discoverable 

and mineable through the OpenMinTeD platform. Joining the call will not only increase your content’s 

visibility and impact, but you can also win a sum of money to help you with the implementation ( € 

7.000 for small bids or € 17.500 for larger bids). You can submit a proposal until 29 October 2017. 

 

Will you please spread word among everyone in your network who could be interested? Feel free to 

publish it on your own blog and social media channels as well. You can use the text on the 

OpenMinTeD website: http://openminted.eu/join-the-openminted-call-content/ 

 

More information is available on our dedicated blog: http://openminted.bsc.es 

 

12.1.2 Phase II 
Announcing the OpenMinTED Open Tender Phase II Funding opportunity for text mining developers 

(Apologies for cross-posting) 

OpenMinTED (openminted.eu) Open Tender Phase II Funding Award for text mining developers 

including resources for processing life sciences, biomedicine and agriculture and chemistry-related 

scientific publications.  

Over the past years there has been a considerable accumulation of scientific literature particularly in 

the field of biomedicine and life sciences which motivated the implementation of biomedical text 

mining solutions to extract automatically valuable scientific information. Community evaluation efforts 

such as BioCreative, the BioNLP shared tasks and certain tracks at CLEF and TREC have promoted the 

development of highly valuable text mining systems. 

The OpenMinTeD project aspires to facilitate the use of open text mining technologies in the scientific 

publications world, building on existing text mining tools, and rendering them interoperable through 

appropriate registries and a standards-based interoperability layer to create an open infrastructure. 

OpenMintED, as part of its open tender call initiative, invites researchers, service providers and SMEs 

to submit proposals related to the development and integration of existing text mining/NLP 

applications or software components as well as knowledge resources that can align and interoperate 

with the OpenMinTeD infrastructure. 

Moreover, OpenMintED is particularly interested in resources evaluated through participation in 

community evaluation efforts such as BioCreative or the BioNLP shared tasks. 

The OpenMintED has particular interest in TDM resources for annotating and extracting relevant 

information such as named entities and relations from domains including (but not limited to) 

biomedicine, life sciences, clinical research, agriculture, neurology/neurosciences and chemistry. 

http://openminted.eu/join-the-openminted-call-content/
http://openminted.eu/join-the-openminted-call-content/
http://openminted.eu/join-the-openminted-call-content/
http://openminted.bsc.es/
http://openminted.bsc.es/
http://openminted.bsc.es/
http://openminted.eu/
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Why you should apply 

Winners of this call will be awarded € 7.000 (for small bids) or € 17.500 (for larger bids) including VAT 

and expenses to implement the integration of their software or components into the OpenMinTeD 

infrastructure. 

 

For details on the submission process and technical support please visit the OpenMintED Open Tender 

call page at 

https://openminted.bsc.es/ 

You can apply for this call until 26th January 2018. Winners of the call will be awarded a sum of 

money to implement their plans. 

 

 Notification letter 

 

        

08034 Barcelona 

Spain 

 

 

Barcelona, XXth of March 2018 

Barcelona Supercomputing Center – Centro Nacional de Supercomputación (BSC – CNS), located at 

C/Jordi Girona, 31, 08034 Barcelona, Spain, and with Financial Identity Number S0800099D, has paid 

the sum of xxx € (first payment) to xx. located at xxxxxx and with Financial Identity Number xxxx, for 

the proposal: “xxxx” submitted by xxxxx. 

This amount relates to the resolution of February 2018 “CONCESIÓN DE AYUDAS CONVOCADAS 

PARA LA PROMOCIÓN Y DESARROLLO TECNOLÓGICO DE PLATAFORMAS CIENTÍFICAS 

BIOMÉDICAS PATROCINADAS POR EL PROYECTO EUROPEO OPENMINTED”. 

 Grant acceptance document 

 

https://openminted.bsc.es/
https://openminted.bsc.es/
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C/. Jordi Girona, 29 
Edificio Nexus II, 3ª planta 
08034 Barcelona 
Spain 

        

GRANT ACCEPTANCE DOCUMENT 

 

Principal Investigator 1:------------------------, born on---------------------, with IDDoc.----------, email-------------

-------------, postal address------------------------, --------------------, telephone------------------------, mobile 

phone ---------------------, position Researcher Senior/Junior, researcher of the (center to which he 

belongs)-------------------------------, ---------department, located at------------------------------, as responsible 

of the ------------------------, selected in the call of aids of the OpenMinTeD EU granted project to promote 

the uptake of text mining analysis 

And---------------------------------, with VAT nº----------------------, represented by Mr./---------------------------, 

who acts as Director under powers granted to him on -----------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------". 

Declare 

That the first one complies with the requirements established in the OpenMinTeD call to promote the 

uptake of text mining analysis. 

That it was award with the grant by . decision of the Core Committee of the OpenMinTeD “Open, in 

date---------------------------------- . 

Tender Call grant 

The amount received must be used for the development of work related to tender prototype 

integration, documentation, development of a testing infrastructure for validating OMTD compliance 

of the tender prototype 

 

 

C/. Jordi Girona, 29 
Edificio Nexus II, 3ª planta 
08034 Barcelona 
Spain 

 

Accept 
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The requirements and conditions set out in the resolution of the OpenMinTeD call for aid of --------- 

euros, which aims to finance the-------------------------------------------, as well as the norms and procedures 

for justification, monitoring and control established, in the 

H2020-EINFRA-2014-2015 / H2020-EINFRA-2014-2 

Topic: EINFRA-1-2014 

Managing, preserving and computing with big research data 

Research & Innovation action Grant Agreement 

And the Payment method: 

Funding payments will be awarded to each tender, being organized into two payments, one 

half at the start of the project after delivery and Open Calls Specifications successful 

approval by the core committee of deliverables T.1 and T.2 and another half at the end of 

the project after delivery and successful approval by the core committee of deliverables T.3 and T.4 

In Witness whereof, the signer of this document declares and acknowledges that the signer is 

authorized to sign 

[Date and Place] 

 

[INSERT NAME] 
Signature(s) 
Name(s) 
Title(s) 
 

[INSERT NAME OF THE INSTITUTION] 
Signature(s) 
Name(s) 
Title(s) 
 

 Final reports 

The final reports by Open Call Phase I and Phase II Participants, follow in a separate document, 

combined in one pdf file. 



T.3 Deliverable: 
Technical description 

Project: Enabling exploitation of Spanish Medical 
Literature for Clinical Text and Data Mining 
through the OpenMinTeD platform 
Project: Enabling exploitation of Spanish Medical Literature for Clinical Text and Data Mining 
through the OpenMinTeD platform 

API Formats, AND Methods 
Description of potential usages and scenarios for text mining 

Introduction 
The document describes the software that was developed to transform an IBECS XML 
corpus into a OMTD scholarly corpus directory. 

API, Formats, and Methods 
The software, delivered as a Python command-line application, can convert a monolithic 
IBECS XML corpus file to an OMTD-SHARE corpus, consisting of license, fulltext 
(abstracts), and metadata directories. The application uses the ElementTree library to both 
parse IBECS and generate OMTD XML metadata, and the Python hashlib library to generate 
the MD5 hash-keys of each document (i.e., abstract). The Python system, OS and shell 
utilities (packages sys, os, shutil) are used to prepare and validate the correct OMTD corpus 
structure. The XML miniDOM library is used to ensure a human-friendly formatting is applied 
to the OMTD XML metadata files. And the Python datetime API is used provide timestamps 
for the OMTD metadata records. Finally, the Python ArgumentParser package is used to 
provide the application with a proper POSIX standard-conform command-line interface. 
 
The delivered Python application converts around 200 IBECS documents to the 
corresponding OMTD metadata and abstract files per second. On a supplied IBECS file for 
the development of this application, a corpus with 167,878 records, the transformer takes 
around 15 minutes to convert it to an OMTD corpus running on a 2.8 GHz CPU using a 
single processor core. The resulting OMTD corpus consists of 192,725 abstracts (either 
English or Spanish, or both) and 248,074 metadata records (for every single abstracts, plus 
any IBECS records w/o abstracts). 
 
Being a Python application, the transformer can be run on any machine (Windows, Linux, 
Unix, OSX, etc.) where a current version of Python (version 3) is available. The API itself is 
documented by executing the program with a (POSIX standard) help flag, --help or -h: 



 
usage: ibecs-to-omtd-parser.py [options] IBECS_FILE OMTD_DIR 

 

positional arguments: 

  IBECS IBECS input XML file 

  OMTD_DIR output directory 

 

optional arguments: 

  -h, --help show this help message and exit 

  -f, --force overwrite the corpus if it exists 

  --encoding ENCODING   text encoding for abstracts [UTF-8] 

  --abstracts ABS_PATH  rel. path for abstracts [fulltext] 

  --version show program's version number and exit 

  --verbose, -v increase log level [WARN] 

  --quiet, -q decrease log level [WARN] 

  --logfile FILE log to file instead of <STDERR> 

 
Additional options, such as the license text, the paths of metadata and license files, corpus 
license type, XML namespace settings, etc, can all be easily changed in the header of the 
Python application file by updating the corresponding global, static variable. 
 
The application itself is published as a Git repository at 
https://github.com/fnl/ibecs-to-omtd-transformer and can easily be downloaded and run by 
IBECS maintainers from there, or be forked from that repository and further developed by 
either IBECS or OMTD personnel if/as requirements change. 

Description of potential usages and scenarios for text mining 
The resulting abstracts and titles can be used as the raw input data for text mining 
applications within the OMTD framework. Despite the prevalent use of English for publishing 
results in case of basic biomedical research, clinical documents in the form of electronic 
health records are written in the native languages of the respective countries. Thus a 
considerable amount of the world-wide clinical data in narrative form generated by 
healthcare professionals is written in Spanish. Those professionals also publish their clinical 
and medical literature in Spanish, including findings from the medical societies in Spain and 
Latin America. Consultation of the medical literature is key to support evidence based 
medicine. Text Mining systems exploiting medical publications can be used to improve 
recovery of systematic reviews, and assist in the retrieval of medical treatment-related 
evidence. Moreover, biomedical literature constitutes a valuable resource to generate 
terminological and lexical resources of importance for clinical text mining such as 
abbreviation resolution and clinical concept recognition components. 
 
IBECS main goal is the diffusion of quality scientific production published in Spanish health 
sciences journals, and thus gathers and indexes articles from more than 200 journals in all 
health sciences areas. In addition to being freely available on the Internet for clinical users, 
researchers and librarians, now it has become possible to convert this database to the 

https://github.com/fnl/ibecs-to-omtd-transformer


standardized OMTD-SHARE format. Therefore, this project provides the IBECS database in 
a OMTD platform-conform corpus format that will further facilitate the access to this 
important section of the Spanish biomedical literature for data mining applications and other 
automated systems part of the OMTD framework. 









Technical description 

API, formats and methods 
 

As described in the Work Plan section of Project and Dissemination Plans, which is part of 

the T1 & T2 deliveries of this project, the collection of articles and their metadata from the 

SciELO Network collections by OpenMinTeD were done through the integration between 

the Network SciELO and the OpenAIRE repository. The protocol established by OpenAire for 

integration with the SciELO Network is version 2.0 of the Open Archives Initiative Protocol 

for Metadata Harvesting (OAI-PMH v2.0). Content exposed by the OAI-PMH data provider 

operated by SciELO should allow the extraction of metadata required by OpenAire and be 

represented according to the Dublin Core format. 

 

The data providers are: 

 

Collection OAI-PMH URL 

SciELO Brasil 
www.scielo.br 

https://oaipmh.scielo.org/br 

SciELO Argentina 
www.scielo.org.ar 

https://oaipmh.scielo.org/ar 

SciELO Bolivia 
www.scielo.org.bo 

https://oaipmh.scielo.org/bo 

SciELO Chile 
www.scielo.cl 

https://oaipmh.scielo.org/cl 

SciELO Colombia 
www.scielo.org.co 

https://oaipmh.scielo.org/co 

SciELO Costa Rica 
www.scielo.sa.cr 

https://oaipmh.scielo.org/cr 

SciELO Cuba 
scielo.sld.cu 

https://oaipmh.scielo.org/cu 

SciELO Equador 
www.scielo.org.ec 

https://oaipmh.scielo.org/ec 

SciELO Espanha 
scielo.isciii.es 

https://oaipmh.scielo.org/es 

SciELO Mexico 
www.scielo.org.mx 

https://oaipmh.scielo.org/mx 



SciELO Paraguay 
scielo.iics.una.py 

https://oaipmh.scielo.org/py 

SciELO Peru 
www.scielo.org.pe 

https://oaipmh.scielo.org/pe 

SciELO Portugal 
www.scielo.mec.pt 

https://oaipmh.scielo.org/pt 

SciELO South Africa 
www.scielo.org.za 

https://oaipmh.scielo.org/za 

SciELO Uruguay 
www.scielo.edu.uy 

https://oaipmh.scielo.org/uy 

SciELO Venezuela 
www.scielo.org.ve 

https://oaipmh.scielo.org/ve 

 

The OAI-PMH support for OpenAIRE complies to the requirements stated in the "Use of 

OAI-PMH" section of the official guideline . 1

 

All pages of the full text of the articles, informed in the element <dc:identifier> of Dublin 

Core, have exclusive meta-tags for data enrichment, for instance the URL to the full text in 

PDF:  

 

<meta name="citation_pdf_url" language="en" default="true" 

content="http://www.scielo.br/pdf/alb/v29/2179-975X-alb-S2179-975X1816.pdf">  

 

All SciELO sites have the same approach, including extra meta-tags in all article pages. 

 

The deployment of the OAI-PMH protocol endpoints for each of the Network's collections is 

done and operated by the SciELO Brazil team, using its own infrastructure. 

Potential usages and scenarios for text mining 
SciELO Network contents represent a remarkable geographic and thematic map of the 

research communicated through nationally edited journals comprising topics of national and 

international interest and users. It covers most of the disciplines (chart 1) and they are 

published in different languages (chart 2), especially Portuguese, Spanish and English. In the 

case of SciELO Brazil there is a significant number of articles published simultaneously in two 

and even three languages which represents an unique test base for text mining across 

languages. 

 

1 https://guidelines.openaire.eu/en/latest/literature/use_of_oai_pmh.html 



 

Chart 1: SciELO Journals Subject Areas 

 

 

Chart 2: SciELO Network documents by language 
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Context & Objective 
The objective of this project is to design a 
mechanism (called OMTD-AgroPortal 
wrapper) to allow OMTD platform to 
consume semantic knowledge resources 
from AgroPortal and by extension from 
the NCBO BioPortal or any other instances 
of the NCBO technology. 

To achieve this objective, an interconnection of 
the two platforms must be set up. All stages of 
the project have been described in Deliverable T1 (Project Plan) and T2 (use case example). 
The metadata alignment between AgroPortal internal model and OMTD-SHARE format is detailed in 
Deliverable D1. In this document, we point to the appropriate code and documentation on GitHub to 
reproduce our results and install locally an independent version of the OMTD-AgroPortal wrapper. 

Description of NCBO Proxy project 
The implementation of the OMTD-AgroPortal wrapper is done by means of a proxy web service called 
NCBO proxy which works independently of the NCBO-like portal accessed. The proxy distinguishes 
the case of AgroPortal and SIFR BioPortal which have another internal, more complete metadata 
model, by comparison to NCBO BioPortal and BiblioPortal. 

The NCBO proxy is openly accessible (no specific license specified yet) and documented on GitHub: 
https://github.com/agroportal/ncboproxy 

Description of the API for all the wrappers 
The REST web service API calls implemented by the different installations of the NCBO proxy are 
described in deliverable T2 and summarized here:  

- to retrieve a single ontology with ACRONYM as it's unique identifier, e.g. PO2 
http://PORTAL_URL/ontologies/ACRONYM/?apikey=xxx&format=omtd-share 
 

- to retrieve the metadata for all ontologies; please note that a zip file is returned containing 
one XML file per ontology named ACRONYM.xml following the OMTDShare specification, 
where ACRONYM is the respective unique identifier for each ontology. 
http://PORTAL_URL/ontologies/?apikey=xxx&format=omtd-share 
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The call for the NCBO BioPortal (resp. BiblioPortal) will be routed from an address in the 
biolontology.org (resp. ontoportal.org) name held by Stanford BMIR (to be definitively specified in 
deliverable T4). Indeed, because the AgroPortal project does not administrate these servers and 
domains, we have deployed the proxy for these two portals on internal agroportal.lirmm.fr URLs. We 
are still discussing the final rerouting URL with Stanford BMIR. 

An apikey was generated for the OMTD team for each portal. The PORTAL_URL and the different 
apikeys are given in the table below. 

PORTAL PORTAL_ URL OMTD apikey 

AgroPortal services.agroportal.lirmm.fr d245163b-98b4-41a4-a66d-09c1847b756f 

SIFR 
BioPortal services.bioportal.lirmm.fr 56bfba96-13c7-4e33-87ef-641e7c811d6e 

NCBO 
BioPortal services.agroportal.lirmm.fr/ncbobioportal 3326fc38-d32e-43e2-964b-4ddb605963a1 

BiblioPortal services.agroportal.lirmm.fr/biblioportal b7d7c5b5-404b-4804-a083-d0968c2ad8ca 

 

 

 

 



  OpenMinted 

1. Deliverable T.3: API Documentation 

2. Project: BabelNetExtractor  

3. Contact Person 

Joan Codina 

TALN group, Universitat Pompeu Fabra 

joan.codina@upf.edu  

+34 93 542 2241 

C. Tànger, 122-140  

08018 Barcelona 

 

4. Repositories and documentation 

The developed UIMA component detects BabelNet terms in text. The component is            1

published as a docker image in Docker Hub including the installation of BabelNet V3.7 with               

its corresponding libraries. The docker is available in: 

 https://hub.docker.com/r/taln/openminted_babelnet/ 

This docker is based on another docker which only includes the BabelNet database and              

libraries. This preliminary docker has also been published in Docker Hub: 

 https://hub.docker.com/r/taln/babelnetbase/. 

 

The component conforms to the OpenMINTED standard for docker: It is prepared to process              

an input folder and leave the processed results in the output folder. The input/output format               

1 R. Navigli and S. Ponzetto. BabelNet: The Automatic Construction, Evaluation and Application             
of a Wide-Coverage Multilingual Semantic Network. Artificial Intelligence, 193, Elsevier, 2012, pp.            
217-250 

 

mailto:joan.codina@upf.edu
https://hub.docker.com/r/taln/openminted_babelnet/
https://hub.docker.com/r/taln/babelnetbase/


of files is the standard UIMA XMI. In order to run the component, the following command is                 

used: 

docker run -v /var/data/openminted/input:/input -ti -v /var/data/openminted/output:/output 
openminted_babelnet process.sh --input /input --output /output  

 

This component is as a previous step to any word sense disambiguation system, or entity               

linking. The tool integrates perfectly with the Dkpro WSD tools, but these tools require a               

previous detection of the candidates, once the candidates are detected, any kind of WSD              

from DKpro WSD or entity linking can be applied. 

 

The docker allows the usage of BabelNet as a UIMA component in any UIMA pipeline, so                

that it can be easily combined with other OpenMinTed components. All the code of the UIMA                

component is available in the following GitHub repository:  

https://github.com/TalnUPF/OpenMinted_BabelNet 

Description of the component  

The component is composed by the following java classes: 

● BabelnetSenseInventory: an implementation of the DkPro-WSD sense inventory for         

Babelnet taking the UBY implementation as a base 

● BabelnetSenseInventoryResource: an implementation of the DkPro-WSD Sense       

Inventory Resource to allow the implementation of a Sense Inventory in an            

annotator. 

● BabelNetCandidateIdentification: A JCasAnnotator that identifies BabelNet entities in        

text. It creates a de.tudarmstadt.ukp.dkpro.wsd.type.WSDItem for each detected        

entity. 

● BabelNetXMIReaderWriter : The main program that reads the input folder containing           

the XMI files, processes them with the BabelNetCandidateIndentification and writes          

them back to the output folder. Important considerations: 

○ The input XMI files must be segmented (containing tokens and sentences),           

lemmatized and postagged. 

○ The language is obtained from the first file. 

 

It also includes the Dockerfile to build the docker which is based on the babelnetbase docker                

and the Dockerfile to build the babelnetbase docker (Dockerfile.babelnet) . To rebuild the             

 

https://github.com/TalnUPF/OpenMinted_BabelNet


babelnetbase, you must first download Babelnet 3. 7 in a new folder, copy the              

Dockerfile.babelnet there and build the docker from that folder. 

License 

The code of the component will be distributed with an GPL license but has a dependency on                 

BabelNet. BabelNet has a different license which is more restrictive and that forces the              

component to be under Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike (CC BY-NC-SA 3.0) license.         

For any commercial use, please contact navigli@di.uniroma1.it  

Open Minted Component 

The component is available in the OpenMINTED transform, in the following address: 

https://test.openminted.eu/landingPage/component/be287703-9e8a-4622-83e9-7c4266f7a3f

b 

 

 

The component has the following OpenMINTED ID 

OMTD: 78a34344-71ef-7c85-32e5-d86bd6db34c0  

 

The Github repository contains the OpenMinted_Descriptor.xml file, with the OpenMINTED          

description 
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Code Documentation 
FIMDA: Finding Mutations in the Digital Age 
 

This document covers the individual steps we took to integrate SETH into the OpenMinted Platform. 

1. How to wrap a Java NLP service for UIMA 

This document explains how to create a simple REST service that complies to the UIMA CAS 
(Common Analysis Structure) interface from a given Java NLP service. It uses the FIMDA service 
implemented within this repository as vivid example. 

This intend requires to solve the following main issues: 1) Integration of the given NLP service/tool 
into the UIMA architecture 2) Creation of a REST service that receives (textual) input and returns 
annotations in CAS format 

Integration into UIMA architecture 

In its core, the UIMA interface is built on a CAS representation for the resulting NLP annotations 
and an annotation engine. Both can be defined via descriptor files that are later used to generate 
respective Java classes for annotations and annotator engines. Objects of these classes are called 
to produce annotation entities in the required format. 

See Getting Started for the UIMA step-by-step tutorial, Defining CAS-transported custom Java 
objects for further information regarding CAS or UIMA Conceptual Overview for a more general 
introduction to UIMA. 

Defining Descriptor Files 

Descriptor files define UIMA interfaces in xml. At least, two descriptor files are necessary: 1) a 
TypeSystem.xml: holding CAS Feature Structure representation(s). 
See SethTypeSystem.xml for an example: An uima.tcas.Annotation object 
de.dfki.lt.fimda.fimda.MutationAnnotation is defined, that holds different typed 
features like mutation type or mutation position. Any uima.tcas.Annotation type 
inherits begin and end features. 2) an Annotator.xml: defining the capabilities of the NLP 
service, especially regarding input/output. It should be based on TypeSystem.xml. 
See MutationAnnotator.xml for an example: The type system defined in SethTypeSystem.xml 
is imported and all of its features are declared as output capabilities. input remains empty 
because SETH does not rely on any pre-calculated features. Furthermore, the annotator class 
de.dfki.lt.fimda.fimda.MutationAnnotator is defined via its fully-qualified class name. 
The functionality of the annotator class is described below. 

See Introduction to Analysis Engine Descriptor XML Syntax for another example and further 
information. 

https://uima.apache.org/d/uimaj-3.0.0/references.html#ugr.ref.cas
https://uima.apache.org/d/uimaj-3.0.0/references.html#ugr.ref.cas
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https://uima.apache.org/d/uimaj-3.0.0/overview_and_setup.html#ugr.ovv.conceptual
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/src/main/resources/desc/MutationAnnotator.xml
https://uima.apache.org/d/uimaj-3.0.0/tutorials_and_users_guides.html#ugr.tug.aae.xml_intro_ae_descriptor


Having this, the UIMA tool JCasGen can be used to generate the required classes. This tool can 
be applied automatically in a maven pipeline (see jcasgen-maven-plugin). 

The Annotator Class 

The annotator class guides the construction of an annotation object. It has to implement the 
interface functions initialize, process and destroy. For simplicity, it should inherit from 
org.apache.uima.analysis_component.JCasAnnotator_ImplBase to get some base 
functionality out of the box as default implementations of initialize and destroy. 

Have a look at MutationAnnotator.java: The class implements intialize, where the SETH 
annotator object is instantiated, and process. process retrieves the text to annotate from the 
CAS object and calls the SETH annotator. For every found annotation a MutationAnnotation 
object is created and filled with data from the SETH annotation. Finally, the annotation object is 
added to the CAS object by calling annotation.addToIndexes(). 

Calling the Annotator 

To annotate some textual input, an UIMA analysis engine (AE) has to be instantiated using an 
annotator description file (see Annotator.xml from above). The AE is used to create a (J)CAS 
object that provides the annotation functionality which can be serialized into UIMA XMI or other 
output formats like JSON. 

For this intend, the constructor of FIMDAController.java implements the following: a 
ResourceSpecifier is created from MutationAnnotator.xml that is further used to 
instantiate an AnalysisEngine object by calling 
UIMAFramework.produceAnalysisEngine. The function newJCas of the AE object gives the 
JCAS object. 

To process content, the reference text of the JCAS object is set via setDocumentText and 
process executes the functionality defined above with respect to the reference text. See 
function findMutations of FIMDAController.java. Finally, the functions casToXmi and 
casToJson implement the serialization of the JCAS object. 

The REST service 

The spring-mvc framework in combination with spring-boot provides an easy way to create a REST 
service as described in this guide. 

To create a GET endpoint at URL /annotate that returns annotations for a given text, the 
annotation function that produces (and serializes) the JCAS, findMutations (see 
FIMDAController.java), is annotated with @RequestMapping("/annotate") and its input 
parameter text with @RequestParam(value="text"). To return specific HTTP headers, 
status and error messages (if necessary), the serialized JCAS is wrapped into a ResponseEntity 
as return value. Furthermore, the FIMDAController (the class that contains findMutations) 
has to be annotated with @RestController. To finally create an execution entry for the app, 
the package containing the controller class (FIMDAController) has to implement a class 

https://mvnrepository.com/artifact/org.apache.uima/jcasgen-maven-plugin
/src/main/java/de/dfki/lt/fimda/fimda/MutationAnnotator.java
https://uima.apache.org/d/uimaj-3.0.0/overview_and_setup.html#ugr.ovv.conceptual.aes_annotators_and_analysis_results
/src/main/java/de/dfki/lt/fimda/fimda/FIMDAController.java#L56-L75
/src/main/java/de/dfki/lt/fimda/fimda/FIMDAController.java#L106-L144
https://docs.spring.io/spring/docs/current/spring-framework-reference/web.html
https://projects.spring.io/spring-boot/
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annotated with @SpringBootApplication (see FIMDA.java) just calling 
SpringApplication.run in its main method. 

Assuming the project is created with maven and having set the required dependencies (at least 
uimaj-core, spring-boot-starter-web and org.springframework.boot) and 
jcasgen-maven-plugin in the build/plugin section to generate the UIMA classes from 
description files on the fly (see pom.xml for all maven settings), the REST service can be started 
by executing: 

mvn spring-boot:run 

It should handle requests to http://localhost:8080/annotate. 

2. How to Release 

release to github and docker-hub 

Prerequisites 
1. (user) ssh key with write access to the github repo located in ~/.ssh (used by mvn 

release:prepare and mvn release:prepare directly) 

2. Unfortunately, again, github credentials in maven settings.xml located in ~/.m2 (used 
by github-release-plugin): xml  <servers>     ...     <server>         
<id>github</id>         <username>GITHUB_USERNAME</username>         
<password>GITHUB_PASSWORD</password>     </server>     ...  
</servers> 

3. Docker Hub credentials for 
erechtheus/fimda(${docker.image.prefix}/${project.artifactId}, see 
pom.xml) in maven settings.xml located in ~/.m2 (used by dockerfile-maven-
plugin): xml  <servers>     ...     <server>         
<id>docker.io</id>         <username>DOCKERHUB_USERNAME</username>         
<password>DOCKERHUB_PASSWORD</password>     </server>     ...  
</servers> 

Prepare & Release 
1. In the pom.xml: 

– set the property 
<release.github.description>RELEASE_DESCRIPTION</release.githu
b.description> and 

– set the property <release.tag>RELEASE_VERSION</release.tag>. 

– ensure that project.version is RELEASE_VERSION-SNAPSHOT. If not, set it to 
this value. 

2. Commit and push to github. 

3. From project root, execute: mvn release:prepare release:perform --batch-
mode 

 

/src/main/java/de/dfki/lt/fimda/fimda/FIMDA.java
/pom.xml
/pom.xml
/pom.xml
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4. Repositories and documentation 

The Freeling component has been implemented using two dockers, a first docker that             

contains Freeling with the java API ready to be used. This docker can be found here:  

https://hub.docker.com/r/taln/freeling/ 
 

The second docker installs the UIMA component ad the OpenMinted software on top of the               

first docker. This docker is available in https://hub.docker.com/r/taln/openminted_freeling/ 

In order to run the component, the following command is used: 

docker run -v /var/data/openminted/input:/input -ti -v /var/data/openminted/output:/output 
openminted_freeling process.sh --input /input --output /output --param:language=en  

 

The docker allows the usage of Freeling as a UIMA component in any UIMA pipeline, so that                 

it can be easily combined with other OpenMinTed components. All the code of the UIMA               

component is available in the following GitHub repository: 

https://github.com/TalnUPF/OpenMinted_Freeling 
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The repository includes the tagset mapping used, it is in a spreadsheet 
https://github.com/TalnUPF/OpenMinted_Freeling/blob/master/Mapping_pos_Freeling_UIMA
.ods but also it can be found in the lexmorph tagset files: 
https://github.com/TalnUPF/OpenMinted_Freeling/tree/master/src/main/resources/de/tudarm
stadt/ukp/dkpro/core/api/lexmorph/tagset 
 
The component reads XMI files and does not require any previous annotation,  except 
language that we will explain later. After processing the XMI files the annotations included 
are: 

● Token 
● Sentence 
● Lemma 
● POS 
● Dependency 

The processing is done using the Freeling tools and the parser used depends on the 
language. For Catalan,  German, English, Spanish, Portuguese and Slovenian the Treeler 
parser is used (See the Freeling documentation for more information about this statistic 
parser ),  while for Asturian and Galician the Txala parser is used  (See the Freeling 1

documentation for more information about this rule based parser ) 2

Language: The component has a language parameter. The accepted values are the            

languages cited before (Catalan, German, English, Spanish, Portuguese, Slovenian,         

Asturian and Galician) and “auto”. When the language is set to “auto” the component              

determines the language of each document before processing it. To determine the language,             

first it checks if the XMI file has the language information, in the absence of this information it                  

runs the Freeling’s language identification module. When running in auto mode, the system             

loads the models for each different language found in the document’s collection, and keeps              

them into memory to increase efficiency if there are several documents written in the same               

language.  

Description of the component  

The component is based on two classes the Freeling wrapper itself and a class to read/write                

XMI files from disk and do the processing: 

● FreeLingWraper: A JCasAnnotator that wrappers the FreeLing parser. It extracts the           

text, passes it it Freeling, and then it extracts the information from the FreeLing data               

structures to produce UIMA annotations in the CAS. 

1 https://talp-upc.gitbooks.io/freeling-4-0-user-manual/content/modules/dep_treeler.html 
2 https://talp-upc.gitbooks.io/freeling-4-0-user-manual/content/modules/dep_txala.html 
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● FreelingXMIReaderWriter : The main program that reads the input folder containing           

the XMI files, processes them with the FreelingWrapper and writes them back to the              

output folder. Important considerations: 

○ The input: XMI files with the text, if no language is defined, and auto is set,                

then the component uses the language identification tool. 

○ The output is an XMI with language, token, sentence, lemma, POS and            

dependency annotations. 

 

It also includes the Dockerfile to build the docker which is based on the taln/freeling docker.                

This docker only includes the wrapper and main program. 

License 

The code of the component will be distributed with an GNU General Public license V 3.0 but                 

has a dependency on FreeLing. FreeLing has a GNU Affero General Public license V 3.0  

Open Minted Component 

The component is available in the OpenMINTED transform, in the following address: 

https://test.openminted.eu/landingPage/component/23a19913-8640-49bf-bb54-de9a588ed8

00 

 

 

The component has the following OpenMINTED ID: 

 



OMTD: c6cf99bd-3679-7442-ba30-832998209523  

 

The Github repository contains the OpenMinted_Descriptor.xml file, with the OpenMINTED          

description. 
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Sharing IXA pipes in the OpenMinTeD platform. 
Deliverable T.3: Technical Description

Contact Person: Rodrigo Agerri (rodrigo.agerri@ehu.eus), IXA NLP Group, University of the 
Basque Country UPV/EHU. 
https://github.com/ragerri/ixa-pipes-omtd 

In  this  document  we  provide  the  Technical  Description  of  our  project,  including  methodology,
formats, usage and potential scenarios for text mining. We will try to align the technical description
with the work plan provided in Deliverable T.1.

1. Objectives
The stated objectives of our project was to integrate the following IXA pipes modules for Basque,
Catalan, Galician, Spanish, Dutch, English, French, German and Italian.

• ixa-pipe-tok: A multilingual rule-based tokenizer and sentence segmenter.
• ixa-pipe-pos: A statistical lemmatizer and POS tagger.
• ixa-pipe-nerc: A state of the art statistical NER tagger (Agerri and Rigau 2016).

Furthermore we also aimed to include other tools depending on the availability of training corpora:

• ixa-pipe-chunk: A chunker for Basque and English.
• ixa-pipe-doc: Statistical Document Classifier currently trained for Basque and English.

Finally,  ixa-pipe-opinion,  a component for Statistical Aspect Based Sentiment Analysis has also
been provided. The component is trained using the ABSA datasets for English, Spanish, French
and Dutch from the restaurant domain.

The IXA pipes modules will be shared as Docker images following the procedure explained in the
present call (https://openminted.bsc.es/index.php/three-options-for-sharing-services/). In particular
terms this work has consisted of the following:

• Building  an  OpenMinTeD-compatible  docker  image  of  components  following  the
specifications in https://openminted.github.io/releases/docker-spec/1.0.0/specification 

• Upload the docker images to the Docker hub (https://hub.docker.com/)
• Register the component in the OpenMinTeD registry following the published guidelines

(https://guidelines.openminted.eu/sharing-components-as-dockerised-images.html)
including the metadata for sharing components in the OpenMinTed platform.

2. Methodology
The work will be distributed according to the expertise of the personnel involved. Thus, two types
of tasks are envisaged:

1. Module  specific  work:  each  IXA pipe  module  (usage,  parameters,  etc.)  and  required
resources (models) will need to be prepared in order to build the Docker images.

2. Dockerization:  building  docker  images,  uploading  to  Docker  hub  and  Register  the
component in the OpenMinTeD registry.

3. Documentation:  OMTD  metadata  specification  and  usage  guidelines  of  the  docker
components.

In the work plan provided by Deliverable T.1, we structured the work in the following tasks in order
to achieve the proposed objectives.

mailto:rodrigo.agerri@ehu.eus
https://guidelines.openminted.eu/sharing-components-as-dockerised-images.html
https://github.com/ragerri/ixa-pipes-omtd
https://hub.docker.com/
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Task 1: Document IXA pipes functionalities following the call guidelines, including the re-training of
the modules. Responsible: Rodrigo Agerri. Deadline: 2018/03/11. DONE

Description: In this project we integrated IXA pipes components to provide linguistic annotation.
However each of the components (except the tokenizer) can be re-trained with annotated data for
other  languages,  domains  and  genres.  Thus,  each  of  the  components  integrated  include
documentation  about  its  training  procedure.  Once  the  new models  are  obtained  new Docker
images need to be created in order to obtain the new trained models.

Documentation for training IXA pipes is accessible via its website: http://ixa2.si.ehu.es/ixa-pipes/

Task  2:  Prepare  IXA  pipes  modules  for  its  integration  in  Docker  images.  (2018/03/18).
Responsible: Rodrigo Agerri. Deadline: 2018/03/18. DONE

Every IXA pipe module is publicly available from Maven Central. Futhermore, we have selected
and packaged the required models that are downloaded during the creation of the Docker images.
The  resources  and  modules  are  then  called  from  the  respective  Dockerfile(s).  In  turn,  every
Dockerfile is publicly available and documented (https://github.com/ragerri/ixa-pipes-omtd)

Task  3:  Generate  the  Docker  image  with  its  corresponding  information  about  the  integrated
components. Responsible: Rodrigo Agerri. Deadline: 2018/03/11. DONE

Every  component  required  to  generate  the  Docker  image  was  created  and  uploaded  to
https://github.com/ragerri/ixa-pipes-omtd.  Typically  the  Docker  image  configuration  of  each
component consists of the elements depicted in Figure 1. 

• Dockerfile: specifies the resources, tools and background software necessary to build the
image, including their deployment.

• en-ixa-pipes-omtd-descriptor.xml:  every  docker  component  includes  the  metadata
description  following  the  OMTD  guidelines.  The  OMTD  platform  actually  uses  this
descriptor in order to deploy each of the Docker components.

• en-ixa-pipes.sh: docker image executable.
• input.xmi  and input-basic.xmi:  a  couple of  examples  to be processed during testing in

https://test.openminted.eu/ 

Figure 1: Docker image specification for a sample IXA pipe component

https://test.openminted.eu/
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• naf2xmi.py: as stated in the Work plan and project proposal, IXA pipes originally read and
write into the NAF format (https://github.com/newsreader/NAF). This program converts the
linguistic annotations provided by the IXA pipes in the NAF format into the XMI format, as
required.

• typesystem.xml: for the Docker components to be integrated in workflows within the OMTD
platform it is necessary to know the types that the IXA pipes components create.

• xmi2naf: every Docker component in the OMTD platform is required to read XMI as input.
This program reads XMI, extracts the text to be annotated and creates a NAF document
which is then processed by the IXA pipes.

Task 4: Upload the image to the Docker hub. Responsible: Rodrigo Agerri. Deadline: 2018/03/18.
DONE

Every image created from the above specification is published in the Docker hub. All the 12 Docker
components created are available from the Docker hub repository:

https://hub.docker.com/u/ragerri/ 

Task 5:  Register and Document the image in the OpenMinTeD platform. Responsible: Rodrigo
Agerri. Deadline: 2018/03/25. DONE

Every Docker component has been registered in to the platform and tested within workflows. This
work has been done with the collaboration of the OMTD team in a series of “online hackathon”
organized for testing and validation purposes.

Task  6:  Implement  integrity  tests  via  continuous  integration.  Responsible:  Rodrigo  Agerri.
Deadline: 2918/04/22 DONE

Every IXA pipe integrated in OMTD now includes continuous integration.

Task 7:  Provide interoperability with other software components in the OpenMinTeD platform by
reading and producing XMI format. Responsible: Aitor Soroa. Deadline: 2018/03/25. DONE

As mentioned in Task 3, three components in each Docker image ensures that the Dockers read
and  write  XMI  (xmi2naf.py  and  naf2xmi.py  conversors)  and  that  the  produced  XMI  can  be
interpreted by other components (typesystem.xml).

Task  8:  Validation.  Responsible:  German  Rigau,  Rodrigo  Agerri,  Aitor  Soroa.  Deadline:
2918/04/22. DONE

Apart from validation tests in our organization’s local machines, validation has been undertaken
within the so-called “Hackathon” organized by the OMTD members.

Task 9:  Design, planning, management, meetings, coordination with BSC. Responsible: Rodrigo
Agerri. DONE

Milestones: Thus, all the milestones has been achieved.

• M1: Docker image with IXA pipes integrated and documented. (2018/03/18)
• M2: IXA pipes Docker image uploaded to Docker hub. (2018/03/18) 
• M3:  IXA pipes Docker image registered and documented in the  OpenMinTeD platform.

(2018/03/25)
• M4: Interoperability via XMI. (2018/03/25)
• M5: Validation. (2018/04/22)

https://hub.docker.com/u/ragerri/
https://github.com/newsreader/NAF


3. Docker components

The Docker components integrated by this project are the following:

• 6 components providing IXA pipes tokenization, POS tagging, lemmatization and Named 
Entity Recognition: de-ixa-pipes-omtd, es-ixa-pipes-omtd, fr-ixa-pipes-omtd, gl-ixa-pipes-
omtd, it-ixa-pipes-omtd, nl-ixa-pipes-omtd

• 2 components providing the annotations for the languages above plus Chunking and 
Document Classification (polarity): en-ixa-pipes-omtd and eu-ixa-pipes-omtd

• 4 components providing Aspect Based Sentiment Analysis (ABSA) trained on the 
Restaurant datasets from the ABSA 2016 task (http://alt.qcri.org/semeval2016/task5/). This 
components are particularly suitable to process restaurant reviews.

As it can be seen, the Docker images are specified per language. This was designed in this way in 
order to avoid creating unnecessarily large Docker images which could potentially create 
deployment issues due to their size. Thus, if we were to include every image in a single Docker 
image parametrized via the target language, that would result in images of up to 5-6GB.

In our configuration, each Docker component, apart from the IXA pipes modules and models 
include the following background software:

1. Debian slim.
2. JDK 1.8
3. Python 3.

The final size of our Docker images is of around 400MB. Usage of the Docker components is
described in detail here: https://github.com/ragerri/ixa-pipes-omtd/blob/master/README.md 

4. Potential Scenarios and Workflows

The  usage  scenario we  proposed  for  the  usage  of  the  IXA pipes  component  is  based  on
Information  Extraction  and,  more  specifically,  on  Named  Entity  Recognition  and  Sentiment
Analysis. The idea is to be able able to identify the relevant entities in a given text as well as the
associated opinions to those entities. This has been already successfully tested in the European
projects  Newsreader  (http://www.newsreader-project.eu/,  aligned  with  High  Relevance  Tender
topic HRT-7) and OpeNER (http://www.opener-project.eu/), projects in which most of the linguistic
pre-processing was performed using IXA pipes.

Figure 2 illustrates  general usage case where the objective is extract all the relevant events from
large multilingual collections of unstructured text data and order them temporally so that we can
construct  automatically  the  storyline  for  a  particular  entity  as  mentioned  in  many  multilingual
documents in a specific period of time. Each event is composed of its participants (roles) and will
be automatically classified in terms of the opinion it conveys in the specific context.

As  it  has  been already mentioned,  the  components integrated by this  project  provide general
components for tokenization, lemmatization, POS tagging, Named Entity Recognition, Chunking,
and polarity classification. Furthermore, it offers fine-grained Aspect Based Sentiment Analysis for
the Restaurant domain (as those are the available corpus for the languages we were interested in).
This make them suitable to obtain information about the entities in the text as well as the polarity
associated to them, leaving the processing of events and temporal expressions for a next cycle.

https://github.com/ragerri/ixa-pipes-omtd/blob/master/README.md
http://www.opener-project.eu/
http://www.newsreader-project.eu/
http://alt.qcri.org/semeval2016/task5/


Figure 2:  Storylines from the Newsreader Project (http://www.newsreader-project.eu) depicting events, the
participating entities and the polarity of each event.

5. Concluding Remarks

Since its origin, IXA pipes (Agerri et al. 2014) aims to provide ready to use NLP modules to perform
efficient and accurate linguistic annotation. More specifically, the objectives of IXA pipes is to offer
basic NLP technology that is:

1. Simple and ready to use: Every module of the IXA pipeline can be up an running after
two simple steps (one if the binary distribution is used).

2. Portable: The binaries are generated with “all batteries included” which means that it is not
required  to  do  any  system  configuration  or  install  any  third-party  dependencies.  The
modules will run on any platform as long as a JVM 1.8+ is available.

3. Unlike other NLP toolkits, which often are built in a monolithic architecture, IXA pipes are
structured in a  data centric architecture so that modules can be picked and changed
(even from other NLP toolkits). The modules behave like Unix pipes, they all read standard
input, do some annotation, and produce standard output which in turn might be the input
for the next module.

4. Efficient:  IXA  pipes  have  been  successfully  integrated  in  Big  Data  processing
environments (for both batch and streaming processing) such as Hadoop (Vossen et al.
2017), Apache Storm (Beloki et al. 2017; Agerri et al. 2015) and in frameworks such as
Apache UIMA (Uryupina et al. 2016).

5. Multilingual: For some tasks such as NER IXA pipes support up to 8 languages, including
the four official languages in Spain, and more are being included (Agerri and Rigau 2016,
Agerri et al. 2018).

6. Accurate: IXA pipes obtains state of the art results in several NLP tasks and languages,
including NER (Agerri and Rigau 2016, Agerri et al. 2018), Opinion Mining (San Vicente et
al. 2015), morphosyntactic analysis (Uryupina et al. 2016, Vossen et al. 2017, Agerri et al.
2018); for example, we presented the best system in the Opinion Target Extraction subtask
at the ABSA task organized in SemEval 2015.

7. Commercially friendly:  IXA pipes are distributed under  Apache License 2.0,  an open
source  license  that  facilitates  source  code  use,  distribution  and  integration,  also  for
commercial purposes.

We believe that the exercise of integration and deployment undertaken within the context of this
project advances the achievement of the stated objectives.

Finally, we would like to state our interest in future updates of our Docker components.



DT.3	-	Documented	code	and	API	with	
open	licenses	for	the	prototype	
application.	
Text	Mining	for	Journalism	
	

Matthew	Shardlow	

	

Introduction	
When	preparing	a	news	story,	a	journalist	must	quickly	answer	a	number	of	

basic	questions	to	inform	the	reporting	process.	These	questions	are	commonly	

framed	as	the	five	W’s:	Who,	What,	Why,	Where	and	When.	In	the	context	of	

general	news	reporting,	the	answers	to	these	questions	are	often	

straightforward.	But	in	areas	of	specialist	reporting,	such	as	science	reporting,	a	

journalist	may	need	to	consume	a	large	range	and	depth	of	literature	on	a	

specific	topic	before	they	can	begin	to	answer	these	questions	and	frame	the	

story.	Reading	dozens	or	even	hundreds	of	articles	on	a	single	topic	is	both	time	

consuming	and	arduous.	This	represents	a	challenge	for	newsrooms	where	

pressure	on	time	and	resources	have	impacted	on	the	capacity	for	specialist	

reporting.	This	is	a	situation	where	text	mining	could	help	to	quickly	identify	key	

journalistic	elements	in	academic	literature	and	mitigate	the	problems	facing	

‘time-poor’	journalists.	

 
We	have	implemented	a	set	of	text	mining	components	to	overcome	the	

challenges	faced	by	journalists	when	dealing	with	large	volumes	of	academic	

literature,	for	the	task	of	science	reporting.	Our	components	are	available	for	use	

by	the	general	public	and	have	been	incorporated	into	the	OpenMinTeD	platform	

to	promote	their	discoverability	and	reuse.		In	total,	we	implemented	four	

components,	two	type	systems	and	one	aggregate	component	which	wraps	the	

others	to	create	our	application.	These	are	described	in	the	table	below	

	

Name	 Description	
StanfordNLPTagger	 A	component	which	wraps	the	Stanford	

NLP	Tagger	and	extracts	meaningful	

named	entity	types.	These	are	created	as	

part	of	the	StanfordNLP	type	system.	

LocationAnnotator	 Extracts	relevant	elements	from	the	

StanfordNLPTypeSystem	and	converts	

them	to	Where	annotations	in	the	

Journalism	Type	System.	

WhoAnnotator	 Extracts	relevant	elements	from	the	

StanfordNLPTypeSystem	and	converts	

them	to	Who	annotations	in	the	



Journalism	Type	System.	

WhenAnnotator	 Extracts	relevant	elements	from	the	

StanfordNLPTypeSystem	and	converts	

them	to	When	annotations	in	the	

Journalism	Type	System.	

StanfordNLPTypeSystem	 Provides	a	set	of	types	for	the	output	of	

the	Stanford	NLP	Tagger.	

JournalismTypeSystem	 Provides	a	set	of	types	for	the	output	of	

the	journalism	tools	

TextMiningForJournalismApplication	 Wraps	the	above	components	into	a	

single	aggregated	analysis	engine,	

providing	a	common	interface	and	single	

point	of	execution.	

	

The	highly	modular	design	of	our	components	means	that	We	can	easily	change	

parts	of	the	system	if	we	should	wish	to.	For	example,	it	would	be	trivial	to	swap	

the	StanfordNLPTagger	for	another	NER	tool.	It	would	also	be	very	easy	to	adapt	

the	secondary	annotators	(LocationAnnotator,	WhoAnnotator,	WhenAnnotator)	

to	alter	their	functionality	in	light	of	user	feedback.	The	

TextMiningForJournalismApplication	component	provides	a	single	point	of	

access	to	the	system	for	end	users,	meaning	that	they	do	not	have	to	worry	about	

the	technical	concerns	of	getting	the	components	in	the	right	order,	etc.		

Code	Availability	
All	code	has	been	made	available	via	GitHub	at	the	following	links:	

	

https://github.com/MMU-TDMLab/TextMiningForJournalism	
https://github.com/MMU-TDMLab/UIMA	

	

The	relevant	artefacts	have	also	been	uploaded	to	the	maven	central	repository	

to	aid	their	discoverability	and	reuse	in	other	TDM	applications,	as	well	as	their	

integration	to	the	platform.	These	can	be	viewed	at	the	link	below:	

	

http://www.maven.org/#search%7Cga%7C1%7Ctdmlab	

Code	Licences	
All	code	has	been	distributed	under	the	MIT	Licence.	We	chose	this	licence	as	it	

was	very	permissive	for	code	reuse	and	was	sufficiently	short	to	enable	it	to	be	

readable	and	understandable	by	a	human.	

	

The	full	text	of	the	licence	is	as	follows:	

	

MIT	License	

Copyright	(c)	[year]	[fullname]	



Permission	is	hereby	granted,	free	of	charge,	to	any	person	
obtaining	a	copy	of	this	software	and	associated	
documentation	files	(the	"Software"),	to	deal	in	the	
Software	without	restriction,	including	without	limitation	
the	rights	to	use,	copy,	modify,	merge,	publish,	distribute,	
sublicense,	and/or	sell	copies	of	the	Software,	and	to	permit	
persons	to	whom	the	Software	is	furnished	to	do	so,	subject	
to	the	following	conditions:	

The	above	copyright	notice	and	this	permission	notice	shall	
be	included	in	all	copies	or	substantial	portions	of	the	
Software.	

THE	SOFTWARE	IS	PROVIDED	"AS	IS",	WITHOUT	
WARRANTY	OF	ANY	KIND,	EXPRESS	OR	IMPLIED,	
INCLUDING	BUT	NOT	LIMITED	TO	THE	WARRANTIES	OF	
MERCHANTABILITY,	FITNESS	FOR	A	PARTICULAR	PURPOSE	
AND	NONINFRINGEMENT.	IN	NO	EVENT	SHALL	THE	
AUTHORS	OR	COPYRIGHT	HOLDERS	BE	LIABLE	FOR	ANY	
CLAIM,	DAMAGES	OR	OTHER	LIABILITY,	WHETHER	IN	AN	
ACTION	OF	CONTRACT,	TORT	OR	OTHERWISE,	ARISING	
FROM,	OUT	OF	OR	IN	CONNECTION	WITH	THE	SOFTWARE	
OR	THE	USE	OR	OTHER	DEALINGS	IN	THE	SOFTWARE.	

Code	Documentation	
	

We	have	included	the	api	documentation	of	our	code	in	the	following	pages	for	

further	clarity.	
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Class StanfordNLPTagger

java.lang.Object
org.apache.uima.analysis_component.AnalysisComponent_ImplBase

org.apache.uima.analysis_component.Annotator_ImplBase
org.apache.uima.analysis_component.JCasAnnotator_ImplBase
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All Implemented Interfaces:

org.apache.uima.analysis_component.AnalysisComponent

public class StanfordNLPTagger

extends org.apache.uima.fit.component.JCasAnnotator_ImplBase

Constructor Summary
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StanfordNLPTagger()

Method Summary
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Method Detail
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process in class org.apache.uima.analysis_component.JCasAnnotator_ImplBase

Throws:

org.apache.uima.analysis_engine.AnalysisEngineProcessException
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Constructor and Description
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Method Summary
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Methods inherited from
class org.apache.uima.analysis_component.AnalysisComponent_ImplBase

batchProcessComplete, collectionProcessComplete, destroy, getContext,

getResultSpecification, reconfigure, setResultSpecification

Methods inherited from class java.lang.Object

clone, equals, finalize, getClass, hashCode, notify, notifyAll, toString,

wait, wait, wait

Constructor Detail

WhereAnnotator

public WhereAnnotator()

Method Detail

process

public void process(org.apache.uima.jcas.JCas jcas)
             throws org.apache.uima.analysis_engine.AnalysisEngineProcessException

Specified by:

process in class org.apache.uima.analysis_component.JCasAnnotator_ImplBase

Throws:

org.apache.uima.analysis_engine.AnalysisEngineProcessException
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org.apache.uima.analysis_component.JCasAnnotator_ImplBase

org.apache.uima.fit.component.JCasAnnotator_ImplBase
uk.ac.mmu.tdmlab.journalism.WhoAnnotator

All Implemented Interfaces:

org.apache.uima.analysis_component.AnalysisComponent

public class WhoAnnotator

extends org.apache.uima.fit.component.JCasAnnotator_ImplBase

Constructor Summary

Constructor and Description

WhoAnnotator()

Method Summary

Modifier and Type Method and Description

void process(org.apache.uima.jcas.JCas jcas)

Methods inherited from
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Methods inherited from
class org.apache.uima.analysis_component.AnalysisComponent_ImplBase

batchProcessComplete, collectionProcessComplete, destroy, getContext,
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Methods inherited from class java.lang.Object
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wait, wait, wait
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Method Detail

process

public void process(org.apache.uima.jcas.JCas jcas)
             throws org.apache.uima.analysis_engine.AnalysisEngineProcessException

Specified by:

process in class org.apache.uima.analysis_component.JCasAnnotator_ImplBase

Throws:
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All Implemented Interfaces:

org.apache.uima.analysis_component.AnalysisComponent

public class WhenAnnotator

extends org.apache.uima.fit.component.JCasAnnotator_ImplBase

Constructor Summary

Constructor and Description

WhenAnnotator()

Method Summary
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Constructors
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Methods inherited from
class org.apache.uima.analysis_component.AnalysisComponent_ImplBase

batchProcessComplete, collectionProcessComplete, destroy, getContext,

getResultSpecification, reconfigure, setResultSpecification
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wait, wait, wait

Constructor Detail
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Method Detail

process
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             throws org.apache.uima.analysis_engine.AnalysisEngineProcessException

Specified by:

process in class org.apache.uima.analysis_component.JCasAnnotator_ImplBase

Throws:

org.apache.uima.analysis_engine.AnalysisEngineProcessException
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getCasInstancesRequired, hasNext, next

Methods inherited from
class org.apache.uima.analysis_component.AnalysisComponent_ImplBase

batchProcessComplete, collectionProcessComplete, destroy, getContext,

getResultSpecification, reconfigure, setResultSpecification

Methods inherited from class java.lang.Object
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wait, wait, wait

Constructor Detail
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Method Detail
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public void initialize(org.apache.uima.UimaContext context)
                throws org.apache.uima.resource.ResourceInitializationException

Specified by:

initialize in interface org.apache.uima.analysis_component.AnalysisComponent

Overrides:

initialize in class org.apache.uima.fit.component.JCasAnnotator_ImplBase

Throws:
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process

public void process(org.apache.uima.jcas.JCas aJCas)
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process in class org.apache.uima.analysis_component.JCasAnnotator_ImplBase

Throws:
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Scientific Summarization Services 
Task3 Deliverable: Implementation of aspecialized pipeline for text processing 
 

Proposal Summary 
In the current context of scientific information overload in which new knowledge is created at 

a rapid pace, we propose to develop text summarization services for automatically 

identifying the most important information of a research article. The work will be based on an 

adaptation of our current scientific text mining and summarization technology at our 

LaSTUS/TALN lab.  The summarization system will apply a natural language processing 

pipeline for deep analysis of scientific documents and compute a series of sentence 

relevance features based on the results of text analysis.  

 

Concept and Objectives 
With a new article published online every 13 seconds, nowadays researchers, publishers, 

funding institutions, as well as any other interested actor, are overwhelmed by the amount of 

scientific contents available online.  To cope with this issue of scientific information overload, 

automated approaches to mine, interlink, condense and visualize scientific documents are 

fundamental. 

 

Automatic text summarization is a technology to extract  the essential information from a 

document or set of documents which has the potential to help researchers and other 

interested stakeholders assess the essential content of research articles to make informed 

decisions (e.g. reading, citing) or use the extracted content in downstream applications such 

as indexing, extraction, or even user interfaces.   Although automatic approaches to text 

summarization in scientific fields have been investigated and developed since the fifties, and 

with notable contributions at the beginning of this millennium,  nowadays with   practical, 

robust  summarization solutions are in demand. 

 

Two main types of summaries are usually considered in the literature: indicative summaries 

which indicate what a document is about, and informative summaries which contain relevant 

facts and  information from the document.  Although  research papers are generally 

published together with a summary (i.e. the abstract), these summaries might be only 

indicative of the content (e.g. the paper presents a method without mentioning its 
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Scientific Summarization Services 
Task3 Deliverable: Implementation of aspecialized pipeline for text processing 
 

characteristics),  therefore omitting important details of the research (e.g. how effective the 

method is or which are its advantages/disadvantages).  

 

We propose the implementation and  deployment of a scientific text summarization service 

able to assess the relevance of sentences in a document. Given a scientific document, the 

service will annotate the sentences (or other units) with different relevance values 

(depending on the summarization algorithm selected) which could be used in different 

content mining, access  or visualization applications. The service will allow to set one or 

more relevant algorithms for computation of relevance values. 

 

 

Proposed Work 
The work is centred around  current efforts by the research community to provide automated 

tools to enable the extraction of the essential content of scientific documents (see for 

example the 2017 SciSumm scientific text summarization challenge). In particular the work 

will be based on two already available tools at our laboratory which will be adapted for the 

project: the Dr. Inventor text mining library for deep analysis of scientific documents and the 

SUMMA library to develop different text summarization algorithms.  

 

Given the reduced time given to carry out the project, we propose at this stage to implement 

and deploy technology for single document summarization.  The project will be centred 

around the  implementation of a text analysis system for the scientific paper and the 

implementation of a service for the  computation of sentence relevance values. 

The text analysis system will include tokenization, sentence splitting,  entity spotting, 

dependency parsing, rhetorical and causality  annotation. Several summarization algorithms 

will be deployed including different centrality-  and graph-based methods which will rely on 

discrete (vector space model) as well as continuous word representations (word 

embeddings) trained on general corpora.  

  

Where processing time is concerned and because of the time which may required  for 

document processing, we may consider the implementation of batch services.  
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Methodology 
The methodology to be followed is based on a sentence scoring/extraction paradigm in 

which sentences are assigned relevance values based on a combination of metrics.  

One aspects of the work will be the implementation of sentence scoring methods for the 

scientific document, based on our recent work for the Dr Inventor research project. The 

methods include the use of rhetorical information, lexical information, centrality metrics 

(centroid, text rank), document structure, text similarity measures and frequency-based 

scores.  

 

Given the availability of  training datasets such as full papers and author summaries, we will 

attempt a trainable approach (based on our current regression-based technology) which will 

select sentences related  to the topic of the document as indicated by the author summary. 

The selected sentences would provide content which naturally extends what is in the 

abstract, by providing additional information. Moreover, the consumer of the service will have 

access to  both  individual and combined relevance values for applications down the line. 

The implementation will follow the architectural precepts of the General Architecture for Text 

Engineering (GATE) which we have used to implement the libraries we plan to re-use. 

Moreover, document formats will be GATE compliant so that linguistic, semantic, and 

summarization information could be easily extracted from the analysed documents.  
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Task3 Description 
 

Following with the work plan, in this deliverable we describe all specifications related to the 

Task3. In this task we have documented code and API with open licenses for the prototype 

application. 

Overview of the component 

Scientific Summarization Services is a system available on the OpenMinTeD platform in 

order to automatically identify the most important information of a research article. The 

system integrates multiple NLP tools such as Dr. Inventor (DRI) Text Mining Framework, 

SUMMA and Word Embeddings. Briefly, from a scientific article the system analyzes, 

extracts and characterizes several aspects, such as structural elements of the article and the 

discursive category and vector representations of each sentence. This information is used to 

compute different scores to rank each sentence of the article. The most relevant sentences 

will have a higher score. The system has been shared as a Docker component and the code 

released in Github with a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 license, can be found in the 

following links: 

https://github.com/abravo84/scisumservices 

https://hub.docker.com/r/abravp/openminted_scisumservices:1.0.0 

 

Description of the component 

The Scientific Summarization Services System processes a corpus of scientific articles in 

XML format (such as Plos ONE format ). For each article, the system generates the 1

corresponding GATE document, which is enriched with multiple features and is stored in the 

specific output folder. The Scientific Summarization Services System processing is detailed 

below. 

 

The system processes each document individually. First, in order to automatically process 

the scientific article, the system transforms it into a GATE document that include the 

information provided by the XML format.  

1 http://journals.plos.org/plosone/s/usage-data-help 
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Second, each GATE document is processed by means of the Dr. Inventor (DRI) Text Mining 

Framework [2]. The DRI framework is a Java library that integrates several Document 

Engineering and Natural Language Processing tools customized to enable and ease the 

analysis of the textual contents of scientific publications. From GATE documents, the 

Framework automatically extracts and characterizes several aspects including: 

● Structural elements: title, abstract, hierarchy of sections, sentences inside each 

section, bibliographic entries 

● In-line citations are spotted and linked to the respective bibliographic entry 

● The dependency tree is built from each sentence by considering inline citations 

● The discursive category of each sentence is identified among: Background, 

Challenge, Approach, Outcome and Future Work. 

● Subject-Verb-Object graphs are build to represent the contents of paper excerpts (the 

connectedness of these graphs is enhanced thanks to coreference resolution) 

● etc. 

  

Then, the system computes multiple vector representations for each sentence in the article. 

Specifically, we applied 4 different vector representations: 

● The first vector representation is computed by means of the SUMMA library [2]. 

SUMMA is a text summarization toolkit, based on GATE ,which provided language 

and processing resources for composition of practical summarization applications. 

The SUMMA library was used to obtain normalized tf*idf term vectors for the 

sentences. 

● The rest of sentence vectors are based on word embeddings. A word embedding is a 

word representation, which captures both semantic and syntactic information. Words 

with similar meanings generate vectors that are close in the embeddings space. The 

sentence vector representation is computed by calculating the centroid (or average) 

of the words vectors contained in a sentence. The system computes 3 different 

sentence vector representations based on: Wikipedia , Google  and PubMed/PMC .  2 3 4

 

Finally, the system computes multiple scores using the previous generated  information. 

The scores are described in the following section (see “Providing New Features” section). 

 

2 https://github.com/facebookresearch/fastText/blob/master/pretrained-vectors.md 
3 https://code.google.com/archive/p/word2vec/ 
4 http://bio.nlplab.org/ 
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Providing New Features 

As commented before, all features are stored in a  GATE document. In order to describe the 

most relevant features, in this section we use screenshots from GATE User Interface. 

 

First of all, the system keeps the original information from the XML format in the “Original 

markups” annotation set. The rest of annotation sets are generated by the Scientific 

Summarization Service. 
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In the “Analysis” AnnotationSet, we can observe multiple annotations types related to the 

structural elements of the article (such as title, abstract, hierarchy of sections, sentences 

inside each section and bibliographic entries). 
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The Sentence Vector representatons are contained in the following Annotations: 

● Vector: Sentence vector based on SUMMA's tf*idf vectors. 

● Vector_Norm: Normalization of the previous vector. 

● GoogleSentVector: Sentence vector based on Google embeddings. 

● WikiSentVector: Sentence vector based on Wiki embeddings. 

● BioSentVector: Sentence vector based on PubMed/PMC embeddings. 

 

 

 

The scores are included in the “Sentence” Annotation and they are defined as follow: 

● CuePhrase: the total number of cue-words in the sentence.We have relied on [5] 

formulaic expressions to implement our cue-phrase gazetteer lookup procedure. 

● CuePhrase_Avg: a normalized which is the total number of cue-words in the 

sentence (CuePhrase) divided by the total number of cue-words in the document.  

● Doc_Sim: the similarity of a sentence (Vector_Norm) to the  article’s full vector 

(DocVector_Norm). 

● PROB_DRI_*: the probability that the sentence belongs to each DRI rhetorical class 

(such as Background, Challenge, Approach, Outcome and Future Work). 

● SimTitle: the similarity of a sentence to the vector of the first sentence, using the 

Vector_Norm annotation. 
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● TextRank_*: the TextRank score  [4] implemented in SUMMA. Each score is 

computed using a different sentence vector (Vector, BioSentVector, WikiSentVector, 

and GoogleSentVector). 

● position_score: the SUMMA implementation of the position method where 

sentences at the beginning of the document have high scores and sentence at the 

end of the document have low scores; 

● tf_score: we sum up the tf*idf values of all content words in the sentence and the 

obtained value is normalized to yield a value between 0 and 1 which is computed 

using the set of scores from the whole document. 
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Repositories 

The source code of the project is available in the following GitHub repository: 

https://github.com/abravo84/scisumservices 

 

 

The system was package in a Docker image, which contains all resources and source code 

and then the project is compiled by maven in oter to create an executable JAR file. The 

Docker image is available on Docker Hub: 

https://hub.docker.com/r/abravp/openminted_scisumservices:1.0.0 

 

Docker Executor 

In order to run the component, the following command is used: 

 

docker run -v /var/data/plos_one:/input -ti -v 

/var/data/plos_one_output:/output 

abravp/openminted_scisumservices:1.0.0 process.sh --input /input 

--output /output 

 

Where /var/data/plos_one is the path of the corpus, containing scientific articles and 

/var/data/plos_one_output is the output folder. 

 

In the OpenMinTeD domain, the OMTD Docker Executor is defined as: 

 

abravp/openminted_scisumservices:1.0.0 
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OpenMinTeD Component 

The component is available in the OpenMINTED platform, in the following address: 

https://test.openminted.eu/landingPage/component/9503494d-c09e-4b9a-80b8-10945c38ef6

d 

 

The component has the following OpenMINTED ID: 

OMTD: 378df0f8-1cb7-a8e4-df3b-80c0ba47851d  

 

 

The Github repository contains the Descriptor.xml file, with the OpenMINTED description. 

 

License 

The code of the component will be distributed with a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 

license. More information here: 

https://github.com/abravo84/scisumservices/blob/master/LICENSE.TXT 
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In addition, we are also providing three specfific libraries:  SUMA, ScoreComputation and 

DRInventor (https://github.com/abravo84/scisumservices/tree/master/lib). These libraries are 

distributed under a Attribution-NonCommercial 4.0 International license 

(https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/legalcode). 

● SUMMA: 

https://github.com/abravo84/scisumservices/blob/master/lib/LICENSE_SUMMA_UPF

.txt  

● DRINVENTOR: 

https://github.com/abravo84/scisumservices/blob/master/lib/LICENSE_DRINVENTO

R_LIB400b.txt  

● SCORECOMPUTATTION: 

https://github.com/abravo84/scisumservices/blob/master/lib/LICENSE_SCORECOM

PUTATION.txt  
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1 TermSuite deployment on OMTD

TermSuite components for OMTD were deployed on the omtd test plateform 

htps://test.openminted.eu/home (with private status so that we can modify).

Component OMTD test

TermSuite Preprocessor OMTD_DOCKER: 
fr.univnantes.termsuite.tools.PreprocessorCLI 

htps://test.openminted.eu/landinPPaPe/component/92d253
27-7795-43fa-9892-d254f84467a

TermSuite TerminoloPyExtractor OMTD_DOCKER: 
fr.univnantes.termsuite.tools.TerminoloPyExtractorCLI 

htps://test.openminted.eu/landinPPaPe/component/2a4396
5f-1a76-407f-8012-ee39877e68e0

2 Dockerized TermSuite for OMTD

Dockerized TermSuite components are available on two public repositories:

Docker source code 
repository 

htps://Pithub.com/VisaTM/termsuite-docker-omtd

Docker imaPes repository htps://hub.docker.com/r/visatm/termsuite-omtd/

3 TermSuite source code  

Documentaton and source code for TermSuite Tools can be consulted :

TermSuite source codes htps://Pithub.com/VisaTM/termsuite-core-omtd

TermSuite for OMTD – Codes and deployment informaton



repository Licence : htps://Pithub.com/VisaTM/termsuite-core-
omtd/blob/master/LICENSE

TermSuite Javadoc htp://www.jaavadoc.io/doc/fr.univ-
nantes.termsuite/termsuite-core/3.0.10

Documentaton htp://termsuite.Pithub.io/documentaton/introducton/

TermSuite for OMTD – Codes and deployment informaton
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Unified Processing Framework for raw Multilingual Text (UPFMT) 

 

Deliverable T3 - Technical description and description of potential 

usages and scenarios for text mining 

 

 

1. Technical Description (API) 

 

Unified Processing Framework for raw Multilingual Text 

UPFMT is a lightweight and easy to use tool for converting raw text into Universal Dependencies (aka 

CONLLU format) that support all major languages from the UD corpus (http://universaldependencies.org/) 

Those in a hurry to get started should first go through the Prerequisites section and then directly to the 
QuickStart guide. However, building and tuning your own system will take time and effort - we provide full 
technical details as-well as a guide to train our system on your own data. 

Prerequisites 

 Python 2.7 
 JAVA > 1.8 
 DyNET (https://github.com/clab/dynet) 
 Pretrained models (included) or data from the UD corpus (http://universaldependencies.org/) 

Python 2.7 is included in major Linux distributions and is easy to install for Windows or OSX-
based systems. If your OS does not include Python 2.7, check 
https://wiki.python.org/moin/BeginnersGuide/Download for installation instructions. Also, 
JAVA/OpenJDK should be easily installable via major package manegement systems such as yum 
and apt or by downloading the binary distribution from Oracle 
(https://www.oracle.com/java/index.html) 

Pretrained models are already included in the standard repository and dynet install will be covered 
in the quick-start quide. 

Quick start guide 

http://universaldependencies.org/
https://github.com/clab/dynet
http://universaldependencies.org/
https://wiki.python.org/moin/BeginnersGuide/Download
https://www.oracle.com/java/index.html
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First, make sure pip is installed with your Python 2.7 distribution. If not: for Debian/Ubuntu 

$ sudo apt-get install python-pip 

or for Redhat/CentOS 

$ yum install python-pip 

Next, install DyNET: 

$ pip install git+https://github.com/clab/dynet#egg=dynet 

Next, get UPFMT by downloading the ZIP arhcive or by cloning this REPO using GIT: 

$ cd ~ 

$ git clone https://github.com/dumitrescustefan/UPFMT.git 

You can now do a dry run of the system to see if everything is set up correctly. In the folder where you 
cloned or downloaded and extracted this repo, type: 

$ cd UPFMT 

$ mkdir test; mkdir test/in mkdir test/out 

$ echo "This is a simple test." > test/in/input.txt 

$ python2 main.py --input=test/in --output=test/out --param:language=en 

If everything worked fine, after the last command you should have a file with your results in the test/out 

folder: 

$ cat test/out/input.conllu 

1 This this PRON DT Number=Sing|PronType=Dem 0 -

 _ _ 

2 is be AUX VBZ

 Mood=Ind|Number=Sing|Person=3|Tense=Pres|VerbForm=Fin 

 0 - _ _ 

3 a a DET DT Definite=Ind|PronType=Art 0 -

 _ _ 

4 simple simple ADJ JJ Degree=Pos 0 - _ _ 

5 test test NOUN NN Number=Sing 0 - _

 SpaceAfter=No 

6 . . PUNCT . _ 0 - _ _ 

Advanced 

The instructions above cover the one-liner installation of DyNET. It is sufficient if you only want to run the 
software and not train your own models. However, good speedups both in runtime and training time are 
obtained by building your own DyNET from source. As such, we recommend you follow the instructions at 
https://github.com/clab/dynet and build DyNET with support for Intel's Math Kernel Library (MKL) 
(https://software.intel.com/en-us/mkl) and NVIDIA CUDA (https://developer.nvidia.com/cuda-zone) and 

CuDNN support if you own a high-end graphics card (otherwise, MKL will be fine). 

https://github.com/clab/dynet
https://software.intel.com/en-us/mkl
https://developer.nvidia.com/cuda-zone
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Training your own models 

For those interested in training their own models we have prepared a guide, describing the architecture of 

our neural approach and the steps necessary for building new models. 

System architecture 

Our system is based on bidirectional Long-Short-Term Memory (LSTM) networks that are applied over the 
input sequence in an attempt to learn long-range dependencies between words inside an utterance. The 
input features are composed of lexicalized features (character embeddings) and hollistic word embeddings, 
which are task-oriented (optimized during training). The lexicalized features are obtained by applying a 
unidirectional LSTM over character embeddings and using the final state. During the early training stage, 
these character-level embeddings are pretrained by optimizing the system to output a word's part of 

speech based on its composing characters. 

Parsing and part-of-speech tagging are carried out at the same time, just like standard multitask learning. 
During optimization we store the model which outputs the best Unlabeled Attachement Score (UAS) over 
the development set. 

To train a new model you need to have a training and development set in CONLLU format. You start by 

downloading the UD corpus from the UD website: 

$ wget http://ufal.mff.cuni.cz/~zeman/soubory/release-2.2-st-train-dev-data.zip 

$ unzip release-2.2-st-train-dev-data.zip 

Once the models are downloaded, you can train a new model by running the command below (applies to 
English): 

$ python parser/neural_parser.py --train ud-treebanks/UD_English/en-ud-train.conllu ud-

treebanks/UD_English/en-ud-train.conllu models/en/parser  

The -train command has three parameters: train file (in conllu format), dev file (in conllu format) and model 
storage location. Please note that the model storage location ends not with a folder, but with the prefix of all 
the files that will be created. In the example above, everything will be stored in models/en/ and several files 

will be generated, like : parser.last, parser.bestUAS, parser-character.network, etc. 

At run-time, the same model path will need to be given. 

Any language can be used as a corpus to build a new model as long as the corpus is in conllu format and 
we have created a train-dev pair. Not having a dev file will also work (wont't break the training), but 
stopping the training will be done by evaluation the parsing performance over the train set, a "trick" that will 
most likely lead to overfitting the training data and implicit worse performance results on new examples; so, 

we highly recommend having a dev corpus set aside when training. 
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2. Potential usages and scenarios 

 

Typical application examples: 

 

1. All NLP applications that require raw-text processing, which basically includes any NLP 

application. 

2. Linguistic studies on large-scale corpora: linguists and computational linguists have shown 

interest in being able to perform linguistic studies on large-scale text corpora. Effectively, this 

translates into (a) collecting large quantities of corpora which are considered relevant for specific 

segments of literary genres and styles, (b) sentence splitting, tokenizing, lemmatizing and tagging the 

text (a task for which our platform provides support) and (c) uploading the corpora into a queryable 

platform that allows statistical analysis of the processed data (see the Korap1 platform description as 

well as its instantiation with a large scale Romanian corpus annotated with an early instance of MLPA 

here2). 

3. Factored Machine Translation: classical statistical machine translation system are able to produce 

translations based on either the surface form of the words in the source language or on combinations 

of lemmas and POS tags which are jointly used to produce either surface forms in the destination 

language or lemmas and POS tags (which are then used in semi-generative language modeling). 

Neural-based translation systems have not yet used this technique, but it is likely that their 

generalization capacity would increase by using POS tags to train their models. Our platform is able 

to provide a unified tagging set (based on UD), regardless of the language pairs it is used on, which 

should in turn prove beneficial for MT systems. 

4. Grammatical error correction (GEC): advanced GEC systems use dependency parsing and 

morphological attribute matching in the process of detecting grammatical errors and generating 

correct alternatives. Again, using the same standard for all supported languages decreases the time 

required to adapt GEC systems to new languages and increases the automation capacity within the 

software itself. 

                                                             
 

1 http://www1.ids-mannheim.de/direktion/kl/projekte/korap.html?L=1  
2 http://89.38.230.10:5555/?q=exemplu&collection-name=&collection=&ql=poliqarp&cutoff=1  

http://www1.ids-mannheim.de/direktion/kl/projekte/korap.html?L=1
http://89.38.230.10:5555/?q=exemplu&collection-name=&collection=&ql=poliqarp&cutoff=1
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Intro 
The purpose of this document is to provide references of VineSum, related to the 
implementation and the integration with OMTD. VineSum is an open source, OMTD integrated, 
software component that, given a collection of documents, it:  

- Performs NER extraction, identifying four entity types: a) vine varieties b) persons c)             
locations d) dates. 

- Clusters the documents by taking into account the extracted entities and/or other            
extracted keywords. 

 

Links related to deliverable 
 

# Description Related Link 

1 Source code repository with 
open source licence 

http://bitbucket.scify.org/projects/OP/repos/vinesum/b
rowse  

2 Apache 2 Open source 
Licence 

http://bitbucket.scify.org/projects/OP/repos/vinesum/b
rowse/LICENCE.md  

3 Maven Central https://search.maven.org/#search%7Cga%7C1%7Ca
%3A%22omtdvinesum%22  

4  OMTD  (Software component 
uploaded and integrated with 
OMTD guidelines) 

https://services.openminted.eu/landingPage/compon
ent/763d9d38-2295-4f69-8caa-f542912b67d4  

5 Documentation ReadMe file: 
http://bitbucket.scify.org/projects/OP/repos/vinesum/b
rowse/README.md  
 
Javadoc file: 
https://search.maven.org/remotecontent?filepath=org
/scify/omtdvinesum/1.0.1/omtdvinesum-1.0.1-javadoc
.jar  

 
 
 

http://bitbucket.scify.org/projects/OP/repos/vinesum/browse
http://bitbucket.scify.org/projects/OP/repos/vinesum/browse
http://bitbucket.scify.org/projects/OP/repos/vinesum/browse/LICENCE.md
http://bitbucket.scify.org/projects/OP/repos/vinesum/browse/LICENCE.md
https://search.maven.org/#search%7Cga%7C1%7Ca%3A%22omtdvinesum%22
https://search.maven.org/#search%7Cga%7C1%7Ca%3A%22omtdvinesum%22
https://services.openminted.eu/landingPage/component/763d9d38-2295-4f69-8caa-f542912b67d4
https://services.openminted.eu/landingPage/component/763d9d38-2295-4f69-8caa-f542912b67d4
http://bitbucket.scify.org/projects/OP/repos/vinesum/browse/README.md
http://bitbucket.scify.org/projects/OP/repos/vinesum/browse/README.md
https://search.maven.org/remotecontent?filepath=org/scify/omtdvinesum/1.0.1/omtdvinesum-1.0.1-javadoc.jar
https://search.maven.org/remotecontent?filepath=org/scify/omtdvinesum/1.0.1/omtdvinesum-1.0.1-javadoc.jar
https://search.maven.org/remotecontent?filepath=org/scify/omtdvinesum/1.0.1/omtdvinesum-1.0.1-javadoc.jar
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Introduction 
 
IBECS, Índice Bibliográfico Español en Ciencias de la Salud (IBECS: 
http://ibecs.isciii.es ) (Spanish Bibliographic Index in Health Sciences), is a 
bibliographic database that collectsscientific literature on health sciences that has been 
published in Spain from year 2000 onward. The database includes bibliographic 
information, abstract and keywords in each record 
 
IBECS collects Spanish scientific journals that cover multiple fields in health sciences, 
including internal medicine, pediatrics, pharmacology, nursing, psychology, odontology, 
nutrition, family medicine, public health,….. 
 
Currently IBECS is the only Spanish state-owned database that gives access to the 
health scientific information being produced in the country and also promotes the 
visibility and access to our journals nationally and internationally. 
 
This project now has made OMTD-compatible metadata as well as all abstracts and 
titles stored in the IBECS database available on the OMTD platform. The data is 
provided as a OMTD-SHARE standardized corpus for text mining, information 
extraction, and knowledge generation. 
 
IBECS describes and indexes only quality Spanish journal articles on health sciences. 
The quality evaluation is assessed by a Technical Committee that establishes the 
evaluation criteria based in presentation, diffusion, content and scientific rigor of the 
publications, and that evaluates the database inclusion proposals and periodically 
reevaluates the quality of its contents. 
 
The IBECS database has been developed using LILDBI-WEB methodology launched 
by the Centro Latinoamericano y del Caribe de Información en Ciencias de la Salud 
(Latin American and Caribbean Health Sciences Information Centre) (BIREME/PAHO), 
that from 1999 has been providing the Instituto de Salud Carlos III with the technical 
and software support needed for its upkeep, leaving BNCS the task of maintaining and 
update the contents of the database. Thanks to this collaboration, IBECS database is 
one of the information sources that is available in the search portal in the Health Virtual 
Library ( http://bvsalud.org/es/ ), launched by Bireme and that allows joint searches 
with NLM's Medline database and LILACS of Latinamerican literature. 
 
One of the main features of the LILDBI methodology in which IBECS is based, is that 
the database enriches the articles that contains with the addition of keywords from a 
limited thesaurus based language that ensures indexing quality of the records and the 



terminological control of the information in the database, which avoids its dispersion 
and allows more effective and with less noise searches. The thesaurus associated to 
IBECS database is DeCS ( http://decses.bvsalud.org/cgi-bin/wxis1660.exe/decsserver/ 
), developed by BIREME from the MeSH thesaurus used by Medline database from the 
National Library of medicine (NLM). 
 
Each of the records included in IBECS is indexed manually by a team of indexation 
experts that select from the thesaurus terms that describe the article's contents 
unequivocally and conclusively. In this manner, users can make more efficient 
searches that return better results in topic searches that the ones that would be 
returned from not-thesaurus based databases, in which natural language is used and 
can be impeded by synonymy and polysemy. 

 
Project dissemination report 
 
The software delivered creates a corpus directory in OMTD-SHARE format, as per the 
application description provided in T.3. The zipped-up directory in turn can be uploaded 
by an IBECS maintainer at the ISCIII to any location indicated by the OMTD committee, 
and update the information periodically. 
Therefore, it now is possible to distribute this unique, annotated corpus of scientific 
abstracts to all OMTD beneficiaries via the OMTD framework. 
 
The corpus covers abstracts from 160 live journals and 66 dead ones, from the year 
2000 to 2017, mainly in Spanish: http://ibecs.isciii.es/iah/online/E/help/revistas.pdf 
 
The current (EOY 2017) count stands at more than 168 thousand IBECS records, with 
an annual increase of more than 12.000 records. That current corpus converts to 
nearly 192 thousand OMTD documents (because many abstracts are bilingual, i.e., 
available in both English and Spanish) and a total of 248 thousand OMTD metadata 
records. Database updates are made weekly and the database is freely available on 
the Internet. It includes hyperlinks to the articles’ complete texts from the journals of 
SciELO España ( http://scielo.isciii.es ) site. 
 
The software developed by the project consists of a Python script that can translate the 
IBECS XML records to one or more OMTD metadata documents (minimally one, and at 
least one metadata record per abstract), creates plain-text UTF-8 abstracts for every 
abstract (e.g., two, if the abstract is available in both English and Spanish), and adds 
the relevant legal information (licensing). The transformer can be applied to any 
properly formatted IBECS XML file, and creates the corpus directory in OMTD format, 
that subsequently only needs to be zipped and uploaded to the OMTD platform by the 
IBECS curators. 
 
The Library has drafted a press release that will be sent to the Communication 
Department of ISCIII (Instituto de Salud Carlos III), in order to be included in the news 
section on the Institute's website ( http://www.isciii.es/ ). The news will remain 
highlighted for a few days, on the main page of the ISCIII website, and later will remain 
a  searchable item in the web page search engine. The ISCIII news page has arss 
system, to which researchers and journalists from all over the country are subscribed. 
 
This development is also now included in the sessions and courses that are 
periodically taught to both internal and external users and in which the services and 
products of the library are described, and in that sense it was included in the 
presentation of the intervention of the library at the XIII APDIS Conference (Associaçao 
Portuguesa de Documentaçao de Saúde) ) “Bibliotecas da Saúde: Da Ciência aberta à 



investigaçao e prática clínica”  held in Lisbon from 14 to 16 March 2018, which we 
attended. 
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Final report

The main objective of this project has been the alignment and conformity of the metadata
of the two scientific journals of INIA (Spanish Journal of Agricultural Research and Forest
Systems)  with the OpenAire3 guidelines in order to allow the collection and visibility of the
publications  of  the  institution  and  thus  facilitate  the  conditions  of  exploitation  of  its
contents using text / data mining techniques in the OpenMinTed Platform.

Given the similarity of OAI-PMH requirements, it has been considered appropriate to align
the metadata of both publications with the requirements of Recolecta (the main Spanish
infrastructure of open access scientific repositories) to obtain the OAI validations of both
systems.

In the context of the changes proposed for the modernization ans improvements of the
INIA platform, an interoperability & integration component (plugin) has been developed
with the Agrovoc thesaurus for the  reuse and integration of its terms in thematic networks

Finally, the project has also evaluated the impact of OpenAIRE4 by carrying out a detailed
analysis  documenting the  changes at  the  metadata  level  of  the  new version  and the
current state of the art in the OJS3 versions and their future impact

We present a brief summary of the major milestones of the project and the list of activities
carried out during the project execution

a) Dev. Environment Configuration

This initial phase included the implementation of the development instance (cloned from
the  INIA platform)  to  carry out  the  analysis,  code  development  /  implementation  and
functional  testing of  the system (adaptation and reconstruction of  the OIA of  the INIA
journals and development of the Agrovoc plugin).

– Documents / deliverable: http://85.152.11.156:7186/ojsINIA/index.php 

 

b) Solution Development

The  solution  development  section  has  included  the  following  tasks  /  subtasks:

• Received the results  of  the evaluation tests Recolecta /  OpenAIRE  began the
study  and  analysis  of  data  detailing  the  nature  of  the  non-conformities  of  the
mandatory and recommended rules. 

Documents / deliverable:: 06_Análisis de datos_Fichas descriptivas.
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• Based on this work, the necessary development requirements for the coding  of the
OAI transformation code (obtaining requirements and data transformation strategy) and
Agrovoc plugin have been documented. 

• Developed the OAI code and Agrovoc plugin, intensive functional tests have been
carried  out  in  the  development  instance http://85.152.11.156:7186/ojsINIA/index.php to
test the results of the transformation / development. 

• Once adjusted, the packetized code and installation instructions were sent to INIA
tecnician to proceed with the validation of the OAI of the magazines and the plugin's test.
Working  documents  /  deliverables:  agrovoc.tar  and  dc11.tar  code  and  installation
manuals. 

c) Validation of the solutions

• Finally, the INIA journals have started the validation tests of Recolecta / OpenAIRE
and tests of the new Agrovoc plugin with the expected results.  Working documents
/ deliverables: validation reports 

d) Other factors of interest of the project

During the process of developing solutions, continuous communications have been made 
with the INIA responsible for the adjustment of the versions of the code provided and 
subsequent validation in Recolecta and OpenAIRE.

Also, several actions to disseminate the major milestones of the project have been agreed
with the same INIA managers, identifying the preferred agents responsible for information 
and preferred broadcasting channels, preparing the contents to be disclosed in  media 
(eg, blogs, twitter,. ..) and finally publishing the information regarding the major milestones
of the project (eg, start-up, agents involved, objectives and remaining committed 
milestones: impact of OpenAIRE4, impact OJS3, etc.).

During the project, guides and interesting materials related to the work developed that will 
help to give visibility to all the agents involved in the project and that provide elements of 
great interest for the OJS community and metadata collection (OpenAIRE4, OJS3. ..).

All the code generated, finally, has been distributed along with their respective installation 
manuals on GitHub to offer both solutions to the OJS community interested in its 
integration and favor its reuse and future adaptation to OJS3. 
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Software distribution 

The source code as well as the support material (installation manuals ...) has been shared
through GitHub (Arvo / OJS), having selected GitHub for the following reasons:

• Ease the  development  of  open source,  reuse,  collaboration  and  dissemination,
broadly meeting the objectives of reuse and dissemination of the work done in the
project.

• Provides a centralized access to project material thanks to the advantages it offers
for code hosting.

• Currently it is one of the public repositories of free and unlimited code more used
among the community of developers.

• Allows several participants to work on the project code globally and generate new
developments at any time and independently without risk of overwriting.

• Ease future version control for the control management of changes that are made
on the initial version. 

Highlights and key success factors of the project

• Initial approach adopted for the reconstruction of the OAI of the INIA journals and
the independence of the work on the different implemented instances. This initial
decision has allowed to increase the mechanisms of control and evaluation of the
developed solutions (development / production).

• Participation and availability of INIA managers during the management of all project
(e.g.,  data  analysis,  code  installation  and  validation  processes  of  the  OAI,
dissemination of milestones, etc.). 

Useful aspects

• Documentation and assistance of Recolecta during the analysis, development and
reconstruction of the OAI-PMH of the journals (https://recolecta.fecyt.es/).

• Availability  of  the  Agrovoc  thesaurus  as  a  REST  service  and  extensive
documentation (http://aims.fao.org/es/agrovoc). 

Interoperability requirements issues
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We opted for an exhibition of Agrovoc metadata embedded in an RDF scheme partially compliant
with  the  AGRIS  Application  Profile  for  the  International  Information  System  on  Agricultural
Sciences and Technology: Guidelines on Best Practices for Information Object Description. The
full  adaptation of  the  AGRIS scheme was not  achieved,  due to  the impossibility  of  assigning
unique  identifiers  following  the  rules  specified  in  the  document  mentioned  for  the  element
resource number in AGRIS (ARN): exclusive identification of the resources

Justification of effort done  

The development of the code generated in the project represents a substantial advance
for the OJS electronic publication systems. The OAI specific developments are expected
to be widely used by the OJS community interested in being collected at the international
OpenAIRE / Recolecta harversters.

The development of the Agrovoc plugin, of smaller scope given its specificity, will be of
great help not only for specialized journals and the enrichment of its records at a semantic
level.  We also trust that the work methodology and generated code will  inspire future
adaptations of other thesauri of interest to the OJS community.

Both developments consider that they increase the strength and the capacity of discovery
of the systems based on OJS when they are integrated in larger research infrastructures.

Lessons learned

We consider that probably it is interesting that this type of high-impact projects that go
beyond the development of specific solutions for a specific client,  would have greater
flexibility  for  managing  those  milestones  whose  dependency  on  evaluating  bodies  /
institutions compromises the success of the project.

Recommendations for improvement

Implementation  of  specific  /  customized  communication  channels  with  organizations
involved in the project (FAO, FECYT, OpenAIRE). 
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PROJECT DISSEMINATION REPORT

The dissemination plans have focused on the following lines of communication:

a) Release of the source code and installation instructions

The source code generated during the execution of the project and its installation manuals
(Agrovoc plugin and OAI-PMH corrective code) have been released as OJS complements
for versions 2.4x in the following code repositories:

https://bitbucket.org/arvo_consultores/agrovoc-integration-ojs

b) Actions to disseminate the intermediate deliverables of the project

Proposal for the evolution of metadata. Adaptation guide for OJS systems, covering 
aspects such as compliance with guidelines, verification processes, implementation of 
necessary complements, etc. This guide will promote the development of new initiatives 
that allow evaluating compliance with the functional specifications and interoperability of 
OpenAire and Recolecta.

OpenAire 4 impact analysis . Specific analysis of the impact of the new OpenAire4 
guidelines on the necessary metadata and on the OAI-PMH transformation.

OJS V3 impact analysis. Specific analysis of the restrictions that publishing systems must 
take into account when it comes to the transition to OJS v3.

c) Dissemination actions on milestones and final project results

Project start. Dissemination of the general data of the project, agents involved and 
objectives.

Functional development and implementation of the Agrovoc plugin. Dissemination of the 
success of the Agrovoc plugin development, main characteristics and availability of the 
code.

OAI functional adaptation (Recolecta / OpenAIRE). Dissemination of the success of the 
development of the OAI-PMH corrective code, main characteristics and availability of the 
code.

Note

All the referred communications that depend on agents external to the project are in the 
management phase. Arvo Consultores has provided standard texts for publication 
adapted to the different communication channels (Annex available on request). 
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Dissemination plans channels and agents 

These dissemination plans  have been (and will  be) made by the following agents and
channels:

Proposed Channels Agents  & 
Responsibilities

Code Arvo´s Gitthub code repository (April, 
10th) 
https://github.com/arvoConsultores  

PKP OJS´s Forum  (planned april, 
20th)

Arvo

Intermediate deliverables Arvo´s Twitter and blog  (march 15th & 
& April, 10th) 
@ArvoConsultores
http://www.arvo.es/ojs/

INIA´s  News, Facebook  (planned 
april, 23rd)
http://www.inia.es/IniaPortal/goUrlDinamica.ac
tion?
url=http://wwwsp.inia.es/Comunicacion/prensa
diaria 

https://es-es.facebook.com/INIA-Instituto-
Nacional-de-Investigaci%C3%B3n-y-Tecnolog
%C3%ADa-Agraria-ESPA%C3%91A-
163700593688856/ 

Arvo & INIA

Milestones and final results Arvo´s Twitter and blogs   (planned 
april, 25th)
@ArvoConsultores
http://www.arvo.es/ojs/

INIA´s  News, Facebook (planned 
april, 25th)
http://www.inia.es/IniaPortal/goUrlDinamica.ac
tion?
url=http://wwwsp.inia.es/Comunicacion/prensa
diaria 
https://es-es.facebook.com/INIA-Instituto-
Nacional-de-Investigaci%C3%B3n-y-Tecnolog
%C3%ADa-Agraria-ESPA%C3%91A-
163700593688856/ 

Agricultural Information Management 
Standards (AIMS) blog & newsletter

Arvo & INIA
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http://aims.fao.org/es/activity/blog 
http://aims.fao.org/es/activity/newsletter 
@AIMS_Community   (planned april, 23rd)

OPENMINTED social media (planned) 
http://openminted.eu/blog/ 
https://www.facebook.com/openminted/ 
@openminted_eu 
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Deliverable T.4  
Final report and project dissemination report 

 
The Final Report section is intended to summarize the outcomes of the project. You can use 
the template below: 

Final report: 
 
List the highlights and key success factors of the project: 

● The formulation of the project was discussed in depth by the SciELO team  before the 
submission so there was plenty awareness of the technical and managerial aspects 
involved which eased the development; 

● The availability of an up to date version of the OAI-PMH protocol as an integral 
component of the SciELO methodology is a great and welcome advance;  

● A major success key factor was the support from all people involved but in special the 
leadership of MartaVillegas to keep moving the implementation. Also, the role of 
Amelie Bäcker in solving the problems related to the registry of the providers. 

 
List and identify anything you found useful: 

● It was our first project with the EC which was very useful to learn the methodology as 
well as we hope it will open doors for new collaborations. 

List and describe any unexpected events  
(unexpected events that occurred during the project and the impact that those events may              
have had on the project and the action(s) taken to address them if any. Common problems are                 
normally due to (please identify) 

● the complexity of the task,  
● lack of documentation,  
● lack of suitable supporting tools and/or examples,  
● over-ambitious project aims, 
● time schedule, 
● other … 

 
The project involved several data sources - the network of national SciELO collections of              
journals whose governance and management are decentralized but that were virtually           
considered as one source in the implementation and operation of the project. Even when all               
collections follow the same technological suite, we found different and unexpected problems            
to set up the operation.  
  
List any issue you had regarding (interoperability) requirements related to 
(please use none if you had no relevant issues) : 

● Licensing. 
● Metadata description. 
● Registry. 



● Input / output restrictions & formats. 
● Preparing & Packaging. 
● Other 
● None 

 
The main problem faced occurred in setting up the registry of the different data sources in the                 
OpenAire catalogue 
 
The amount of work to adapt and integrate your tools into OMTD was 

● as expected 
● much bigger 
● Other …. 

 
Much bigger. 
 
 
Do you think the effort done is justified? (yes, no, to what extend)  
Yes, very much. 
 
List and summarize any lessons learned from this project. 
The project involved a network of people and source data. Although the project was very well                
discussed before its submission as we said before, except for SciELO Spain, we did not               
inform and neither involved the other SciELO Collections from the very beginning of the              
project. So, a lesson learned is to share as much as possible a project with the parts that will                   
be involved in one or another way.  
 
 
Regarding the use case you presented, list the aspects that OMTD can (or could) benefit 
the use case. 
We think OMTD can benefit of this project on the following aspects: 

● A leadership from OMTD is essential to move the project on, since the ontime 
identification of problems and the search for solution tend to be more efficient with 
the concourse of a knowledgeable source of the aspects (policy, management, and 
technical) parts involved (people and organizations); 

● SciELO network involves today 16 countries and more than 1 thousand journals with 
about 30% from social sciences and humanities. The presence of SciELO contents in 
the OMTD environment has a potential to be viewed by hundreds of researchers and 
research authorities from the countries of the SciELO Network; 

● SciELO contents in a great extent are intended primarily to national research objects 
and national audience but information and knowledge have always a global 
dimensions so the SciELO content may represent an opportunity for OMTD projects 
and users analyse the local-global relationship; 

● SciELO contents encompass multilingual texts mainly in Spanish, Portuguese and 
English which represents an import source to analyse the strength of data mining 
algorithms in a multilingual environment. In particular, there is an expressive number 
of articles published simultaneously in two or more languages; 



● If SciELO content become an important source for data mining it will contribute to 
value the effort done by organizations that publish journals, their editors, the SciELO 
Collection funders, managers and operators and the SciELO Programa as a whole. 

 
 
List what you would have done differently and/or your recommendations for 
improvement: 

● Share the project with the people that may be called to participate from the very               
beginning; 

● Define more realistic deadlines. 
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Context & Objective 
The objective of this project was to design a 
mechanism (called OMTD-AgroPortal 
wrapper) to allow OMTD platform to 
consume semantic knowledge resources 
from AgroPortal and by extension from the 
NCBO BioPortal or any other instances of 
the NCBO technology. 

To achieve this objective, an interconnection 
of the multiple platforms has been set up. All 
stages of the project have been described in 
the previous deliverables: Project Plan 
(Deliverable T1), principles of the alignment between AgroPortal and OMTD-SHARE metadata 
models (Deliverable D1), use case and example usage scenario description of tender prototype 
(Deliverable T2) and the documented code and API with open licenses for the prototype application 
(Deliverable T3). 
 
In this final report, we will summarize the approach used to achieve our goals and we will explain in 
a tutorial how to add annotation resources on the online OMTD platform 
(https://services.openminted.eu/home). 
 

How to add annotation resources to the OMTD 
platform? 
In the context of this work, annotation resources mean ontologies or vocabularies selected in 
AgroPortal1 or in any other instance of the NCBO technology in this list: SIFR BioPortal2, NCBO 
BioPortal3 or BiblioPortal4. Those portals offer many semantic resources in various domains such as 
biomedicine, agronomy, food, animal sciences, biodiversity and standards and can be used to annotate 
a text or a corpus. The purpose of this tutorial is to explain how to add one those annotation resources 
to the OMTD platform. 

Description of the approach 
The OMTD platform allows users to post resource descriptions as metadata records. These records 
must respect the format imposed by the OMTD-SHARE specifications5. The expected format is an 
XML file. The first step in the process is to produce the XML metadata file describing the chosen 
resource in a given portal. 

                                                
 
1 AgroPortal: (http://agroportal.lirmm.fr 
2 SIFR BioPortal: http://bioportal.lirmm.fr 
3 NCBO BioPortal: http://bioportal.bioontology.org 
4 BiblioPortal : https://biblio.ontoportal.org/ 
5 https://openminted.github.io/releases/omtd-share/3.0.2/ 
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How to export an XML metadata file from AgroPortal? 
AgroPortal aims at offering a vocabulary & ontology repository for agronomy and related domains 
such as biodiversity, plant sciences and food/nutrition6. Every ontology in the portal has a unique 
identifier called ‘ACRONYM’. For example, the Semantic Sensor Network ontology is identified by 
the acronym SSN. 
After having selected the resource you want to post in the OMT platform, you can obtain the XML 
file metadata following the instructions below: 

- note the acronym of the selected ontology; 

- using the REST API service, do the following call: 
http://services.agroportal.lirmm.fr/ontologies/ACRONYM?format=omtd-share&apikey=xxx 

where xxx is the value of the apikey provided by the OMTD user account in AgroPortal (see 
table below). 

In the case of the SSN ontology, this call will be: 
http://services.agroportal.lirmm.fr/ontologies/SSN?format=omtd-share&apikey=xxx 

You will thus obtain the XML file describing the ontology in respect with the OMTD specifications 
and just have to save it as an XML file. 

How to export an XML metadata file from the other portals? 
The approach is the same than explained before but with a specific call depending on the selected 
portal: http://PORTAL_URL/ontologies/ACRONYM/?apikey=xxx&format=omtd-share 

The portal URL is given in the table below with the correspondent apikey. 

PORTAL Portal URL OMTD apikey 

AgroPortal services.agroportal.lirmm.fr d245163b-98b4-41a4-a66d-
09c1847b756f 

SIFR 
BioPortal services.bioportal.lirmm.fr 56bfba96-13c7-4e33-87ef-641e7c811d6e 

NCBO 
BioPortal services.agroportal.lirmm.fr/ncbobioportal 3326fc38-d32e-43e2-964b-4ddb605963a1 

BiblioPortal services.agroportal.lirmm.fr/biblioportal b7d7c5b5-404b-4804-a083-d0968c2ad8ca 

How to add knowledge resources to the OMTD platform? 
Go to the OMTD platform and log in with your user account: 
https://services.openminted.eu/ 
                                                
 
6 C. Jonquet et al., “AgroPortal: an ontology repository for agronomy,” Comput. Electron. Agric., 2018, p. 10. 
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Choose the option ‘ADD’ and the mention ‘annotation resource’ in the proposed list. 
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You will then be able to upload your resource description, clicking the ‘UPLOAD XML’ button and 
then the ‘UPLOAD’ button. 
 

 
 
Choose the option 2 ‘Fill in the metadata for your Annotation Resource’. You can add your xml file 
either by copying/pasting your file or by indicating the local path to your xml file. 
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When you will have done this step, then submit the resource clicking the REGISTRATION button. 
The OMTD platform will confirm you that the process has been done successfully and you will just 
have to follow the mentioned link to see your record. 
 

 
 
The registration of your annotation resource can be seen immediately; The screenshot below shows 
the result for the Semantic Sensor Network (SSN) ontology. 
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Conclusion & Perspectives 
The objective of this project was to design a mechanism (called OMTD-AgroPortal wrapper) to 
allow OMTD platform to consume semantic knowledge resources from AgroPortal and by extension 
from the NCBO BioPortal or any other instances of the NCBO technology. This wrapper is now 
operational: we provide a REST Web Service to convert ontology metadata from the AgroPortal, 
SIFR BioPortal, NCBO BioPortal and BiblioPortal so as to enable their registration on the 
OpenMinTeD platform. Users can add any semantic resources from any of the 4 portals to the 
OMTD platform: this enables the import of 700+ ontologies from a wide range of domains of 
medicine and agronomy from reference ontology portals.  
Our contribution is a first step to give the OMTD platform the capability of developing annotation 
processes. Although our knowledge resources cannot be exploited at this stage of the project, they 
will constitute a critical underpinning of future development after the end of the project. Next steps 
should allow users to choose which annotation resources proposed by OMTD they will use to 
annotate their own corpus. This is not currently possible because the platform only proposes to 
register resources through their metadata but don’t allows to use their content. This aspect will 
probably be considered in the extensions of this project. 
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4. Final Report 

The component is shared as a UIMA component (available in GitHub) and integrated             

together with BabelNet in a Docker image (also available in hub.docker.com) 

 

Reasons to do a Docker component 
The reason to share the component as a Docker image was for the difficulties to run                

BabelNet inside a java component. Even than BabelNet has a java API, the 26 Gbytes of the                 

indexes have had to be distributed with the component and the best way to do that was                 

using a Docker component. 

 

Highlights and key success factors  

The developed UIMA component detects BabelNet1 terms in text. The objective of this             1

component is to scan a tokenized text to detect entries in BabelNet in the input document.                

1 R. Navigli and S. Ponzetto. BabelNet: The Automatic Construction, Evaluation and Application             
of a Wide-Coverage Multilingual Semantic Network. Artificial Intelligence, 193, Elsevier, 2012, pp.            
217-250 
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This component is the base of entity linking and word sense disambiguation as it detects the                

candidates to be disambiguated. The component produces WSD item annotations as           

defined in the DKPro WSD typesystem. Afterwards, disambiguation can be performed by            

other components (like DKPro WSD).  

 

The component development consists in the integration within the OpenMinted platform of            

one existing solution already developed by the group. The solution has been adapted to the               

OpenMinted guidelines. 

The component is a general purpose component and can be applied to any domain that is                

covered by BabelNet. It produces a set of outputs that can be reused by other components                

for disambiguation purposes, among others. The DKPro WSD tools expect as input the             

terms to be disambiguated, but lacks a component that is able to detect these terms. The                

BabelNet component integrates perfectly with the DKPro WSD tools, so once the candidates             

are detected, any kind of WSD or entity linking can be applied.  

 

 

Unexpected events 

● Even that everything went more or less smoothly the main problems were found in              

packaging the data into the docker and to build it with the right configuration. 

● Also it was not clear the way that the docker had to communicate with the platform,                

but we could solve that by raising an issue in the OpenMINTED’s issue tracker. 

 
Balance of the amount of work to  adapt and integrate Freeling  into OMTD 
  

● We found the task a bit bigger than expected due to the unexpected events: even               
that we already thought that some problems could arise, debugging into the docker             
was complex. 

  
Justification of the work done 
 

● We think that effort done has produced a reusable component, so it is justified, the               
integration of BabelNet into the platform allows the detection of entities in any of the               
languages supported by BabelNet .  

  
Lessons learned from this project 

● For us has been important to view and understand the way to organize and share               
applications and resources between researchers.  

  
What we would have done differently and/or our recommendations for improvement: 

 



● Timing has been very short.  
● It might have been interesting to have a tutorial on how to integrate components, and               

to have a single skeleton of each kind of component.  

5 Dissemination Report 
 

The component has been uploaded in GitHub.com, and hub.docker.com  

 

A blog post entry has been sent to Martine Oudenhoven. 

Integration of BabelNet into the OpenMinTeD platform: 
 

Within the context of OpenMinTeD, the integration of a UIMA component detects BabelNet             

terms in text has been completed. The objective of this component is to scan a tokenized                

text to detect entries in BabelNet in the input document. This component is the base of entity                 

linking and word sense disambiguation as it detects the candidates to be disambiguated.             

The component produces WSD item annotations as defined in the DKPro WSD typesystem.             

Afterwards, disambiguation can be performed by other components (like DKPro WSD). The            

component, which has been shared as a Docker and the code released in Github with a GPL                 

license, can be found in the following links: 

 

 https://hub.docker.com/r/taln/openminted_babelnet/ 

https://github.com/TalnUPF/OpenMinted_BabelNet 

 

Adapt course:  

The course "OpenMINTED: FreeLing and BabelNet Components". Has been uploaded to           

the adapt platform:  http://courses.fosteropenscience.eu  
 

 

 

 

 

https://hub.docker.com/r/taln/openminted_babelnet/
https://github.com/TalnUPF/OpenMinted_BabelNet
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Bio Term Hub and OGER for OpenMinTeD
T.4: Final Report and dissemination report

1 Overview

For integration in the OpenMinTeD infrastructure we offered to integrate two
resources: OGER and BioTermHub (BTH). In the following report we will de-
scribe the development, adaptation, integration and dissemination of these
resources separately.

1.1 Resource Type

We are sharing BTH as a Docker image, and OGER as a web service. The
reasons are as follows:

• BTH generates a lexical resource that is then used by OGER. How-
ever, the resource created by BTH is not specific to OGER, and can be
used by other dictionary-based NER systems. By providing a Docker
image that researchers can run on their own infrastructure, we hope
to facilitate reuse.

• Apart from adding additional resources that BTH will track, we don’t
expect the code of the BTH to change very frequently. OGER, how-
ever, is under active development due to other projects, and we want
tomake these advancements accessible to the wider community. Gen-
erating and deploying new Docker images frequently is a burden for
both parties, whereas deployment as a web service minimizes this ef-
fort, and allows us to provide an up-to-date version of OGER to the
community.

1



2 Reflection

2.1 Highlights & Success Factors

Being able to run BTH in a self-contained module allows us to share it more
easily with collaborators and interested parties. Since this was the first time
for us to provide a dockerized component, the learning curve was a bit
steep, but we hope that the effort will pay off by allowing us in the future
to deliver other software components as docker images.

As for OGER, creating a new web service according to the given API re-
quired some effort. While the required functionality was already supported
by the existing components, new API layers and format converters had to
be created. Furthermore, registering and testing for integration with the
OMTD architecture was not always straight forward, due to the peculiar na-
ture of the specific protocols used by OpenMinTeD. Ultimately we were able
to provide a conforming version of OGER that runs smoothly on the OMTD
platform, allowing OGER to be used easily by a wire range of research
groups.

2.2 Useful Findings

The experience in OpenMinTeD allowed us to generalize the capabilities of
our tools for different usages, beyond those scenarios for which they were
originally conceived. OpenMinTeD is a framework designed for high inter-
operability, and the experience we gained will certainly benefit our future
research activities.

2.3 Unexpected Events

We slightly underestimated the complexity of dockerizing the BTH. The rea-
son for this lies in that the BTH relies on an Apache web server, which
needs to be included in the dockerized image. Instead OGER runs its own
web server inside a Python process, and therefore is more self-contained.
As originally foreseen in our bid application, it was necessary to dedicate
one new developer exclusively to the process of BTH dockerization. Ad-
ditionally, we benefited from the assistance of an additional employee with
experience in server architecture, which provided a useful opportunity for
knowledge transfer.

Registering an application for theOGERweb service in theOpenMinTeD
test environment was more convoluted than expected. Without access to
the server-side logs or more detailed progress information, it was hard to
figure out which particular stage in the (often very long-running) processes
was failing. Also, writing converters from and to UIMA CAS XMI required
significant efforts, given that the developers at our group were not familiar
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with UIMA and its data structure. We were able to master these challenges
with the help of the support forums and abundant documentation provided
by OpenMinTeD.

2.4 Interoperability Requirements Issues

None.

2.5 Workload Estimate & Justification

As described in 2.3, we underestimated the complexity and workload for
dockerizing the BTH and the integration of OGER in theOpenMinTeD frame-
work. However, seeing that the experience gained in this process will ben-
efit future maintenance, the additional effort was justified.

2.6 Key Lessons Learned

• While the whole research community strives for interoperability, the
efforts needed to make software truly usable by others are often un-
derestimated. However, TDM tasks are reaching a complexity that
cannot be handled reasonably by a single research group, prompting
the need for interoperability and taking the necessary time to provide
software in an open, easily usable manner.

• While Docker is simple in concept, there is a steep learning curve
when it comes to dockerizing more complicated applications such as
servers. However, once mastered, the results are tremendously use-
ful, shielding the development complexities from the end user.

• Usefulness of web forums and issue trackers to establish shared pro-
tocols and APIs. In the case of OMTD, the support forum was a great
help in solving interoperability issues.

2.7 Use Cases

We expect that the wide range of entity types provided by the BTH will make
it useful for several of the use cases foreseen for OpenMinTed. All the “Life
Sciences” use cases can certainly make good use of either BTH or OGER,
plus they might find usage also in some of the “Agriculture and Biodiversity”
use cases.
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2.8 Dissemination and maintenance

We intend to advertise our tools as part of the OpenMinTed infrastructure
through conference presentations and a forthcoming journal presentation.
An ADAPT tutorial has been prepared and published on the FOSTER plat-
form.

In the coming months we will be monitoring the usage of our tools within
the OpenMinted infrastructure and the obtained data might be used for
the planned publications. We would also like to reach out potential users
through a questionnaire and/or issue reporting tool, in order to identify po-
tential shortcomings andwishes, in particular concerning the addition of new
resources to the BTH (and therefore OGER).

We plan to keep our own version of BTH and OGER web services run-
ning for at least the next two years. The update cycle of the BTH is foreseen
to be relatively slow, with the occasional addition of new terminological re-
sources. We will provide new version of the dockerized BTH (or the source
code) upon request.

The update cycle of OGER is expected to be faster, with updates being
integrated in the web service as soon as available and tested. Additionally,
a dockerized version of OGER is planned, and although it was not part of
our original OpenMinTeD commitment, we plan to make it available as soon
as possible.

4



Deliverable T.4  

FIMDA: Finding Mutations in the Digital Age 

Final report and project dissemination report 

Final report: 

 

As software provider you shared your resource(s) as (choose): 

○ Docker image (https://hub.docker.com/r/erechtheus/fimda/) 

 

Briefly, explain/justify your choice: 

We decided to implement a Docker image for our tool SETH (http://rockt.github.io/SETH/). 

First, we wanted to familiarize us with the Docker technology. Second, we believe that from 

an interoperability view, Docker is a natural choice to share components. 

 

List the highlights and key success factors of the project: 

We started our work by building a UIMA wrapper for SETH. This allowed us to implement 

several services. First, we generated a Docker image which allows us to share the component 

with other text and data miners. Second, we implemented a REST service using the Spring 

framework.  

 

List and identify anything you found useful: 

From a developer’s point of view, we found the communication with the organizers via 

GitHub very useful. Several maven plugins enabled a faster development. This includes 

plugins for UIMA-CAS generation, releasing Docker containers on dockerhub, and plugins 

for building Docker containers. Travis continuous integration also helped us in testing the 

developed components. 

 

List and describe any unexpected events  
(unexpected events that occurred during the project and the impact that those events may 

have had on the project and the action(s) taken to address them if any. Common problems are 

normally due to (please identify) 

● lack of documentation,   

● lack of suitable examples,   

● time schedule 

 

In the start phase of the project, we had problems to familiarize ourselves with the UIMA 

integration and Dockerization of components. For this reason, we also explained these two 

steps on our project homepage. 

 

List any issue you had regarding (interoperability) requirements related to 
(please use none if you had no relevant issues): 

● Input / output restrictions & formats. 

 

http://rockt.github.io/SETH/


Information on input and output format was not fully available in the beginning of the 

project. A tutorial on testing newly developed components in the OpenMinted platform 

would have been very useful.  

 

The amount of work to adapt and integrate your tools into OMTD was 

● as expected or slightly higher 

 

Do you think the effort done is justified? (yes, no, to what extend)  

Yes.  

 

List and summarize any lessons learned from this project. 

We learned how we can integrate TDM tools into the OpenMinted platform. Apart from that 

we also familiarized ourselves with technologies, such as Docker, UIMA, and maven for 

automatisation.  

 

 

Regarding the use case you presented, list the aspects that OMTD can (or could) benefit 

the use case. 

OMTD allows us to reach a broader audience. First, the technical requirement is much lower 

for OMTD than for bare TDM methods. Second, OMTD workflows are easier to share 

between researchers.  

 

 

List what you would have done differently and/or your recommendations for 

improvement: 

In general, the task was well organized. In the beginning of the project development, we were 

missing some documentation concerning the input and output files and some details 

concerning how Docker containers will be executed. Without help from the organizers, we 

would not have known how to test components in the OpenMinted platform.  
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4. Final Report 

   
The component is shared as a UIMA component (available in GitHub) and integrated             

together with FreeLing in a Docker image (also available in hub.docker.com) 

 

Reasons to do a Docker component 
The reason to share the component as a Docker image was for the difficulties to run                

FreeLing as a java component. FreeLing is written in C++ and includes several data folders.               

All this information is integrated in the docker, so the user doesn’t have to worry about the                 

FreeLing installation itself. 

 

Highlights and key success factors  

The integration of the FreeLing parser to the UIMA environment has been carried out. The               

component takes as input an XMI containing the text. The text is processed and the output                

includes the tokens, lemmas, POS and dependencies adapted to the DKPro-Core tagset.  
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The integration involved the analysis and definition of the correspondence tables for the             

tagsets provided by FreeLing for each language and annotation level to the DKPro-Core             

tagset. 

 

The component is delivered as a docker that includes the FreeLing installation. As FreeLing              

is written in C++ while UIMA in Java, the deployment of a UIMA component that includes                

FreeLing using Maven would be too complex. The proposed solution is the integration for              

OpenMinTeD with a docker. The UIMA component is also published as an open source              

project in GitHub under a AGPL license. Therefore, this component also allows the usage of               

Freeling as UIMA component in any UIMA pipeline so that it can be easily combined with                

other OpenMinTed components. 

 

The Freeling component provides basic language analysis functionalities (tokenization,         

lemmatization, Pos Tagging and dependency parsers.) for the variety of languages that            

Freeling includes (English, Spanish, Portuguese, Italian, French, German, Russian, Catalan,          

Galician, Croatian, Slovene) within the context of OpenMinTeD. The specific usage scenario            

for this prototype concerns scientific publications in non-English languages. This means that            

the considerable amount of scientific production in non-English languages will be           

incorporated thanks to the implementation of this component. 

 

Unexpected events 

Even that everything went more or less smoothly the where some problems:  

● With the different versions of the software and compatibility between them. Building            

the FreeLing docker was more complicated than expected.  

● We found some errors in FreeLing that we reported and the people of Freeling solved               

very quickly but this means that we had to move to the development version of               

Freeling 

● We had some difficulties when integrating our component to the OpenMinted           

platform, the documentation was no clear to us. But we got the right support from the                

lists. 

 
Balance of the amount of work to  adapt and integrate Freeling  into OMTD 
  

 



● We found the task a bit bigger than expected due to the unexpected events: even               
that we already thought that some problems could arise, debugging into the docker             
was complex. 

  
Justification of the work done 
 

● We think that effort done has produced a reusable component, so it is justified, the               
integration of Freeling into the platform allows the processing of text in languages             
that otherwise are discriminated.  

  
Lessons learned from this project 

● For us has been important to view and understand the way to organize and share               
applications and resources between researchers.  

  
What we would have done differently and/or our recommendations for improvement 

● Timing has been very short.  
● It might have been interesting to have a tutorial on how to integrate components, and               

to have a single skeleton of each kind of component.  

5 Dissemination Report 
 

The component has been uploaded in GitHub.com, and hub.docker.com  

We have also communicated to the FreeLing community the existence of the component  

http://nlp.lsi.upc.edu/freeling/node/645 

 

 

http://nlp.lsi.upc.edu/freeling/node/645


A blog post entry has been sent to Martine Oudenhoven. 

 

Integration of  Freeling  into the OpenMinTeD platform 
 

An implementation of Freeling as a docker service and shared as a UIMA component has               

been carried out within the context of OpenMinTeD. The Freeling component provides basic             

language analysis functionalities (tokenization, lemmatization, Pos Tagging and dependency         

parsers.) for the variety of languages that Freeling includes (English, Spanish, Portuguese,            

Italian, French, German, Russian, Catalan, Galician, Croatian, Slovene). The specific usage           

scenario for this component concerns scientific publications in non-English languages. This           

means that the considerable amount of scientific production in non-English languages will be             

incorporated thanks to the implementation of this component. The component, which has            

been shared as a Docker and the code released in Github with a GPL license, can be found                  

in the following links: 

https://hub.docker.com/r/taln/openminted_freeling/  

https://github.com/TalnUPF/OpenMinted_Freeling 
 

 

Adapt course:  

The course "OpenMINTED: FreeLing and BabelNet Components". Has been uploaded to           

the adapt platform:  http://courses.fosteropenscience.eu  

 

 

  

 

https://hub.docker.com/r/taln/openminted_freeling/
https://github.com/TalnUPF/OpenMinted_Freeling/tree/master/src/main/resources/de/tudarmstadt/ukp/dkpro/core/api/lexmorph/tagset
http://courses.fosteropenscience.eu/


Deliverable T.4 
Final report and project dissemination report: Sharing

IXA pipes in the OpenMinTeD platform.

Contact Person: Rodrigo Agerri (rodrigo.agerri@ehu.eus), IXA NLP Group, University of 
the Basque Country UPV/EHU.

https://github.com/ragerri/ixa-pipes-omtd 

1. Final report

As software provider you shared your resource(s) as (choose):

• Docker images

Briefly, explain/justify your choice:

IXA pipes were designed with the objective of being “ready to use” tools. Thus, sharing them
as Docker images, ready to be deployed and used with a minimum of effort, fits well with our
objective. Finally, Docker images represent an efficient manner of sharing a variety of tools 
with various dependencies very easily.

List the highlights and key success factors of the project:

Dockerization of the tools is a good experience and we think that it can be applied in a more 
general way, not just for the OpenMinted platform. We have managed, in our opinion, to 
provide 12 state of the art Natural Language Processing components which are 
straightforward to use and deploy.

The general guidelines were comprehensive and well thought, although some more specific 
examples would had been helpful. The help obtained from the project members was very 
good.

List and identify anything you found useful:

Dockerization.

List and describe any unexpected events 
(unexpected events that occurred during the project and the impact that those events may
have had on the project and the action(s) taken to address them if any. Common problems are
normally due to (please identify)

• the complexity of the task, 

mailto:rodrigo.agerri@ehu.eus
https://github.com/ragerri/ixa-pipes-omtd


• lack of documentation,  
• lack of suitable supporting tools and/or examples,  
• over-ambitious project aims,
• time schedule,
• other …

I have got feeling that the task was much more complex than the description provided in the
call for tenders. The documentation in general terms was good, but lacked (or were difficult
to find) meaningful examples regarding XMI reading and writing, and metadata examples for
the descriptors (the XML editor did not work for me).

Time schedule was tight.

List any issue you had regarding (interoperability) requirements related to
(please use none if you had no relevant issues):

● Licensing.
● Metadata description.
● Registry.
● Input / output restrictions & formats.
● Preparing & Packaging (for Maven, Docker and web services).
● Other
● None

Metadata specs and input and output restrictions and formats for the descriptors. We managed
to do it thanks to the support of the members of the project, but we felt we were learning or
discovering things as we went ahead.

The amount of work to adapt and integrate your tools into OMTD was

● Other

More than expected.

Do you think the effort done is justified? (yes, no, to what extend)

Mostly yes, although I am not sure about the XMI choice. The workflow builder seems to be
rather brittle too. I am also not sure about asking for 4 deliverables plus the ADAPT tutorial
for such a short project.

List and summarize any lessons learned from this project.

Dockerization is very useful. Trying to specify everything beforehand for sharing components
does  not  seem to  be  that  feasible.  The  balance  between  effort  and  end-result  should  be
evaluated at the end of the project.

Regarding the use case you presented, list the aspects that OMTD can (or could) benefit 
the use case.



Our use case is a very general use case in Information Extraction. We provide a variety of 
tools for up to 8 languages and including NLP tasks such as NER and Aspect Based  
Sentiment Analysis. OMTD can benefit as it could help to create large applications with a 
variety of components covering or complementing for tasks not available in our tools.

List what you would have done differently and/or your recommendations for 
improvement:

Conversors from text to XMI and from standard formats used in NLP should have been 
provided by the project, or at least clear examples of representing structured information 
(parsing, sequences) and how to implementing them.

However, I must say that in the overall I found the whole exercise very interesting and I hope 
that the results of the project get to be used.

2. Dissemination

The ADAPT tutorial is available here:
 
http://courses.fosteropenscience.eu/preview/598db0808bd7359d2ceabc2d/5ae1ccbea8216e32
2da35aff/ 

We have made public the specification and documentation for every component integrated in 
the OpenMinTeD platform:

https://github.com/ragerri/ixa-pipes-omtd 

The IXA pipes website will point out to the OpenMinTeD integration work done in this 
project.

https://github.com/ragerri/ixa-pipes-omtd
http://courses.fosteropenscience.eu/preview/598db0808bd7359d2ceabc2d/5ae1ccbea8216e322da35aff/
http://courses.fosteropenscience.eu/preview/598db0808bd7359d2ceabc2d/5ae1ccbea8216e322da35aff/


Deliverable T.4 

Final report and project dissemination report 
 

The Final Report section is intended to summarize the outcomes of the project. You can use the 

template below: 

The Dissemination Report should list the dissemination activities done/planned and a tutorial in 

ADAPT tool.* 

 

(*) Instructions for the tutorial: 

1. Contact (nancy.pontika@open.ac.uk ) to ask for an Adapt account 

2. Create your tutorial using the ADAPT tool. You can find an example of a course here. 

3. For any additional information and support, please contact (nancy.pontika@open.ac.uk) 

 

1. Final Report 
 

As software provider you shared your resource(s) as (choose): 

 UIMA/GATE components uploaded via maven central repository 

 Docker images 

 Web services 

 

Briefly, explain/justify your choice: 

Our tool (PubRunner) was already partly built as a Python package. Wrapping it inside a Docker 

image made the most sense for deployment to the OpenMinTeD platform. 

 

List the highlights and key success factors of the project: 

 The PubRunner framework is designed to wrap other text mining tools and manage 

format conversions, executions and various other steps. 

 We contributed two applications wrapped using the PubRunner framework: Ab3P for 

abbreviation detection and OpenSesamIE for open information extraction. 

 The main additions to PubRunner to allow integration into OpenMinTeD: 

o An XMI-format converter to run tools that expect plain text or BioC format 

o Allow direct control of input and output directories 

 

List and identify anything you found useful: 

 The Google group and Github issues page for discussion are invaluable 

 The Galaxy workflow editor shows great promise 

 The blog posts discussing the different projects going on in TDM were valuable in 

providing a wider picture of the TDM community 

 



List and describe any unexpected events 

 We found the learning curve of the technical documentation quite steep 

 Many details of the project only became clear through discussions on the Google group & 

Github issues page 

 It wasn't clear that applications/components would not have access to the internet when 

executed. That required a change of our plans. 

 

List any issue you had regarding (interoperability) requirements related to 

 We got a little confused about whether components could use non-XMI data formats. 

This was clarified through the online discussion boards. 

 It was difficult to know if application submission had worked without being able to run 

our tools. 

 

The amount of work to adapt and integrate your tools into OMTD was 

 More than expected 

 

Do you think the effort done is justified? (yes, no, to what extend) 

 Yes, we hope our tools will provide a proof of concept for the validity of these methods. 

 

List and summarize any lessons learned from this project. 

 I have learnt a great deal about integrating tools into the OpenMinTeD framework which 

will make it a great deal easier when adding new tools in the future. 

 

Regarding the use case you presented, list the aspects that OMTD can (or could) benefit the 

use case. 

 The two applications that we have submitted to OpenMinTeD provide valuable 

functionality of abbreviation detection and Open Information Extraction methods. 

 This also provides a proof-of-concept for the integration of other tools using the 

PubRunner framework. 

 

List what you would have done differently and/or your recommendations for 

improvement: 

 An FAQ page for technical questions would be very valuable, instead of having to search 

through the Google group  

 A tutorial showing how to integrate different types of applications/components and then 

test if they work would be very helpful. 

 

  



2. Dissemination Report 
 

The PubRunner project is being written up for a bioinformatics journal. A section of the paper 

will discuss the OpenMinTeD integration. This paper will also be a part of the PhD thesis of Jake 

Lever. 



Deliverable T.4 
Final report and project dissemination report

The Final Report section is intended to summarize the outcomes of the project. You can use 
the template below:
The dissemination report should list the dissemination activities done/planned and a tutorial 
in ADAPT tool.*

(*) Instructions for the tutorial:

1. Contact (nancy.pontika@open.ac.uk ) to ask for an Adapt account
2. Create your tutorial using the ADAPT tool. You can find an example of a course here.
3. For any additional information and support, please contact (nancy.pontika@open.ac.uk)

1. Final report

As software provider you shared your resource(s) as (choose):
• UIMA components uploaded via maven central repository

Briefly, explain/justify your choice:
We had previous expertise of developing UIMA components, so this seemed to be the most 
natural choice. In addition, using UIMA meant that we were able to use the omtd-share 
maven plugin, which allowed us to automatically generate our omtds descriptor. We felt it 
was the simplest route to deploy our components via Maven and then upload them to the 
repository. Although this was more work to set up than we originally anticipated.

List the highlights and key success factors of the project:
Application developed for journalists, running via the OpenMinTeD platform. 

List and identify anything you found useful:
The plugins for generating uima and omtd-share descriptors saved a lot of hand editing of 
metadata information. 

List and describe any unexpected events 
(unexpected events that occurred during the project and the impact that those events may
have had on the project and the action(s) taken to address them if any. Common problems are
normally due to (please identify)

• the complexity of the task, 
• lack of documentation,  
• lack of suitable supporting tools and/or examples,  
• over-ambitious project aims,
• time schedule,



• other …

1. Contractual issues
◦ We had significant issues with getting a contract agreed between the MMU and

BCS financial departments. This meant that we had difficulties in spending the
budget at MMU during the earlier phases of the project.

2. Lack of documentation
◦ We found that there was very little documentation around the process of creating

and  uploading  resources  to  the  platform.  For  example,  there  is  no  clear
documentation of how to create a new workflow. The Galaxy interface is unclear.
Some form of guided workflow creation would be useful here to help the user
know what components can be connected to each other, etc.

3. Confusing metadata
◦ I struggled to know exactly what to put for several of the metadata fields. These

become clearer with explanation from the project team. A tutorial of how to fill in
the metadata would be helpful.

List any issue you had regarding (interoperability) requirements related to
(please use none if you had no relevant issues):

● Licensing.
● Metadata description.
● Registry.
● Input / output restrictions & formats.
● Preparing & Packaging (for Maven, Docker and web services).
● Other
● None

None.

The amount of work to adapt and integrate your tools into OMTD was

● as expected
● much bigger
● Other ….

More or less as expected. The process for uploading to Maven was more arduous than I
had originally expected. However the process for then uploading to OpenMinTeD was
reasonably smooth. Better error messages displayed to the user when components fail
would be helpful.

Do you think the effort done is justified? (yes, no, to what extend) 
I feel a bit on the fence here. I think that specifically the metadata creation process feels very
arduous and as much as possible should be done to prefill  the metadata for the user. The
example of creating the omtds descriptor from the POM and UIMA descriptor is  a good
example of what can be done to take the pressure off the user. I found it quite painstaking to
have to fill in all the metadata after creating a new corpus/workflow and I think this would be
a real barrier to use for an end user.



List and summarize any lessons learned from this project.
1) Uploading components to maven central is more difficult than you would think.
2) uimaFit implements a lot of very useful features for interoperability, etc.
3) It’s hard to get things working on the openMinTeD platform without support  from the
maintenance team. I envisage that this will only be more difficult after the project has ended
and people have other main focusses. 

Regarding the use case you presented, list the aspects that OMTD can (or could) benefit 
the use case.
For journalism, The OpenMinTeD platform presents a unique opportunity as both the content 
and tools to operate on that content can be found in one place. We hope that journalists will 
be able to come to the platform, use it to create a new corpus in a scientific domain of interest
and then run the tools we have provided on the corpus. 

List what you would have done differently and/or your recommendations for 
improvement:
No specific changes to our approach.



Deliverable T.4: Dissemination plan 

 

Our dissemination plan consists of the following items: 

- Release the code of the component on the GitHub page 

(https://github.com/lasigeBioTM/BOLSTM) and the docker image  on docker hub 

(https://hub.docker.com/r/andrelamurias/bolstm/); 

- Develop a tutorial describing how to install and use the component  using the Adapt 

tool; 

- Submit a manuscript describing the methods and results of the selected case study  to 

a scientific conference; 

- Include the work developed for this project in a PhD thesis,  

- Explore two additional case studies: 

o Extraction of miRNA-gene relations: MicroRNAs, or miRNAs, are small 

endogenous sequences of nucleotides used by animals, plants, and viruses to 

downregulate gene expression by targeting messenger RNA for cleavage or 

translational repression. Since they were discovered, these molecules have 

been found to be associated with several biological processes, including 

various developmental and physiological processes. For this reason, their 

dysfunction might contribute to human diseases. The expression of each 

miRNA is regulated by transcription factors. Therefore, these regulatory 

relations provide an interesting case study of complex biological processes, 

where miRNAs are regulated upstream by transcription factors, while 

miRNAs target specific genes, and each miRNA-gene pair may be associated 

with one or more diseases. miRNAs are considered potential diagnostic and 

therapeutic targets for complex diseases. 

o Extraction of protein-cell relations: Tolerogenic cell therapies provide an 

alternative to conventional immunosuppressive treatments of autoimmune 

disease and address, among other goals, the rejection of organ or stem cell 

transplants. These therapies aim at modulating the pathological immune 

response with minimal effect on the immune system. Antigen-presenting cells 

(APCs) can be induced to control the immune response by targeting specific T 

cell responses, avoiding general suppression of the immune system. It is 

necessary to understand the underlying mechanisms of the immune system to 

develop tolerogenic cell therapies. Cytokines are small peptides involved in 

cell signaling, which can be used to induce tolerance in APCs. Immune cells 

express cytokines and their respective receptors. High-throughput sequencing 

techniques have improved our knowledge about cell signaling, introducing a 

variety of information about how cytokines are used by the immune system. 

This information is important to understand and develop new methods to 

isolate, culture, and induce tolerance in APCs. 

 

 

https://github.com/lasigeBioTM/BOLSTM
https://hub.docker.com/r/andrelamurias/bolstm/


Table 1 - Dissemination activities completed and planned for the following year 

Activity Targetdate 

Code and image release April 2018 

Adapt tutorial April 2018 

Conference presentation Until the end of 2018 

PhD thesis Until July of 2019 

miRNA case study September 2018 

Tolerogenic cell therapy case study November 2018 

 



Deliverable T.4: Final report 

 

As software provider you shared your resource(s) as (choose): 

Docker image: https://hub.docker.com/r/andrelamurias/bolstm/ 

 

Briefly, explain/justify your choice: 

We shared our component as a docker image because it makes it easier to pack and distribute 

software written in any language, without having to be restricted to any framework. It can be 

executed both on a personal computer or on a cloud server. Furthermore, the code is openly 

available too, and it can be integrated with other tools using the command line, without being 

restricted to any framework. 

 

List the highlights and key success factors of the project: 

The project adapted LSTMs, a popular deep learning technique, to biomedical ontologies to 

extract relations from biomedical text. The incorporation of semantic information based on 

biomedical ontologies improves the quality of the relations extracted when compared to using 

only lexical features. 

 

List and identify anything you found useful: 

We found that the infrastructure provided by the OMTD platform was useful in providing a 

repository of text mining tools, and the Google groups and GitHub pages were useful to solve 

technical issues. Furthermore, the fact that we could share our component as a docker 

container was also important, so that we did not have to restrict our component to a specific 

framework. 

 

List and describe any unexpected events 

We encountered some problems with the time schedule since we originally developed the 

project for a duration of 6 months, to test more parameters and case studies. However, we 

were able to complete the project for one case study. The guidelines to produce each 

deliverable  were not fully detailed 

 

List any issue you had regarding (interoperability) requirements related to 

A web interface was provided to generate the required metadata for our component, however, 

some of the fields were ambiguous and no examples were given. It was not clear how our 

component would be used in the context of an application, i.e. how it should process the input 

and output documents. It was also difficult to know when to make the component public 

since it was no longer possible to edit the metadata after that. 

 

The amount of work to adapt and integrate your tools into OMTD was 

The amount of work necessary to integrate our platform was as expected for a project of this 

dimension and with the objective of integrating various text mining components. 

 

Do you think the effort done is justified? (yes, no, to what extend) 

In text mining there are often issues with dependencies and compatibility between 

components, so the effort required to make a tool more compatible with other tools is 

perfectly justifiable. 



 

 

List and summarize any lessons learned from this project. 

The main lesson from this project was the importance of domain-specific ontologies and deep 

learning models for classification of biomedical relations. Considering that biomedical 

ontologies are openly available and regularly updated as the knowledge on the domain 

progresses, they should be considered important information sources for relation extraction. 

Furthermore, it was simple to adapt the code and release it as a container, while this effort 

had the benefit of making our project more useful for other researchers. 

 

Regarding the use case you presented, list the aspects that OMTD can (or could) benefit 

the use case. 

The use case we presented consisted of using the ChEBI ontology to extract drug-drug 

interactions from biomedical text. Since our component requires the input text to be pre-

annotated with chemical entities mapped to ChEBI, OMTD will benefit  by connecting our 

component to a component that pre-annotates with that information. Furthermore, the results 

of the tool could be used by other components for other tasks. 

 

List what you would have done differently and/or your recommendations for 

improvement: 

With more planning and time, we would have implemented more file formats and use cases 

with our component, for example, protein-protein and phenotype-gene interactions. 
 
 



Deliverable T.4  

Final report and project dissemination report 
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1. Final report 

 

Providing a Docker component 

We have integrated multiple tools and processes in a single system. A docker image can 

justify the correct compilation of the project from an image containing linux (ubuntu), java 

and maven. Since our application requires a database which contains more than 20Gb of 

word embedding information, a docker image was an appropriate technological solution. The 

docker image was created from the source code (available in GitHub), compiling the files 

(maven) in order to generate the executable JAR. 

 

Highlights and key success factors of the project: 

Scientific Summarization Services is a system available on the OpenMinTeD platform in 

order to automatically annotate scientific articles with summarization relevance values. The 

system integrates multiple NLP tools such as Dr. Inventor (DRI) Text Mining Framework, 

SUMMA and Word Embeddings. From an article in XML format the system analyzes, 

extracts and characterizes several aspects, such as structural elements, the discursive category 

of each sentence and the construction of the dependency tree of each sentence. This 

information is used to compute different scores to select the most relevant sentences in an 

article. The system has been shared as a Docker component and the code released in Github 

with a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 license, can be found in the following links: 

https://github.com/abravo84/scisumservices 

https://hub.docker.com/r/abravp/openminted_scisumservices:1.0.0 

 

  

https://github.com/abravo84/scisumservices
https://hub.docker.com/r/abravp/openminted_scisumservices:1.0.0


Unexpected events  

Our system was compiled in a JAR file. The JAR file can be executed with two parameters:                 

an input folder containing articles in XML files and an output folder in order to provide the                 

resulting articles enriched by our system as GATE documents. 

 

Our first idea was to directly distribute the JAR file on the OpenMinted platform. But we                

faced two problems: 

● Database support: Our system retrieves multiples word embeddings and they are           

stored in a MySQL database. We can not maintain a secure connection to the MySQL               

database from outside our facilities. For that reason, we had to change this approach              

in order to remove any database connection. We have to replace MySQL with SQLite              1

to embed it in our code. 

This approach solved the connectivity problem but created related problem since the            

resulting application would contain a file with more than 20Gb. 

● Files distribution: our system needs multiples big files, such as the SQLite file. In              

addition, our system integrates several resources from the DR Inventor framework,           

which needs a set of resource files. If all necessary files were included in a JAR, we                 

could not distribute easily it. 

 

For that reason, we packaged our system in a Docker image containing all necessary files.  

 

On the other hand, we had some difficulties when integrating our system to the OpenMinted               

platform. Although the documentation was not clear enough, the support team helped us all              

the way through. 

 

 

 

  

1 https://www.sqlite.org/index.html 



The amount of work to adapt and integrate your tools into OMTD was 
 

Unfortunately we had to invest a lot of time and resources for integration: our system (in                

GATE) was ready weeks before deadline, but we had to re-design it so we could generate a                 

Docker. 

 

Do you think the effort done is justified? (yes, no, to what extend)  

Yes. We think that effort done has produced a reusable component, so it is justified, the                

integration of different text mining tools developed in our group into the platform allows the               

scoring of sentences of a specific article. 

 

List and summarize any lessons learned from this project. 

The most important learned aspect was to know and understand the way to organize and               

share our application including multiple resources. In addition, now we consider a Docker             

image as a good component to distribute and share your applications. 

 

 

List what you would have done differently and/or your recommendations for 

improvement: 

● Obviously, now we would have started our application using Docker from the            

beginning. This would have saved us a lot of time. 

● It might have been interesting to organize a webinar/hackathon following the different            

steps to integrate components on the OpenMinted platform (integration from a JAR            

file, GATE component, UIMA component, Docker image...). 

 

 

  



2. Dissemination report 

● The component has been uploaded in GitHub.com, and hub.docker.com  

○ https://github.com/abravo84/scisumservices 

○ https://hub.docker.com/r/abravp/openminted_scisumservices:1.0.0 

 

● A blog post entry has been create: 

Scientific Summarization Services is a system available on the OpenMinTeD platform           

in order to automatically identify the most important information of a research article.             

The system integrates multiple NLP tools such as Dr. Inventor (DRI) Text Mining             

Framework, SUMMA and Word Embeddings. Briefly, from a scientific article the           

system analyzes, extracts and characterizes several aspects, such as structural          

elements of the article and the discursive category and vector representations of            

each sentence. This information is used to compute different scores to rank each             

sentence of the article. The most relevant sentences will have a higher score. The              

system has been shared as a Docker component and the code released in Github              

with a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 license, can be found in the following links: 

https://github.com/abravo84/scisumservices 

https://hub.docker.com/r/abravp/openminted_scisumservices:1.0.0 

 

● A tutorial has been designed on the Adapt platform:  

○ The course "OpenMINTED: Scientific Summarization Services". Has been        

uploaded to the Adapt platform:  http://courses.fosteropenscience.eu  

 

  

https://github.com/abravo84/scisumservices
https://hub.docker.com/r/abravp/openminted_scisumservices:1.0.0
https://github.com/abravo84/scisumservices
https://hub.docker.com/r/abravp/openminted_scisumservices:1.0.0
http://courses.fosteropenscience.eu/
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1 Final report

As software provider you shared your resource(s) as (choose)

•  UIMA/GATE components uploaded via maven central repository
• Docker images
•  Web services

Briefly, explain/justify your choice

TermSuite was wrapped and provided as a docker images following the OMTD 
specifications. This files was pushed on a public image repository.

The TermSuite NLP suite was available as a docker image on its official github 
repository so that we already had a good experience with kind of resource 
packaging.

The use of docker has made it possible to package all the necessary software 
components for TermSuite as a tagger and to ensure a fully adapted runtime 
environment i.e.-java 8 and Linux.

List the highlights and key success factors of the project:

TermSuite was already well documented and well package.

The tool is a open source code application (with Apache licence). 

Integration is facilitated with the existence of API with many parameters.

List and identify anything you found useful

Google user-forum and Github issues posts to aggregate feedbacks were very 
useful. A positive point is that you can compare and take information in the issues of 
others participants.
We want to thank all omtd team (Penny, Dimitrios, Mark) for their patience.

List and describe any unexpected events

 Lack of details/clarity in the guideline documentation

Guidelines exist but wasn’t in adequacy regarding the complexity of the integration 
task. Many technical points have not been described in the guideline. This forced us 
to make assumptions about the functioning by having a look on the GUI or deducing 
things on the data provided in the descriptors. For example, for applications, the 
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inability to take into account the parameters has never been clearly indicated. 

 Test Platform malfunctioning 

The schedule was a little short because of a malfunctioning OMTD platform 
computing time.

We planned to work step by step. First of all, we wanted to make sure that the 
simplest version works well and offers a more complex version later: for example, 
first test the inputs / outputs, then test the addition of the parameters. Due to the poor
documentation, this should have been a good solution for setting up some short 
development / test cycles.

Even when we could test, no clear error report was offered so that we could not 
determine what the origin of the problem was.

 Forum  was time consuming and  extend the development period 

Forum was a asynchronous and disconnect way of communication that impose a 
start and stop pace of work.  Maybe some more direct and oral interaction should 
have been planned in addition to the forum.

We found that the forum session came too late. But at the end, with a lot of 
collaborative work, we have been able to produce a result.

List any issue you had regarding requirements related to

 Licensing 

TermSuite requires TreeTagger for POS Tagging task. TreeTagger is “freely 
available for research, education and evaluation. Usage of the system for commercial
purposes is forbidden. In principle, this tagger cannot be distribute but some contact 
with the conceptor confirm that’s there is no problem in our case.

 Metadata description

A component must be associated with a descriptor that the contributor must 
complete. The meaning of some fields was sometimes obscure and we did not know 
exactly how to choose the right value. The information on the metadata description 
did not help us and we found it difficult to define some recording properties due to the
lack of clarity of the explanations. We often wondered if the information was just 
information for the user or if it was vital for the treatment of the system.

In addition, some registry form field controls didn’t correspond to the announced 
specifications.
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Finally, in the first version of the editor, it was impossible to register the form with 
correct parameters. 

 Input / output restrictions & formats.

The recommendation regarding the format of entry / exit was not very precise : must  
an application have only pdf document as an input? Should a component consume 
XMI even if it is in an initial position in a workflow? Should a component produce XMI
even if it is in the final position in a workflow? How the other formats are viewed on 
the platform? …etc

At the very beginning on the project, the input / output constraints were not very clear
to us so we did not know if we needed to adapt our tools. We finally had some 
information on the forum but we had to wait until then.

The amount of work to adapt and integrate your tools into OMTD was much 
bigger. It’s take more than 2 months.

Do you think the effort done is justified? (yes, no, to what extend)

It took a little longer than expected to really understand the meanings of the 
guidelines but it was an interesting experience.

List and summarize any lessons learned from this project.

Waiting for the tested platform is at least in Beta release and making sure of its 
documentation clarity.

List what you would have done differently and/or your recommendations for 
improvement:

Having a Test platform on which Tender Call’s SW/Content providers can have fully 
access to configure/restart the test environment.

Propose a full technical list of How to item with clear examples. 

Add some direct oral interactions and tutorial sessions.
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2 Dissemination plan
2.1 Blog Post

To guarantee the promotion of TermSuite in openminted, a promotion post will be 
written and posted on some web site:

 TermSuite Web site
 VisaTM Web site
 Inist-CNRS Web Site

This post should resume the integration project, Objective, main work and the result.

This post also will underline the capacities provided by openminted framework : 
easy-of-use, no installation needs, modularity, corpus to processed  and already 
processed available,…etc

2.2 Video Tutorial 

We plan to make as soon as it will be possible on the openminted platform a video 
showing TermSuite tool components usages in OpenMinted. 

Based on a classical scenario, this video will learn how to use the TermSuite 
components to perform a terminological extraction on a english documents corpus.

In this scenario, user achieve the procedure step by step. He can choice to stop at 
one step or continue the next step.  

First, user want to execute the pre-processing component of the corpus that performs
linguistic treatments required for terminology extraction. Preprocessing is the process
of transforming a text, i.e. a String data, into a list of UIMA annotations, including term
occurrences

It is a mandatory step before terminology extraction. The linguistic treatments could 
be saved and viewed in openminted.  XMI format permit that a future extraction 
process way should be possible. Anyway, user can reuse TermSuite natural 
language preprocessings in any other application context (not only on terminology 
extraction).
Then, he decide to extract terminologies, but he wants only the 500 most important 
terms. In that case, a more complete terminology extraction pipeline have to be built 
with that combine the pre-processor component and the extraction component. 

For each term, he want to know which variants occur in the specialised corpora. He 
has too choose to keep all variants. All the variants of a term appear under the terms 
and are labelled as such. 

At the end, the extraction process produce a terminology in TSV, TBX or JSON 
format.  Then, he can choose to view the result in a raw way and export them in his 
working environment.
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Unified Processing Framework for raw Multilingual Text (UPFMT) 

 

Deliverable T2 - Dissemination plans and expected impact 

 

 

1. Dissemination plans  

 

The objective of our work is the integration of our NLP processing platform named MLPLA (Modular 

Language Processing for Lightweight Applications) in the open TDM infrastructure. 

 

The dissemination plan includes: 

1. Publishing the open-source code on github 

2. Publishing the documentation (including examples) on www.github.com  

3. Publishing the documentation (including examples) on www.readthedocs.org   

4. Integration in the TDM infrastructure 

5. Create a video tutorial on how to use the docker instance of MLPLA (the result of this project). 

6. We maintain one of the nodes of metashare.org. We will push the docker instance as a tool in our 

current node at http://ws.racai.ro:9191/   

7. Informal dissemination: we also work within an academic environment – we have contacts with 

teachers and researchers in Politehnica University of Bucharest and UAIC in Iasi. As we have done 

before with other tools and resources, both in person or in national NLP conferences, we will 

maintain this active connection to keep the information flowing in both directions.  

 

 

2. Expected impact  

Typical application examples: 

 

1. All NLP applications that require raw-text processing, which basically includes any NLP application. 

2. Linguistic studies on large-scale corpora: linguists and computational linguists have shown interest 

in being able to perform linguistic studies on large-scale text corpora. Effectively, this translates into 

(a) collecting large quantities of corpora which are considered relevant for specific segments of 

literary genres and styles, (b) sentence splitting, tokenizing, lemmatizing and tagging the text (a 

http://www.github.com/
http://www.readthedocs.org/
http://ws.racai.ro:9191/


 
 

Deliverable T2 – page 2 of 2 – Unified Processing Framework for raw Multilingual Text (UPFMT) 

 

task for which our platform provides support) and (c) uploading the corpora into a queryable 

platform that allows statistical analysis of the processed data (see the Korap1 platform description 

as well as its instantiation with a large scale Romanian corpus annotated with an early instance of 

MLPA here2). 

3. Factored Machine Translation: classical statistical machine translation system are able to produce 

translations based on either the surface form of the words in the source language or on 

combinations of lemmas and POS tags which are jointly used to produce either surface forms in the 

destination language or lemmas and POS tags (which are then used in semi-generative language 

modeling). Neural-based translation systems have not yet used this technique, but it is likely that 

their generalization capacity would increase by using POS tags to train their models. Our platform is 

able to provide a unified tagging set (based on UD), regardless of the language pairs it is used on, 

which should in turn prove beneficial for MT systems. 

4. Grammatical error correction (GEC): advanced GEC systems use dependency parsing and 

morphological attribute matching in the process of detecting grammatical errors and generating 

correct alternatives. Again, using the same standard for all supported languages decreases the time 

required to adapt GEC systems to new languages and increases the automation capacity within the 

software itself. 

                                                           
 

1 http://www1.ids-mannheim.de/direktion/kl/projekte/korap.html?L=1  
2 http://89.38.230.10:5555/?q=exemplu&collection-name=&collection=&ql=poliqarp&cutoff=1  

http://www1.ids-mannheim.de/direktion/kl/projekte/korap.html?L=1
http://89.38.230.10:5555/?q=exemplu&collection-name=&collection=&ql=poliqarp&cutoff=1
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Unified Processing Framework for raw Multilingual Text (UPFMT) 

 

Deliverable T4 - Final report, project dissemination report 

 

1. Dissemination report 

 

The dissemination plan for UPFMT (Unified Processing Framework for raw Multilingual Text) includes: 

1. Publishing the open-source code on github.com 

Status: Done, code available at: http://www.github.com/dumitrescustefan/UPFMT  

 

2. Publishing the documentation (including examples) on github.com 

Status: Done, readme available at: http://www.github.com/dumitrescustefan/UPFMT  

 

3. Publishing the documentation (including examples) on readthedocs.org 

Status: Done, readme available at: http://upfmt.readthedocs.io/en/latest/  

 

4. Integration in the TDM infrastructure 

Status: integration is done, component is available at (landing page):  

https://test.openminted.eu/landingPage/component/8f47d5d7-ffd5-43e1-b790-ec4c44af0a68  

and at hub.docker.com: https://hub.docker.com/r/dumitrescustefan/upfmt/  

 

5. Create a video tutorial on how to use the Docker instance of MLPLA (the result of this project). 

Status: Done, available at: https://youtu.be/QqV4rIXzDWI  

 

6. We maintain one of the nodes of metashare.org. We will push the Docker image reference as a tool 

in our current node at http://ws.racai.ro:9191/  

Status: Planned, after internal testing at the Research Institute for A.I. (RACAI, www.racai.ro) will be 

published on their node. Estimated date: August 2017. 

 

7. Informal dissemination: we also work within an academic environment – we have contacts with 

teachers and researchers in Politehnica University of Bucharest and UAIC in Iasi. As we have done 

before with other tools and resources, both in person or in national NLP conferences, we will maintain 

this active connection to keep the information flowing in both directions.  

Status: Planned, in progress, will present results at the “ConsILR” conference (“Consorțiului de 

Informatizare pentru Limba Română” – “The consortium for the digitization of the Romanian 

http://www.github.com/dumitrescustefan/UPFMT
http://www.github.com/dumitrescustefan/UPFMT
http://upfmt.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
https://test.openminted.eu/landingPage/component/8f47d5d7-ffd5-43e1-b790-ec4c44af0a68
https://hub.docker.com/r/dumitrescustefan/upfmt/
https://youtu.be/QqV4rIXzDWI
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Language), as well as other upcoming meetings like RoCHI (International Conference on Human-

Computer Interaction, http://rochi2018.utcluj.ro ) . 

 

The ADAPT tutorials are done, available as shared courses at: 

 http://courses.fosteropenscience.eu/#/dashboard/shared .  

They are named:  

 UPFMT Direct API Usage Tutorial - This tutorial focuses on using the code directly on a host machine. 

 UPFMT Docker Usage Tutorial - This tutorial focuses on using the Docker image to annotate raw text 

files. 

Currently, we are working on another tutorial showing how to use the OpenMinTeD platform to annotate text 

using the UPFMT component.  

 

 

2. Final report 

As software providers we shared our resource as a Docker component. 

 

Briefly, explain/justify your choice: 

We see Docker as a simple to use black-box system. It hides all environment details and all complexity 

from potential users wanting to perform a task. Basically, the learning curve involves installing Docker and 

running the ‘docker pull’ and ‘docker run’ commands in a console; basically the learning curve is about the 

Docker and not about the programming language of our tool, parameters, environment and prerequisites, 

which are all hidden in the Docker image. 

 

List the highlights and key success factors of the project: 

This project was a catalyst to bring a practically unknown tool out in the world. It provided the incentive 

(financially) to work on documentation (it is currently available on github, readthedocs.io and youtube, and 

will further be improved upon) and to make the source code available for everybody (which involved a lot of 

refactoring as well as laying the base for a near-future version 2 of the platform).  

Furthermore, using the OpenMinTeD platform will enable people that don’t have IT skills (programming, 

linux, etc.) to perform corpus annotations easily, something that even using a Docker would probably 

exceed their level of skill. We have seen this situation in our academic workplace, where, for example, 

linguists with practically zero PC operating skills cannot benefit from any corpora or tools that are beneficial 

to their work. The gathering in one place in an easy-to-use manner of corpora and tools for everybody to 

use is a major success factor of this project. 

 

List and describe any unexpected events  

http://courses.fosteropenscience.eu/#/dashboard/shared
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A semi-unexpected event was the time needed to train the neural models for the parser, which took over 1 

month to finish on a 32 core server. This was an underestimation on our part. The action taken here was to 

first train the English model, and then test the end-to-end system using only this model, as new models 

would not impact anything, but giving us the time required to perform all other necessary tests. 

Maybe the only unexpected event was that we were unaware of the fact that we also had to do an Adapt-

based tutorial. We found out only later on during the implementation of the project, but that was not a major 

issue.  

Otherwise, we did not encounter notable unexpected events. 

 

List any issue you had regarding (interoperability) requirements related to 

We had no major issues during the implementation of the project.  

However, implementation would have been sped up a bit if we had examples of, for example, the 

conversion process from/to .xmi/.txt (or .conllu or other formats).  

Practically, the only issue we encountered is the current limit of 2GB of RAM per Docker component that 

forced us to limit the algorithm, effectively trading a few accuracy points to fitting within the RAM limit. As 

neural networks are memory-intensive algorithms, we wish the platform would eventually allow us to use 4-

6GB of RAM to ensure top performance.  

Otherwise, everything went smoothly, including registration (using the editor as well as uploading xml 

directly was very easy and productive) and preparing/packaging the component. 

 

The amount of work to adapt and integrate your tools into OMTD was 

As expected. 

 

Do you think the effort done is justified? (yes, no, to what extend)  

Yes, it is. 

 

List and summarize any lessons learned from this project. 

We learned to never underestimate the power of a neural network to take significantly longer than 

expected. We also learned to create a Docker component, push it publically online and then how to debug 

it. 

We learned how to use restructured text/markdown format for help and docs, how to use webhooks to 

compile documentation to push it online automatically. 

We learned how to create online tutorials.  
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Finally, we learned about OpenMinTeD as a useful tool for a wide array of people that had limited 

knowledge of IT and to whom we will share how to use this platform.  

 

Regarding the use case you presented, list the aspects that OMTD can (or could) benefit the use 

case. 

Our component is used to annotate raw text: it segments and annotates parts-of-speech as well as 

generating the parse dependency tree. Our use-case is general: practically *any* text requires, at the very 

least, segmentation.  

In OMTD, any existing tool can use our component as an initial text pre-processor: From any corpus 

(whether from PDFs or raw text), use UPFMT to segment and annotate the text in both .conllu and .xmi 

interconnectable format. Then, using the .xmi output, apply practically any task (for example run a named-

entity gene recognizer on a bio corpus, run an information extraction system on a news corpus, etc.) 

 

List what you would have done differently and/or your recommendations for improvement: 

We only have two recommendations:  

1. Please increase the computing resources available for individual components. 

2. If possible, provide more examples for all the steps involving adding a new component and using it. 

Now that we have several components, create a small step-by-step tutorial where people would 

quickly be able to look at a OMTD-share, see how to create it using the editor, see how to register a 

component and then create an app, give an example of a corpus as input and how to check the 

results as output. Please note that the answers to all these questions exist somewhere, the 

suggestion is about putting them in a single place to be quickly referentiable. 

Otherwise, I would like to especially thank the people in the OpenMinTeD project for being very nice and 

helpful, and bearing with each participating team, in threads over 100 replies long, with component tests 

and retests and then other retests until things are working. Thanks again! 
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Intro 
The purpose of this document is to summarize the outcomes of the VineSum software 
component and provide a list of the related dissemination activities. 

Final report 
As software provider you shared your resource(s) as: 
 
UIMA software component uploaded via maven central repository. 
 
Briefly, explain/justify your choice: 
 
VineSum goal was to be integrated to the OMTD infrastructure, achieving compatibility with 
OMTD and interoperability across TDM resources. The decision to utilize frameworks like UIMA 
and DKPro.core allowed both input and output of the VineSum component to be defined in a 
way that allows its use in mixed workflows within the OMTD platform. 
Deployment to Maven central was chosen due to its simplicity. 
 
List the highlights and key success factors of the project: 
 
VineSum highlights: 

- Recognizes named entities, especially related to wines. 
- Clusters documents into events, related to wine varieties but also to events. 
- Exploitation of named entity recognition components, especially evolved to facilitate the 

use case. 
Key success factors: 

- Sufficient input information on wine named entities (e.g. inclusion of variations in the 
naming of varieties). 

- Well-formed input / output documents (UIMA representation) 
 
List and identify anything you found useful: 
 

- Documentation related to the options for sharing the component and integrating with the 
OMTD infrastructure was essential during the a) requirements analysis and b) design 
phase of the VineSum project. 

- OMTD Editor via the OMTD platform allowed to quickly and easily describe the VineSum 
component without the need of diving into the related xml schema. 

 
 
  



List and describe any unexpected events 
 
# Unexpected event Action(s) taken to address them  

1 UIMA learning curve was higher than 
expected. 
 
Going through the available documentation at  
https://guidelines.openminted.eu/guidelines_fo
r_providers_of_sw_resources/ , 
https://uima.apache.org/ and 
https://dkpro.github.io/dkpro-core/ and 
understanding a) which part is already 
implemented by OMTD platform and b) how 
the VineSum component should describe its 
input in order to be interoperable, was one of 
the initial challenges the technical team had to 
overcome. 

Extra effort was made by the technical 
team, early enough, in order to ensure 
the deadline. 

2  Lack of examples. 
Relation of UIMA and OMTD schemas was 
not apparent from the OMTD documentation 
during the requirements collection and design 
phase of the VineSum component. 

Questions raised to the Google forum 
helped clarify how OMTD platform and 
OMTD data model, relates to UIMA. 

 
List any issue you had regarding (interoperability) requirements related to  
 
None 
 
The amount of work to adapt and integrate your tools into OMTD was 
 
Larger than expected 
 
Do you think the effort done is justified? (yes, no, to what extend) 
 
Yes, since we needed to: 

- Become compatible to the OpenMinTeD requirements, to support interoperability. 
- Update SciFY’s existing NLP models to facilitate a new use case (wines). 

 
List and summarize any lessons learned from this project. 
 
UIMA, even though it provides a flexible architecture/framework facilitating the analysis of 
unstructured content, it introduces a significant learning curve. Additional time is required in 
order to understand its ecosystem and relate it to scope of the project. 
 
 
 

https://guidelines.openminted.eu/guidelines_for_providers_of_sw_resources/
https://guidelines.openminted.eu/guidelines_for_providers_of_sw_resources/
https://uima.apache.org/
https://dkpro.github.io/dkpro-core/


 
 
Regarding the use case you presented, list the aspects that OMTD can (or could) benefit 
the use case. 
 
OMTD platform is directly related to the use case that was presented. During this use case, a                 
OMTD user that has no programming experience and no specialized domain knowledge on             
natural language processing and data mining can use the OMTD platform in order to: 

1. Select a corpus (a set of documents) 
2. Select the VineSum component  
3. Select any other components from the OMTD platform 
4. Run the analysis pipeline and use the output in order to categorize/summarize the             

information and/or discover any hidden or new knowledge. 
 
List what you would have done differently and/or your recommendations for 
improvement: 
 
A quick start guide for developers can save a lot of time when it comes to integrating software                  
components to the OMTD infrastructure. The examples can include in one page, a step by step                
guide for a) creating a new software component, b) integrating it with UIMA, c) read information                
from the OMTD data mode d) describing the output into UIMA CAS XMI. 

Dissemination activities 
 

# Description Related Link 

1 Blog post http://go.scify.gr/openminted-blogpost  

2 Social media posts http://go.scify.gr/OpenMinted-sm-post  

3 Tutorial at ADAPT tool http://go.scify.gr/openminted-adapt-tool  

 
 
 

http://go.scify.gr/openminted-blogpost
http://go.scify.gr/OpenMinted-sm-post
http://go.scify.gr/openminted-adapt-tool
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